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ABSTRACT
Wider acceptance of CFD methods in the design and the analysis require development of
CFD techniques that should satisfy two main criteria; provide results within a reasonable time
frame and with apriori known accuracy. Major efforts have been spent in recent years to establish
the accuracy of numerical solvers. However more research is required to develop reliable and
robust numerical solvers suitable for modeling of complex turbomachinery flows.
An unsteady viscous flow solver based on the Runge-Kutta scheme has been developed.
Pseudo-time step technique has been incorporated to provide efficient simulation of unsteady
flows. Utilization of the pseudo-time approach reduces the computational time by a factor varying
from 5 to 25 times in comparison with the original solver. The results of the stability analysis of
the dual time step scheme are used to establish an optimum pseudo-time step based on the local
CFL, VonNeuman numbers and the ratio of pseudo-to-physical time steps. Code has been modified
to incorporate multi-block capabilities. This modification is essential for the modeling of complex
multidomain configurations such as the rotor-stator interaction, film cooling, etc. Multoblock
feature simplifies the complexity of the grid generation process. It also improves the quality of the
grid, thus contributing to the enhanced accuracy of the numerical modeling.
The code has been validated against the analytical and experimental data. The influence of
the numerical aspects (artificial dissipation, grid density etc.) on the accuracy of the prediction of
the wake decay, transition, flow over a cylinder has been analyzed. Based on the results of the test
cases, modifications to the k-e model to improve the accuracy in the regions with dominant normal
stresses are incorporated.
iv
Numerical simulation of the unsteady flow in a compressor cascade has been performed to
assess the ability of the code to simulate unsteady flow in a turbomachinery cascade. Three low Re
k-e turbulence models have been assessed for their ability to predict the unsteady transitional
flows. Good agreement with the measured data and with an earlier Euler/boundary layer prediction
has been achieved. The numerical solver was able to predict major features, associated with the
wake induced transition on a compressor blade (wake induced transitional strip, wake induced
turbulent strip, etc.). Analysis and interpretation of the resuks from the unsteady flow simulation
have been carried out to understand additional flow physics associated with the transitional flow.
A coupled experimental and computational study of the effects of the nozzle wake-rotor
interaction in a turbine is carded out to understand the cause and effects of the unsteady flow in
turbine rotors. The result of the numerical prediction correlates well with the Laser Doppler
Velocimeter data and dynamic pressure measurements. An assessment of the viscous and the
inviscid contribution to the nozzle wake decay and the unsteady loss distribution in the rotor
passage reveals the dominant effect of the viscous decay upstream of the leading edge. Inside the
passage, the inviscid effects have a significant influence. The predicted flow at the off-design
condition has been interpreted to understand the nature of the unsteady flow field at a high negative
incidence angle.
Variation of the flow Reynolds number between the take off and cruise conditions
significantly affects the boundary layer development on a low-pressure turbine blading. A
decreased Reynolds number leads to flow separation on the suction surface of the blading, thus
increasing losses. A numerical simulation has been carried out to assess the ability of the Navier-
Stokes solver to predict transitional flows in a wide range of Reynolds numbers and inlet
turbulence intensities. A number of turbulence (including the Algebraic Reynolds Stress Model)
Vand transition models have been employed to analyze the reliability and accuracy of the numerical
simulation. A comparison between the prediction and the experimental data reveals a good
correlation, However, the analysis shows that the artificial dissipation in the numerical solver may
have a profound effect on the transition in a separated flow.
The viscous flow solver has been employed for the numerical investigation of the
aerothermal field due to the leading edge film cooling at a compound angle. Good agreement with
the measured data has been achieved. Results of the numerical investigation have been used to
analyze the vortex" structure associated with the coolant jet-freestream interaction to understand the
effect of different vortices on the cooling effectiveness and aerothermal losses. Two counter-
rotating vortices generated by the interaction between the rnainflow and the coolant jet have been
found to have a major influence in decreasing the cooling efficiency through strong entrainment of
the hot fluid. Results of the numerical simulation indicate that the turbulence length scale has a
significant effect on the accuracy of the numerical prediction of the film cooling. Not only the inlet
turbulence intensity but also the turbulence length scale should be accurately prescribed to achieve
reliable numerical prediction of the heat and the mass transfer due to the film cooling.
Numerical analysis of the tip leakage flow in a turbine is utilized to investigate physics of
the secondary flow in a rotor including interaction between secondary vortices, tip leakage vortex,
and rotor wake. Analysis of the leakage flow development shows that the relative motion of the
blade and the casing wall reduces the propagation of the leakage flow into the mainflow. The tip
leakage vortex is confined to the suction surface comer of the casing. Most of the leakage losses is
due to the mixing of the tip leakage vortex downstream of the trailing edge.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Significance
Significant research efforts and design advances have led to thermal efficiency of
up to 60% in modem gas turbines. The modem compressor stage has efficiency of about
90% and the modem turbine stage has efficiency of up to 95%. Further improvements in
efficiency become more and more difficult and require a much deeper understanding of the -
flow field inside turbomachines.
Three methods have been widely used in the analysis and design of modem
turbomachinery; experimental research, analysis in conjunction with empirical data base,
and numerical methods. The development of the accurate numerical methods and
computer hardware have made the numerical simulation more efficient, reliable and
affordable. However, questions of affordability and reliability of the numerical simulation
are the key factors in the future development of the numerical analysis for the
turbomachinery design and analysis.
Wider acceptance of CFD methods in the design and the analysis requires CFD
techniques that should satisfy two main criteria; provide results within reasonable time
frame and with apriori knowledge of accuracy. Ideally, engineer need to have a technique
(i.e. implementation of correct physical models etc.) and solution with a fixed level of
precision. Despite complexity of the process, it is possible to establish reliability of the
2numericaltechnique.Reliabilityand suitabilityof the mathematicalmodel, includingsuch
aspectsas the turbulencemodel, as well as mutual influence of the model and the
numericaltechniquecannot beverifiedfor ageneralcase.Major efforts havebeenspent
in recentyearsto establishtheaccuracyof numericalmodelsutilizing the benchmarkdata.
Theseattemptshad only limited success.Furtherdevelopmentof the CFD requiresmore
systematicapproachto the assessmentof the numericalaccuracy.Melnik et al., 1995,
suggestedthreemajorstepsin assessingthecapabilityof theCFD code;codeverification,
validationand certification.Code verificationagainstknown analyticalsolutions,reveals
numerical accuracy of the numerical techniqueused. The second step is the code
validation.This step is critical in assessingthe abilityof thecodeto provide anaccurate
solution for the benchmarktest casesin a relativelynarrowrangeof flow features.Last
step is the code certification, which includespredictive capabilitiesof the code for
complexandrealisticcases.This stepincludesa systematicsimulationof flow casesanda
comparisonwith theexistingexperimentaldata.
Flows in turbomachinerybladerows arevery complex.They arestrongly three-
dimensional,viscous,with several types of secondaryflows and vortices (horseshoe
vortex, passagevortex, leakageflow, etc.). Their interactionwith the blade,boundary
layersand wakes results in mixing losses.Transitionalflows and the high turbulence
intensityresult in additionalcomplexities.Becauseof the complexnature of the flow,
analyticalmethodsarescarceandnot accurate.Resultsof experimentalinvestigationsare
limitedto a narrowrangeof flow parametersin modeledturbomachines.
3One of the major featuresof the flow in the bladepassageis the unsteadiness
causedby the relative motion of the stator and rotor. While the unsteadinessplays an
important role in the flow through turbomachineryblade rows, majority of flow
simulationsarecarriedoutassuminga steadyflow approximation.Theinletflow patternis
prescribedas uniform and steady.This approach leads to the neglection of such
phenomenaasa rotor/statorinteraction,vortex sheddingandotherunsteadyflow effects.
The unsteadinesshas a major influenceon the surfacepressuredistribution and shear
stressesat the wall. The unsteadydynamicandthermalloadingcanreducethe life of the
blades.To ensurereliableoperation,thenaturalfrequencyof the bladeshouldbedifferent
from the frequencyof thevibrationcausedbythe flow unsteadiness.The mainsourcesof
the unsteadinessare; potential effect, wake-bladeinteraction,vortex-bladeinteraction
randomunsteadinessof themeanflow.
Anotherproblemwhich is closelyconnectedto the unsteadynatureof the flow in
turbomachinesis theheattransfer.Predictionof theheattransferandfilm coolingeffect is
crucialto anunderstandingof theturbineflow field.Excessivebladetemperaturemaylead
to athermalfatigue.Accurateanalysisof thisphenomenonis essentialfor gooddesign.
1.1.1 Unsteady Flow
Unsteady interaction increases losses, blade vibration, and noise generation; and
affects heat transfer in turbines. An understanding of the physics of the unsteady flow will
enable an improvement in the overall aerodynamic and mechanical performance of the
4turbine. Increasesin the availablecomputer resourcesand the developmentof more
efficientcomputationalalgorithmsin recentyearshavemadethe numericalsimulationof
unsteadyflows moreaffordable.
Therearethreemainapproachesto unsteadycalculationsin the bladepassage.The
utilizationof the linearizedEulerequationis theearliestandtheleastnumericallyintensive
approach.The simulationbasedon thefull Euler equationor the coupledEuler/boundary
layerapproximation,is usedin the secondapproach.The last approachis the numerical
simulationusingReynoldsaveragedNavier-Stokesequationswith anadequateturbulence
model.
Thelinearizedinviscidtheory is basedon the approximationthat theperturbations
of the mean flow are small and hence,theseparametersare presentedthrough Taylor
seriesneglectinghigherorder terms.The morecomplexapproachis the modelingof the
flow usingnon-linearEuler equations.In thismethod,full Eulerequationis usedandonly
the inviscidapproximationis invoked.Thisapproachwasusedin Giles(1988),He (1989),
Dorneyand Verdon(1994),FanandLakshminarayana(1994).Giles(1988) analyzedthe
flow usingthe Lax-Vendroff schemewith non-reflectingboundarycondition.He (1989)
used a multi-step Runge-Kutta schemeto simulate two dimensionalflow over an
oscillatingblade.A moving grid zone was implementednearthe bladesurfaceto treat
bladeoscillations.Oneof the approacheswhichcombinestheadv.antagesof boththe Euler
and the boundarylayer method is due to Fan and Lakshminarayana(1994). Fan and
Lakshminarayana(1994) used a multi-step Runge-Kuttaschemewith non-reflecting
5boundary conditions.The results of the inviscid solution were used as an input for
unsteadyboundarylayercalculations.Numerical results showed a good agreement with
the experimental data.
The last and the most complex approach is the Navier-Stokes simulation. Codes
based on this approach were used by Rai (1987), Dorney and Davis (1991), Ho and
Lakshminarayana (1993), Fourmaux (1994), Arnone et al. (1994), One of the earliest
works in this field is the simulation done by Rai (1987). He used a thin layer
approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations and a third order upwind difference
scheme. An O-type overlaid grid was used. Ho and Lakshminarayana (1993) developed an
unsteady Navier-Stokes solver based on a pressure correction method. Code was validated
for the grid sensitivity and artificial dissipation. Numerical simulation of the rotor-stator
interaction showed good correlation with experimental results. Fourmaux (1994)
implemented four-step Runge-Kutta numerical scheme with combined H-O type grid.
Arnone et al. (1994) also applied the explicit four-step Runge-Kutta scheme where, for
economy, the viscous terms were evaluated only on the first stage.
A number of additional problems must be solved when the numerical modeling is
based on unsteady Navier-Stokes equations. Unsteady numerical simulation results in a
significant increase in required CPU time. Wave dissipation and dispersion characteristics
of the steady state numerical scheme are not suitable for unsteady flow simulations.
Problems associated with efficiency and accuracy of unsteady simulations can be
overcome through the utilization of dual-step approach. The utilization of the inner cycle
6to relax a time steplimitationof the explicit schemes(e.g.Arnone, 1994),or to remove
the linearizationerror in the implicit scheme(Rai, 1987)was found to be essentialfor
unsteadysimulations.
The choice of physicallyrealistic turbulencemodel suitable for the unsteady
calculationis a difficult one.Most of the turbulencemodelshavebeendevelopedfor the
steadyflow. Specialattentionneedsto bepaidto the abilityof themodel to resolvetime
scalesassociatedwith theflow unsteadiness.Manyauthorsusedsimplemodelswhichhad
beenvalidatedonly for steadyflows,suchasthe2 layerBaldwin-Lomaxturbulencemodel
(Arnoneet. al. (1994) andDorneyet al. (1994)). Partially,this maybe attributedto the
additional stability and convergenceproblemscausedby the incorporation of more
complexturbulencemodelsin unsteadycomputations.Turbulencemodels,aswell astheir
improvements for unsteady flows, need to be more carefully investigated. Fan,
Lakshminarayana,andBarnett (1993)modifiedtwo-equationk-E modelfor a application
in the unsteadyflow and showedgoodagreementwith the experimentaldatafor the flat
plateandcascadeunsteadyflows.
Eventhoughmanyattemptshavebeenmadeto developanduseunsteadyNavier-
Stokes solvers,none have been satisfactoryvalidatedagainstaccuracy,especiallyin
respectto theunsteadyviscouslayernearbladeandwall surfaces.This is oneof themajor
objectivesof this thesis.
71.1.2 Transition to turbulence
One of the challenging problems in turbomachinery is to understand the flow
physics due to transitional flows associated with the laminar separation and the rotor-
stator interaction in low pressure turbines. The rotor-stator interaction flow is inherently
unsteady and transitional. Additional complexities arise due to these transitional boundary
layers along the blade surfaces. Such complex unsteady and transitional boundary layer
flow is known to affect the aerodynamic and thermal performance of a turbomachine
(Simon and Ashpis, 1996). The transition from the laminar to turbulent flow on the blade
surface is a common, yet complex, phenomenon in turbomachinery. The boundary layer
development, losses, efficiency, and heat transfer are greatly affected by the transition. The
ability to accurately predict the onset and length of the transition is very important in the
design of efficient machines.
There are three types of transition. The first is called the "natural" transition,
where the laminar boundary layer develops the ToUmein-Schlichting wave, followed by an
amplification of instabilities and finally the fully turbulent flow. Natural transition usually
occurs with small freestream disturbances. The second type of transition is caused by large
external flow disturbances. It is called the "bypass" mode because there is no Tollmein-
Schlichting instability. The third type is called the "separated-flow" transition, which
happens within the laminar boundary layer separation and may or may not involve the T-S
wave. In turbine flows, the freestream turbulence level is usually high. Transition in these
8flows is of the bypassmodemostof the time.Natural transitionis almostnon-existentin
practicalflows. Separatedflow transitionis alsocommonin low pressureturbines.
Theperiodicpassingof upstreamwakescanalsoleadto transitionpatcheson the
downstreambladesurface.This modificationof thetransitionprocessis calledthe "wake-
induced"transition.Whentheupstreamwakeimpingeson thedownstreambladesurface,
within a laminarboundary layer, transition occurs becauseof the suddenand large
disturbancecausedby the wake and the high turbulencelevel insidethe wake.Periodic
turbulenceand transitionpatchesmay developand transportdownstreamat the certain
fractionof theperiodwhile laminarregionsexistat therestof theperiod.
High performanceanddurabilityof turbinescanbe realizedthrough an improved
understandingof the physicsassociatedwith the transitionand rotor-stator interaction
phenomena.Considerableattentionhasbeenpaid in recentyearsin developingcomputer
codesto predictunsteadyaerodynamicsandheattransfer,but theseefforts arehampered
by a lack of understandingof the basicphysicsassociatedwith theseinteractionsandthe
lack of adequatephysicalmodeling(transition/turbulencemodels),and validationof the
codes.The ultimatesolutionof this problemhasto comefrom asystematic,scientific,and
buildingblock approach.Themeasurementin anactualengineisnot only complicated,but
will rarely provide an insight into numeroussourcesof unsteadinessand mechanisms.
Likewise,acomputationalcodewith the artificialdissipationandthenumericalerror may
masksomeof the importantphysics.The code has to be validatedat severalstagesto
ensurethat the flow physicsis capturedaccurately.The pastcomputationaleffort was
9mainlyconcernedwith the largecodedevelopmentfor thesteadyandtheunsteadyviscous
flow in turbomachinesusingsimplealgebraiceddyviscositymodels.Eventhesteadyflow
predictionwith higherorder turbulencemodelsis not satisfactorydue to inadequacyof
physicalmodelsemployed.Themodelsdo not adequatelyaccountfor effectsof rotation,
curvature,heat transfer,compressibility,three-dimensionalstrain field, flow separation,
andtheunsteadyflow. Thesecodesareamongthe mostsophisticatedandcomprehensive
availablefor turbomachineryflows.There is a needto assessthesenumericaltechniques
andimprovethecomputationalefficiency.
Mayle (1991) reviewed the transition phenomenain gas turbines. From a
theoreticalperspective,ftrst transitionisviewedasa suddenjump from the laminarto the
turbulent flow. Laminar flow is separatedfrom the turbulent flow by a single line or
section.Throughthemodificationto theboundarylayerproperties,two zonesarepatched
together.This is the approachmost numericalmethodsadopt (Launderand Spalding,
1974;SchmidtandPatankar,1991).
Experimentalresuks show that that the transition is not an abrupt process.
Emmons(1951) is the ftrst to propose that the transition is a three-dimensionaland
unsteadyprocess,which hasa regionwhere laminarand turbulent flows co-exist.At a
certainpoint in space,theflow couldbe laminarat sometimeandturbulentat other times.
This is the"intermittency"phenomenon.Most of theearliertheoreticalinvestigationswere
concernedwith the intermittencyfactor.Narasimha(1957)modified the Emmonstheory
throughthehypothesisof concentratedbreakdownandshowedgood agreementbetween
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his modeland the intermittencymeasuredby SchubauerandKlebanoff (1955). Dhawan
and Narasimha(1958) developeda model for the intermittancybasedon a Guassian
distribution. This model can only be used in combinationwith analysis/computational
techniquesto predictonsetlocationandtransitionlength.Mayle andPaxson(1991) later
proposeda new theorythat accountsfor the extratermsdue to the interactionbetween
non-turbulentandturbulentflows in molecularandheatflux stresses.Modelsbasedon the
experimentaldataareusedto deriveonsetandtransition.Thesemodelsareformulatedto
account for the effects of turbulenceintensity (Gostelow and Blunden, 1989; Abu-
Ghannamand Shaw,1980),pressuregradient(GostelowandWalker, 1991),and other
factorslike curvatureandsurfaceroughness.
Computationsof transitionalflows canbeclassifiedinto four groups.The simplest
oneis a linearcombinationmodel.Transitionalflow is dividedinto turbulentandlaminar
partsaccordingto the intermittencyparameter.Predictionsusingthe model by Dhawan
and Narasimha(1958) give an excellentagreementfor two-dimensionalflows without
pressuregradient. But the extensionto more complexflow situationshas not been
successful.The secondmethodis incorporatedin the frameworkof algebraicturbulence
models.The total viscosityis assumedto be the sumof the molecularviscosityandthe
product of the intermittencyandthe eddyviscosity.Thethird groupemploysthe one- or
two-equationturbulencemodels,and will bediscussedin the ne.xtparagraph.The fourth
method uses the direct numericalsimulationof three-dimensionalunsteadyflows. No
modelsareneededin thiscase.
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Computationof the flow field including the transition by two-equation turbulence
models is a popular approach (Jones and Launder, 1972; Schmidt and Patankar, 1991; Fan
and Lakshminarayana, 1996). The low-Reynolds-number form of two-equation models are
capable of capturing the transition inception location to a certain accuracy. Schmidt and
Patankar (1991) examine the effects of inlet locations, inlet profile of the turbulence
kinetic energy and the dissipation rate, and the freestream turbulence intensity on the
transition using low-Reynolds-number two-equation models by Jones and Launder (1972),
and Lam and Bremhost (1981). Through the modification of the turbulence production
term and the introduction of two parameters to their model, onset and end of transition on
a fiat plate are accurately predicted. Fan and Lakshminarayana (1996) proposed a new
model which modifies near wall functions and obtaine improved wake-induced transitions.
There has been very limited computational effort to resolve the flow physics and
provide an accurate prediction of the unsteady viscous layers in turbines. Fan and
Lakshminarayana (1996) used an Euler-boundary layer approach and modified the
turbulence models to predict unsteady transitional viscous layers in compressors and
turbines for which detailed data is available (Schulz et al., 1990 and Halstead et al., 1995).
No attempts have been made to assess the capability of the Navier-Stokes code to predict
these unsteady transitional viscous layers due to the wake-blade interaction. The effect of
the grid sensitivity, the time step, and an artificial dissipation have to be assessed along
with the capability of existing turbulence models to capture unsteady flow physics and the
transitional boundary layer. The Euler boundary layer procedure developed by Fan and
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Lakshminarayana(1996) is very efficient due to the parabolicnatureof viscouslayers.
But, this procedure is restricted to thin unseparatedviscous layers,and its accuracy
dependson the accuracyof the Euler solution.The Navier-Stokescode,on the other
hand,ismoregeneralanddoesnot dependon inviscid/visciduncoupledprocedure.But its
disadvantageis in large CPU time due to largenumberof grids (typically y+=u_y/v=l)
requiredfor thecomputationof the amplitudeandphaseangleof variousflow properties
inside the viscous layers.
1.1.3 Film Cooling
The theoretical limit of the efficiency of a thermal power plant is governed by the
Carnot cycle. The temperature of the heat sink is usually equal to or higher than the
ambient temperature, thus the only way to improve the thermal efficiency is to increase the
temperature of the heat source. An increase in the inlet turbine temperature is one of the
most efficient means of advancing efficiency and weight characteristics of turbines. In gas
turbines, the relation between the inlet turbine temperature and turbine efficiency is
complex, and includes the compressor pressure ratio and bypass ratio as well as other
parameters.
Combustion of modern gas turbine fuels can provide stochastic temperature in
excess of 2200 K, while modern materials cannot stand temperatures higher than 1200 -
1400K. If the cycle temperature exceeds these values, blades should be cooled. The most
common techniques for cooling are the convection cooling and the film cooling. For the
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engineswith turbine inlet temperaturein excessof 1600K,only film cooling or a hybrid
convectiveandfilm coolingtechniquescanprovideacceptablesurfacetemperature.
A significantamount of research,predominatelyexperimental,has been done
duringthelastseveraldecadesto improvetheefficiencyof film coolingandto understand
the aerothermalflow physicsassociatedwith the process.Early experimentalresearch
were carriedout usingsimplifiedexperimentalconditionssuchasinjectionfrom a single
hole in the direction of the flow on a fiat plate. More advancedresearchutilized
configurationsof practicalinterest.The mainproblemassociatedwith theseefforts is in
makingaccurateheattransfermeasurementsin a real machine.The influenceof different
characteristics,suchas,blowingratio, holeshape,injectionangle,andturbulenceintensity
of the freestreamon the film cooling effectivenesswere investigatedby Goldsteinet al.,
(1987),Bergeleset al.,(1977),andPietrzyket al., (1990).Tekeishiet al., (1991)measured
the f'tlm cooling effectivenesson the rotating turbine stage.Abhari and Epstein (1994)
measuredthe time-resolvedheat transferon the rotor of a transonicturbine stage.A
reviewof someworkscanbefoundin Margason(1993),Lakshminarayana(1996).
Early attemptsto predict f'tlrncoolingeffectswerebasedon the parabolicor the
partially-parabolicequations.Crawardet al., (1980)usedaboundarylayercodeto predict
laterallyaveragedfilm cooling.Bergeleset al. (1977) useda semi-ellipticcodewith the
prescribedconstantvelocity at the jet inlet. While codes bas.edon partially parabolic
equationsandespeciallyboundarylayercodesareextremelyeffective,the predictionsare
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at bestqualitative.Fully coupledproceduresshouldbeusedto improvethe accuracyof
theprediction.
Almost all currentefforts in numericalmodelingof the film cooling arebasedon
coupledsolutions.Current numericalefforts can be divided into two groups.The first
groupof researchersattemptto simulatesimplifiedgeometriessuchas a flat plate (Lylek
andZerkle (1993))or a magnifiedmodelof the leadingedgecooling (Heet al. (1996)).
This approachprovidesgood numericalresolutionof the jet structure and is aimedat
resolving the physics of cooling jet-mainstreaminteraction. Another approachis to
simulatetheflow in the realturbinegeometry.Numericalsimulationsof film coolingflow
in aturbinewereperformedby Hall et a1.(1994),Vogel (1996),Garg andAbhari (1996).
Due to the memoryandCPU time limitation, only a limitednumberof grid points were
distributedinside the film cooling hole. Lack of an adequategrid densityreducesthe
accuracyof theprediction.
The prediction of the film cooling is in its infant stage. Even though recent
attempts are promising, none have been able to predict the film cooling effectiveness and
jet-mainstream interaction accurately. This is mainly due to the numerical inaccuracy,
turbulence model, and grid sensitivity. These issues will be addressed in this thesis.
1.1.4 Three dimensional flow in turbine including tip leakage effect
Most of axial turbomachines have a small clearance between the rotor blade tip
and the casing. The presence of the tip gap generates the tip leakage flow, which has a
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profound effect on the stage aerodynamics, efficiency, and noise vibration. According to
Schaub et al. (1993), in a modern high performance high-pressure turbine, up to 30% of
losses can be attributed to the presence of the tip leakage flow. Tip leakage flow results in
reduced loading of the blade. Another significant effect is the modification of the heat
transfer pattern due to the interaction between the tip leakage flow and the mainflow. The
interaction between the tip leakage flow and the succeeding blade row results in an
additional source of unsteadiness. Chopping of the tip vortex by the leading edge of the
downstream blade produces turbulence and mixing, contributing to increased losses.
The leakage flow has a complex three-dimensional structure. Development of the
tip leakage flow is characterized by the complex interaction between the passage
secondary flow, tip clearance vortex, blade wake, and the the endwall boundary layer.
Significant efforts have been made to improve an understanding of the tip clearance and
secondary flows in turbine. A comprehensive review of the experimental and
computational research in this field can be found in Sjolander (1997).
Due to the complexity of flow measurements, most of the research work was
limited to the cascade flows; Langston et al. (1977), Gregory-Smith et al. (1988), and
Yamamoto (1989). It is only recently that the emphasis is placed on the experimental work
in real turbine stage configurations. Experimental measurements in actual rotors, (Joslyn
and Dring, 1992 and Ristic et al., 1998) indicate significantly different leakage and
secondary vortex structure in comparison with those observed in a linear cascade. One of
the main conclusions of the experimental investigation by Ristic et al. (1998) is that the tip
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clearancevortex is confinedto the suctionside comerof the blade,unlike in a cascade
wheretheconsiderablepitchwiseflow transportis observed.
Severalmodelsbasedon the inviscidconsiderationof the tip leakagevortex (e.g.,
Lakshminarayana,1970; Senooand Ishida, 1987) are successfullyusedby the turbine
industryin their designsystems.However,furtherefficiencyimprovementrequiresabetter
understandingof thecomplexsecondaryvortex structureincludingthe analysisof the loss
origin. Utilization of the numericalmodeling is a valuabletool in the achievingthis
objective.
1.2 Objectives and thesis organization.
Many aspects of the turbomachinery flow physics are still unresolved. Further
progress can be achieved through a systematic application of the computational technique
to the investigation of turbomachinery flows. Extensive validation and certification process
is a necessary step in order to establish confidence in numerical simulations. The main
objective of the thesis is to contribute to a better understanding of the turbomachine
aerothermodynamics through the development and utilization of the numerical modeling,
with special emphasis on the code validation and calibration, turbulence and transition
modeling aspects.
The main objective of the research is achieved through the accomplishment of the
following tasks:
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(1) Developmentof the unsteadyNavier-Stokessolver, which can provide an
efficient and flexible modeling of turbomachineryflows. This task includes an
improvementin the computationalefficiencyof thesolverfor unsteadyapplications(dual
time step approach)and improvementsin the code flexibility and physicalmodels(i.e.
incorporationof the multiblock,flexibleboundaryconditions,incorporatingof wide range
of turbulenceandtransitionmodelsetc.).
(2) Establishmentof the solver's reliability rangefor turbomachineryunsteady
flows.
(3) Applicationof thesolverto the investigationof complexturbomachineryflows
in orderto gainabetterunderstandingof flow physics.This taskincludestheanalysisof:
(3.1) Unsteadytransitionalboundarylayer:Assessmentof the turbulence
modelsfor their ability to simulatewakeinducedtransition.Analysisof the effectof the
unsteadytransitionalboundarylayerdevelopmenton theturbomachineryperformance.
(3.2) Differentmodesof steadytransitionvaryingfrom bypasstransitionin
the attachedflow to the transition over a laminar separationbubble. Effect of the
numericalschemeon theaccuracyof theprediction.
(3.2) Rotor-statorinteractionin the form of the upstreamwake transport
throughthe stage.Analysisof the upstreamwakedecaymechanism(e.g. contributionof
inviscid stretching and viscousdissipation),and its effect oft the unsteadyflow loss
generation.
(3.3)Flow physicsof therotor-statorinteractionat off-designconditions.
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(3.4) Analysisof secondaryflows dueto thejet-mainstreaminteractionin
f'dmcooling configurations.Identificationof the sourcesof the aerodynamicand heat
lossesdueto thepresenceof thevortices.
(3.5) Analysisof the secondaryflow in a turbinerotor, including the tip
vortex- passagevortex interaction.Effectof thetip clearanceflow on therotor efficiency.
Developmentanddecayof thetip clearancevortex.
Themainstepsof theresearchpresentedin this thesisareillustratedin Fig. 1-1.
1.3 Contribution of the thesis
An unsteady compressible Navier-Stokes code based on the pseudo-time
acceleration technique has been developed. Incorporation of the pseudo-time approach has
enabled efficient unsteady simulation with CPU utilization improvement from 5 to 25
times in comparison with the original code. An analysis of the scheme has been carried out
to assess different approaches to the discretization of the time derivatives in the pseudo-
time based scheme. Results of this analysis have been used to establish correction for the
local pseudo-time step (iterative parameter) to provide efficient and stable unsteady
calculations. Multiblock feature has been added to the code in order to simplify grid
generation process and improve grid quality for cases with complex multidomain
configurations such as the film cooling and the rotor-stator interaction.
Extensive validation of the code has been performed to assess sensitivity of the
solver to grid characteristics and artificial dissipation for the complex turbomachinery
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flows (e.g., preservationof the accuratedecay of the unsteadywake, the accurate
developmentof theunsteadyboundarylayeretc.)
The code has beenused for the investigationof the unsteadyflow physicsin
turbomachinerybladerows. Analysisof the wake inducedtransitionon a turbine anda
compressorblade has been carried out. A number of turbulencemodels have been
assessedfor their ability to providean accuratepredictionof the rotor-stator interaction
effects,includingthewakeinducedtransition.
Detailed simulation has been performed to investigatethe transport of the
upstreamwake through the turbine rotor and the mechanismresponsiblefor the wake
decay.The contribution of different physicalmechanisms;potential interactionviscous
dissipation,and inviscidstretchinghasbeenanalyzed.The viscousdissipationhasbeen
found to be a major contributor into the overall wake decay.However, the wake
stretching inside the blade passageis predominantlyinviscid. Distribution of losses
correlateswith this conclusion,asmostof the lossesdue to theunsteadyinteractionare
concentratedupstreamof theleadingedge(wakemixing losses).
The flow in a low pressureturbineat differentReynoldsnumbersandfreestream
turbulencelevelshasbeenstudied.Variationof the flow condition resultsin a different
typeof transition,varyingfrom abypasstransitionto aseparatedflow transition.Different
approacheasto the transitionmodeling(different turbulenceand transitionmodels)have
beenassessedto establishtheir ability to predict the transitionalflow in a low pressure
turbine within the range of flow conditions encounteredin practice. The analysis
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performedshows that the predictionof the flow with the transition over a separation
bubbleis more sensitiveto the numericalaspectsof the schemein comparisonwith the
attachedflow transition.
Investigationof the complex aerothermalfield due to the leading edge at a
compoundanglehasbeencardedout. Resultsof the modelinghavebeenusedto analyze
the vortex structureassociatedwith the coolant jet-freestreaminteractionto understand
the effect of different vorticeson the cooling effectivenessand aerothermalosses.The
systemof vorticeshasbeenfoundto beessentiallydifferentfrom thoseobservedin a flat
plateconfigurations.Effect of the inlet turbulenceandthelengthscaleon theaerothermal
field hasbeenexamined.It hasbeenfound that the inlet turbulencescalehasa profound
effect on the accuracy of the prediction. This influence is significantly higher in
comparisonwith thoseobservedin theboundarylayerflow dueto the intensemixingand
entrainmentof theambientfluid into thecoolantjet vortexstructure.
Numericalmodelingis employedto gaina betterunderstandingof the secondary
flow in the Penn State rotor. Result of the simulationis used to interpret tip vortex
development,its interactionwith secondaryflow and vortices.Secondaryflow vortex
structureis analyzedto estimateits contributionin overalllossgeneration.
1.4 Thesis organization
The governing equation and numerical scheme employed are described in Chapter
2. Code development includes two major components; the development of an efficient
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unsteadysolverbasedonapseudo-timestepapproachandincorporationof themultiblock
capabilities.The resultsof thestabilityanalysisof thedual time stepschemeareusedto
establishthe optimumpseudo-timestepbasedon localCFL, Von Neumannumbersand
theratioof pseudo-to-physicaltimesteps.
The applicationof CFD analysisto the investigationof the physical problem
requiresthe establishmentof the reliability andthe accuracyof the code.Resultsof the
code validation and verificationare presentedin Chapter3. The emphasisis on the
assessmentof flow featurescrucialfor the numericalmodeldevelopedin the thesis.The
influenceof thenumericalaspects(artificialdissipation,grid densityetc.) on the accuracy
of the predictionof the freestreamwakepropagation,transition,flow over a cylinder is
analyzed.Basedon theresultsof thetest cases,modificationsto thek-Emodel to improve
theaccuracyin regionswithdominantnormalstressesarediscussed.
Investigationof theunsteadyflow in a compressorstageispresentedin Chapter4.
Thisresearchiscarriedout in threemajoraspects.First aspectis thevalidationof thecode
againstthe experimentaldataand the establishmentof the numberof pseudotime and
physicaltime stepsrequiredfor the accuratesimulationof the unsteadyflow. Another
aspectconsideredis a comparisonof the currentpredictionwith the predictionbasedon
the Eulerfooundarylayerapproachfrom the point of view of accuracyand efficiency.
Developmentof the unsteadyboundarylayer, includingthe unsteadytransitionzone,as
well astheupstreamwake-profilewakeinteractioneffectsis alsodiscussed.
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Chapter5 is aimedat an improvedunderstandingof the flow physicsin turbines
through the integratedcomputationaland experimentalstudy. The prediction hasbeen
validated not only against the blade surfaceexperimentaldata (i.e., unsteadysurface
pressuredistribution),but alsoagainstinstantaneousblade-to-bladevelocityacquiredfrom
an LDV. The sourcesof additionallossesdueto the unsteadyinteractionareanalyzed.
The physicsof the upstreamwaketransportanddecayare investigated.The emphasisis
on the contributionof differentmechanismsresponsiblefor the overallwake decay.The
resultspresentedon the wakeinducedtransitionshowthe ability of the codeto simulate
majorfeaturesassociatedwith the unsteadytransition,with the exceptionof the calmed
region.
Chapter6 incorporatesresearcheffortson thenumericalsimulationof theflow in a
low pressureturbine.A rangeof parametersareconsidered.Thesevariationscorrespond
to differenttypesof transition,from bypasstransitionin theattachedflow to the transition
overa laminarseparationbubble.Assessmentof differentturbulenceandtransitionmodels
ispresented.Predictionsof thetransitionalflow basedon k-e andARS turbulencemodels
are comparedwith the prediction basedon the utiliT.ationof the transition model.
Extensiveevaluationof the effect of the artificial dissipationon the accuracyof the
transitionpredictioniscardedout to estimatetheaccuracyrange.
Jet-mainflow interactionmay lead to the generationof a vortex structureand,
consequently,to additionalaerodynamiclossesandheattransfer.Examplesof this typeof
flows arethe leadingedgefilm coolingconsideredin Chapter7, andthetip clearanceflow
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in turbine,discussedin Chapter8. Theemphasisof this researchis on anachievementof a
betterunderstandingof the vortexstructuredueto thejet-mainflow interaction,including
the identificationof sourcesof vortices and associatedlosses(both aerodynamicand
thermal).Comparisonof the simulatedflow of the leadingedgefilm cooling modelwith
the experimentaldatashowsthe ability of the codeto predict complexvortex structure
associatedwith the film jet-mainflow interaction.Resuksof the simulationare usedto
gain betterunderstandingof factors affectingthermaland aerodynamicefficiencyof the
leadingedgefilm cooling.Numericalanalysisof thetip leakageflow in a turbineis utilized
to investigatesecondaryflow physicsin therotor, includinginteractionbetweensecondary
vortices,tip leakagevortex,androtor wake.
Conclusionsfrom the current researchas well as suggestionsfor the future
researcharesummarizedin Chapter9.
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Chapter 2
GOVERNING EQUATION AND NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
A three-dimensional steady/unsteady Navier-Stokes solver has been developed in
this thesis. Present development is based on the extension of the original solver developed
earlier (Kunz and Lakshminarayana, 1992). Pseudo-time stepping has been incorporated
to enable an efficient unsteady computation. Multiblock feature has been incorporated to
make the code more flexible for the computation of the flow in complex topologies. A
description of the code development as well as the numerical procedure, and turbulence
models utilized are described in this chapter.
2.1 Governing equations and numerical procedure
Applying the Favre averaging procedure to the continuity, momentum, and energy
equations, the five mean flow equations can be written in Cartesian tensor form as •
()--_'P+ a--_j(_' at • j) =0
___ aat axi axi
a(ff'e°R) I- ('ff('eoR + P)Uj)=-a (aJl:O -qi)
at dx s
10+t
--f_ lim 1 Jefd tWhere:
- t -+ .o t
to
- time averaging off
[2-11
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f - P-f Favre averaging
m N
"co = "c_o - pu_u j - effective stress tensor
N H
qi = qu +puie - effective heat flux vector
e0R = p(e + W _ / 2 - to 2r _ / 2) -energy transport variable, assuming rotation
vector is coincident with x-axis and r is a distance to the axis
Reynolds stresses and heat flux components are calculated using the eddy viscosity
hypothesis or higher order turbulence closure.
For the stability analysis of the numerical scheme presented below equations [2-1 ]
can be rewritten in a matrix form:
m= _(F_ +F,) _(G, +Gv)
_Q _( Ei + Ev ) t + _-S
3ot _x 73y 3_z
P-_'oR_ - vector of conservative variables
[2-21
E_, F i ,Gi - inviscid flux vectors,
Ev, F_, G_ - vectors of viscous terms,
S - source vector.
Explicit four-stage Runge-Kutta scheme is used for time integration of both main-
flow and turbulence equations. A compact second order accurate central difference flux
evaluation scheme is employed for the convection terms. Diffusion terms are discretized
using second order accurate central differences. For the mean flow equations a fourth
order artificial dissipation is included to damp high wave number errors. Second order
dissipation is used to improve the shock capturing. Eigenvalue and velocity scaling are
41k
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used to optimize the amount of the artificial dissipation. Multigrid and an implicit residual
smoothing are used to improve the convergence characteristics of the steady solver.
Numerical simulation of the unsteady flow requires special efforts to reduce
possible reflection at the boundaries. One and two-dimensional, Giles' type, non-reflecting
boundary conditions are incorporated to minimize the reflection at boundaries and to
minimize the computational domain (Fan and Lakshminarayana, 1996).
2.1.1 Turbulence closure
Turbulence equations are descretized in a manner similar to those for mean flow
equations. "Lagged" approach is utilized for the computation of turbulence equations, i.e.,
k and e values at previous time step are used to calculate the eddy viscosity at the current
step. The presence of the source term in the turbulence equation results in a stability
problem during the initial convergence period. Two mechanisms are used to ensure a
stable calculation; utilization of the underelaxation factor, _, for k and E equations in
addition to the time step based on the mean equation and enforcement of an eddy viscosity
limit. The maximum ratio of l.tt/l,tt is set equal to 10~100 during the initial convergence
period with yhe further increase to 1000-10000 to ensure the correct solution. It was
found that the utilization of _=0.6 in the case of two-dimensional flow and (I)=0.75 for the
three-dimensional flow improves convergence characteristics of the solver.
2.1.2 Two-equation models
In eddy-viscosity models effective stress tensor and effective heat flux vector are
defined:
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N w N N
"t'iy = "¢tij- pu_uj and qi = qti +puie
Reynolds stress is calculated from
rarT,@0, 2_8arT,l 2 --
heat flux component is given
St I OT
qti = --Cp Pr_ Oxi
[2-3]
Turbulent eddy viscosity is computed using Prandtl-Kolmogorov relation
2
/at = E
[2-41
Transport equations for turbulence kinetic energy and turbulence dissipation ratio (for the
simplification, in subsequent equations averaging symbols are omitted)
O(pk) -t - (It t + +
i)t _x i i)xj trk _xj J PPk - p(e + D)
i)(pe) _ _ (it t +
Ot _x_ Oxj cr, Oxj] + Pk[C,,f, Pk - C,2At]+ pE
[2-51
[2-6]
Here f_, f2, f,, ca, c,_,D, E are low Reynolds number functions and constants
described below.
20,. production of turbulent kinetic energy
Pk = -uiuj @xi
A number of low-Reynolds number k-E turbulence modeB; Chien (1982), denoted
as CH, Lam-Brernhost (1981), denoted as LB, and Fan-Lakshminarayana-Barnett (1993),
denoted as FLB, are utilized for the turbulence closure. A summary of the constant and
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nearwall functionfor differentturbulencemodelsis givenin Table2-1 andTable2-2.The
solution of the turbulencetransportequationsis numericallycoupledwith the solutionof
the mainflow equations.A secondandfourth order artificialdissipationis includedin the
turbulencetransportequations.
Table2-1 Low-Reynolds-numberfunctionsusedin turbulencemodel
Model Code
Chien Ch
Lam-Bremhost LB
Fan-Lakshminarayana-
Barnett
FLB
f_
1-exp(-0.0115y +)
[ 1-exp(-0.0165Rey)]2( 1+20.5/Ret)
0.4f,,,/_Re, +(1-0.4fJ _/Re, )[ 1-exp(-Rey/42.63)] 3
Table 2-2 Low-Reynolds-number functions used in turbulence models
Code ft
CH 1.0
LB
FLB
h
1-0.22exp(-Ret 2/36))
D
2vl_y 2
E
l+(0.06/f_) 3 1--exp(-Ret 2) 0 0
1.0 1-2/9exp(-Ret 2/36))f,, 2 0 0
-2v(e/y2)exp(-O.5y ÷)
where the near-wall function in the FLB model is given by
: -,-oxpl oxp(-
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Constants C_=0.09,C_t=l.44,C,2=l.92,gk=l.0,_=l.3 in the LB and FLB models
are the same as those used in the standard (high-Reynolds-number) k-e model given by
Launder and Spalding (1974). Chien's k-e model has slightly different values for
CEI= 1.35,C_2 = 1.80.
2.1.3 Algebraic Reynolds Stress Model
Numerical simulation based on the first order turbulence closure can be applied to
a wide range of cases and may improve the accuracy of the prediction in comparison with
algebraic turbulence models. However, deficiency of these models associated with the
Boussinesq approximation and empirical correlation used to derive these models leads to
less precise solution in the case of complex flows (Lakshminarayana, 1986). Non-
equilibrium flows, flows with streamwise curvature and rotation, flows with injection (e.g,,
fdm cooling) are examples when the first order turbulence closure does not provide an
adequate level of accuracy. Flow computation based on a second degree closure and a
subgrid turbulence modeling (LES) demonstrated the potential for the improvement in the
turbulence flow prediction. Complex models generally require more CPU time. Another
factor affecting the wide acceptance of more complex models is a potentially increased
dependence on the numerical stability. More complex structure may lead to a less robust
and, as a result, less reliable prediction. It is more difficult to develop a stable code in the
case of full Reynolds Stress (FRSM) models. To overcome stability limitations many
FRSM solvers utilized a simplified approach for the near wall region (wall function, one-
equation models), thus decreasing the accuracy of the flow resolution near the wall.
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Rodi, 1976,suggesteda simplifiedalgebraicexpressionfor the componentof the
Reynoldsstresstensor. This model is basedon the assumptionthat the transport of
Reynoldsstresscomponentsis locallyproportionalto thetransportof theturbulentkinetic
energy.ARSM may be considered as a compromise between the two-equation and higher
order models. Implementation of the ARSM does not lead to a significant increase in the
CPU time and requires an inversion of the 6X6 (multidimensional case, implicit ARSM).
ARSM uses the following expression to calculate Reynolds Stress component:
-uiu--_ -" -k[Rij(2 - C2)/2+ (_t] --Pkk(_ij /3)(1-- C2)]/[1Pkk +_(C I -1)l-2 _ijk
[2-7]
where: 13 is a slope constant
• "_87i production of k
where: Pa = P, = -uiuj _x i
a0_ . . arT,
Po = -ugu, _ + uiuj, production of Reynolds stresses3xk 3x,
R,, = -2co, (e,,,uTu_+ e j,kuTuD
Cz=l.5, C2=0.6 - model constants
In current research, a hybrid model is utilized in a near wall region. Laminar
sublayer and overlap region are calculated using k-e equation. Matching function based on
Rey is incorporated to smooth the transition between regions calculated using k-e and
ARS models:
1 tanh(,B 1R_/. y+,_,,h - 1)
f,,, = x( + 1)
2 tanh(,B)
y+match - matching location
Rv,, = fm RARSM + (1 - f= )R,_,
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2.2 Development of the multiblock solver
The quality of the grid used in the numerical simulation has a serious impact on the
accuracy of the numerical simulation. In the case of the complex computational topology,
it is appropriate to divide the computational domain into sub-dornalns and consider these
sub-domains as separate computational blocks. UtiliTation of the mukidomain structure
enables better optimization of the grid point distribution, thus leading to an improved grid
quality. The multiblock approach is also useful in single-connected regions with relatively
simple topology, such as a turbomachinery blade row. In this case, different grid types can
be more suitable for different regions. A C-type grid is better suited for the near blade
region including the leading edge, while an H-type grid can be utilized for a mid passage
and inlet/outlet regions. The multiblock approach can also simplify the implementation of
the zonal approach, i.e., application of different mathematical models in different regions.
Numerical simulation of configurations, with relative motion is another case where a
multiblock approach is very helpful. An example of this type of problem is the stator/rotor
interaction. Simultaneous calculation of the flow field in several rows improves the
accuracy of the numerical prediction. A multiblock approach, with grids stationary in
relation to the corresponding blade row and moving relatively to each other, is the best
approach for the computation of flows with rotor/stator interaction.
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2.2.1 Structure of the multiblock solver
The three-dimensional viscous code has been extended to include a multiblock
feature to enable a computation of the rotor/stator interaction and other complex
turbomachinery flows. A number of alternative approaches to the development of the
multiblock solver have been considered. The first approach is the extension of the existing
array structure with an additional index representing a block number. This variant has two
essential drawbacks. First, it leads to an excessive use of memory. The total required
memory is equal to the memory required for the storage of the largest block times the
number of blocks. Therefore, efficient memory allocation can not be achieved in the case
of uneven block sizes. Another significant drawback is the need to rewrite the whole
program, resulting in extensive additional debugging and incompatibility with previous
version of the solver. Utilization of Fortran 90 array type with variable element length has
been the second considered approach. Preliminary tests have indicated that this may lead
to a certain level of the performance degradation (about 15-20%).
The replacement of multi-dimensional array structure with one-dimensional arrays
enables an efficient memory allocation. However, it still requires a significant rewriting of
the code. A multilevel approach has been adopted in the current research to combine
advantages of one-dimensional arrays with the original code preservation. The code is
divided into three modules: "control", "communication" and "kernel" (Fig. 2-1). The main
purpose of the control module is to provide the switching between "kernel" and
"communication" modules:
DIMENSION X (nelem) , ....
DO block number =l,number of block
CALL kernel
lock (block number), ...)
(id(block number),jd(block number),
(X, .... )
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kd(block number) ,X (i
CALL communication
enddo
SUBROUTINE kernel
DIMENSION X (idlm,jdim, kdim)
end !kernel
SUBROUTINE con_nunication
DIMENSION X (nelem)
end !communication
(i_im,jdim, kdi_,X, .. .)
(X, •••)
In "control" module all data is represented as one-dimensional array structure.
"Kernel" module interface works as a switch between one-dimensional and
multidimensional data representation. Fortran passes an actual argument of subroutine as a
reference, i lock(b2ocknumber) corresponds to the fu'st element of array X,
belonging to b2ock__number. The specification of X(...) as actual argument is equal to
the employment of a pointer to indicate the position of corresponding block in X array.
Inside the "kernel" module there is no information about existence of other blocks. Same
routines as in the original single block version of the code are used to perform
calculations. "Communication" module is the only module with the simultaneous access to
the elements belonging to different blocks. Interblock data transfer requires knowledge of
the position of the interface elements in one-dimensional array structure. This task is
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performed during the preprocessor stage based on a given grid and interblock topology
description.
The current structure of the multiblock is well suited for the parallel computer
implementation. The development of the Message Passing Interface, MPI, based version
of the code for parallel computers requires the modification of three locations only.
"Kernel" routine calls should be set to be executed in parallel. In "communication"
module, MPI send/receive routine should be added to provide the data exchange between
elements stored in memory blocks situated at different CPU. Utiliration of pointers
makes it easy to move the code from distributed memory systems to shared memory
systems. Based on the system type, the preprocessor can calculate i2ock suitable for
the corresponding system. For example, for the distributed memory system ne_ can be
set equal to the number of elements in the largest block, while
i lock (b2ock__number) will be equal to one for all blocks. For the shared memory
system ne:e,_ is equal to total number of elements in all blocks.
The information exchange between blocks is a crucial component for the
successful development of the multiblock solver. The communication procedure must be
efficient, robust and be able to preserve conservation properties. Overlaid and patched
grids are the most common types of multiblock grids. The current solver uses overlaid
grids. At each interface grids are overlapped by one grid point. Data assigned to this point
is based on the solution in the adjustment block. To achieve an accurate preservation of
conservative properties a conformal interface has been chosen as a primary mechanism for
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theinformationtransfer.Conformalinterfacerequiresthat theboundaryghostcell mustbe
coincidentwith the innercell of theadjustmentblock.No interpolationis required.Data is
directlypassedfrom oneblock to another.For somecomputationaltopologiesconformal
interfacemaycomplicategrid generation.To increaseaflexibility of the code,the second
type of the interface with data interpolationhas beenadded.However, all multiblock
resultspresentedin thecurrentthesisarebasedon theconformalinterfaceapproach.
The explicit nature of the numericalsolver utiliTed in this researchlimits the
distanceinformation can propagateduring each iteration. Thus, the separationof the
computational domain into subdomainsdoes not affect convergencecharacteristics.
Interblockinterfaces(in the caseof the conformalinterfaces)areessentiallyinvisible for
thesolver.Simulationsbasedon multiblockandthe singleblock configuration(assuming
that the multiblock topology can be representedas single block) result in identical
solutions.Convergencebehavioris alsopractically identical.The only exemptionis the
flow with rapidly changingconditionsacrossthe interblockinterface.This is due to the
fact that anartificial dissipationis calculatedusingone-sidefinite differencesat eachside
of the interblockinterface.Onesidedifferencesareusedbecauseonecell overlapdoesnot
provideenoughgrid pointto calculatethe4thartificial dissipationterm.
In comparisonwith theoriginalversion,boundaryconditionsaretreatedpoint-by-
point in the multiblockversion.This enablessimulationof anygeneralconfiguration(Fig.
2-2). Point-by-pointboundaryconditionsleadto anextensivecalling of smallsubroutines
and the problem with vectorizationof this part of the code.The first problemcan be
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overcomeby the inliningduring thecompilation.According to test casesCPU, overhead
dueto non-vectorizationis lessthen1-2%.
Developedmultiblockversionof the solverhasbeenutilized for the computation
of the multidomainfilm cooling configurationpresentedin Chapter7. Implementationof
the multiblockapproachhassimplifiedthe grid generationprocessand hasimprovedthe
qualityof thecomputationalgrid.
2.3 Pseudo-time Acceleration
Time-marching schemes are one of the most widely used methods for the
numerical simulation of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. Even though these
schemes approximate unsteady equations, discretization errors and acceleration techniques
can totally destroy time accuracy. During a steady code development the main emphasis is
a n+l
done on the minimization of the amplification matrix amplitude G- in order to
0,1
increase the convergence rate. Phase error does not play any significant role. In contrast,
time accurate computations require that the amplitude of G should be close to unity for all
harmonics to be resolved. Phase angle error also has a major influence on the time
accuracy. Thus special efforts should be undertaken in order to apply time marching
schemes, developed for the steady state calculation, to the unsteady numerical simulation.
One of the additional limitations is the restriction on a time step, i.e., the time step should
be constant for all cells to preserve temporal accuracy. When an explicit, time marching
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code is employedfor the unsteadycomputation,the time stepis limited by the minimum
time basedon stability considerations.Due to this, the actualtime step is muchsmaller
thanthe time stepneededto achieverequiredtemporalaccuracy,especiallyin the caseof
highly stretchedgrids in viscousflows. Furthermore,it is impossibleto use common
acceleration techniques, such as multigrid and implicit residual smoothing. These
techniquesgenerallyaffect thetemporalaccuracyof computations.Theselimitationslead
to a large increasein CPU time utilization for unsteadyviscouscomputationson highly
stretchedgrids.
Implicit schemesdo not imply direct limitationson a time step. However,most
implicit schemes introduce additional linearization error, especially if special technique
(e.g. approximate factorization) is used to simplify matrix inversion. The amplitude of the
error is proportional to the utilized time step. Thus, implicit schemes developed for steady
solvers do not provide the efficient and accurate simulation for unsteady problems also.
These difficulties can be overcome through the introduction of dual step calculations.
For example, the governing equation [2-2] for two dimensional time marching
problems can be written in the form:
-_--=R(Q)
[2-8]
B(E, + Ev) c_(Fi + Fv)
Where R(Q)=
Original scheme uses one iteration to obtain the solution at a new time level, t"+_=
tn+At. Iteration parameter t plays a role of the physical time step. In a dual step or pseudo-
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time step approach physical time derivative --_-is considered as an additional term in the
equation. To obtain the solution at t"÷_= t"+At iterations are performed in mathematical
space x rather than in physical temporal space:
Equation [2-8] can be rewritten in the form:
OQ =cgQ + R(Q)'-z- or o_a R'(Q)
-_ at o_
[2-9]
aa
Physical derivative -_- can be discrefized in an implicit manner, thus removing
limitation on the physical time step. There is no direct influence of the solver
characteristics on the temporal accuracy. The original steady solver may be used as an
iterative procedure during the inner cycle to achieve the time accurate solution at t"+_=
t"+At. The only effect of the discrefization scheme (temporal in a pseudo time space) on
the temporal accuracy is the leve! of convergence during the inner cycle.
Equations [2-8] and [2-9] are similar, the only difference is the presence of
additional terms in the residual. Steady computational codes which were developed to
solve the equation [2-8] can be applied to the equation [2-9] with minor modifications.
The same acceleration techniques that are used in steady state calculations can be utilized
in the inner cycle. However, the presence of the source term and the rate of convergence
during inner iterations can affect the efficiency of the code and should be carefully
analyzed. The form of discretization used for physical temporal derivatives is the factor
affecting the stability and convergence rate of the internal cycle. This factor should be also
taken into consideration.
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Implicit schemeswith approximate-Newtonmethods can be consideredas a
subgroupof schemeswith a dual timestep.Different schemeswith thedual timestepping
havebeensuccessfullyusedto simulateunsteadyproblemsduring recentyears(Arnoneet
al. (1995),Hall (1995),Alonsoet al. (1994)Daily et al. (1995)).
2.3.1 Stability analysis of the scheme with pseudo time acceleration
Different approaches have been used in the discretization of the physical derivative
in pseudo-time step techniques. These approaches for the discretization of the equation [2-
9], can be expressed as follows:
(l+a_ A'rc)AQk =---_,_ A't'(S k-1 +_k-1)+a_. A--_cAak-1At i¢ _.
[2-101
where: ak - coefficients of Runge-Kutta scheme
a_ c_' - auxiliary coefficient of Runge-Kutta scheme with pseudo time stelSping
- additional source term due to the pseudo-time stepping
Second-order accurate discretization of time derivatives can be written
3Qk-l Q,-1
_Q _ _ = - 4Q n +
as:--_--- _ , in this case constant c=2/3. Values of the coefficients
used by various authors are given below:
1) a k = 0,a_' = 0 ; explicit treatment of physical derivatives in internal cycle
(Arnone et al. (1995)and Ha11(1995)), denoted as scheme 1.
t
2) tx k = 1,tx_ =0 ; implicit discretization of physical derivatives (Weiss et
a1.(1995)), denoted as scheme 2.
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3) _ =ak,C(=ak ; alsoimplicitdiscretizationof physicalderivatives(Melsonet al.
(1994)),denotedasscheme3.
4) a_=ak,a k =0, denoted as scheme 4
The presence of the additional source term in equation [2-10] changes the
behavior of the scheme. Melson et al.(1994) carried out VonNeuman stability analysis of a
five-stage Runge-Kutta scheme. This analysis has been applied to the four-stage scheme
and has been extended to include different cases described above. The following two-
dimensional model equation has been utilized for this analysis:
du + du du + b dU .d2u d2u.
d'r "-_-t + a dx "_y = 1_(-_-T + d--_-)
where: a,b - model transport velocities
Equation [2-11] is discretized
following coefficients; a_=l/4 tx2=l/3
d 4u . y J, 3 dau.
+ k,(aAx3--_ * °z-xx _y, )
[2-111
using a four-stage Runge-Kutta scheme with
a3=1/2 ot4=l. A numerical scheme with the
evaluation of all terms at all stages (denoted as scheme 1, scheme 2, etc.) as well as
schemes with the evaluation of source and viscous terms only at the first stage (denoted as
scheme la, scheme An amplification factor of
k_'r, 5 =---_) has been derivedg = g(_ =-_,)5. =-_y Ay
using the symbolic computation program Mathematica. Only one-dimensional results are
presented here for the sake of clarity. The second dimension does not principally alter the
results, but makes the evaluation and interpretation more difficult.
2a, etc.) has been considered.
l/M" t_,'r , k, aA'r,o.__
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The ratio of the pseudo-time step to the physical time step, qS=Ax/At, plays a crucial
role in the behavior of the scheme. The results of the stability analysis are summarized in
Fig. 2-3-Fig. 2-8. An average amplification factor go,,+2 is plotted as a function of the
CFL number, VonNeuman number, and 5. This approach has been chosen instead of a
more standard plot (real and imaginary parts of the amplification factor) to clarify the
influence of various parameters. The plot is bounded by the stability surface with [g [=l.
Explicit discretization of the physical derivative leads to a linear decrease in the maximum
allowable VonNeuman number with the increasing 5 (scheme la, Fig. 2-3). On the
contrary, an implicit evaluation of the physical time derivative (scheme 2a) results in an
extended stability region at higher 5 (Fig. 2-4). The extended stability region indicates an
advantage of the implicit evaluation of the physical temporal derivative. However, the
distribution of go,_12 suggests that within the stability region, a scheme with an explicit
evaluation of the physical time derivative may possess better convergence characteristic as
a result of lower go,_+2- For both schemes, la and 2a, "optimal" _ and c (at each value
of 5) provide identical amount of error damping. Numerical modeling confu'med that
scheme 2a and scheme la achieve similar convergence rate during the inner cycle if the
"operational curve" (Fig. 2-3, Fig. 2-4) is used to adjust the calculation of the pseudo-time
step x. These curves are used to adjust the time step according to the local value of 5.
The presence of the additional source term results in another positive feature. The
higher the ratio of the pseudo time step to the physical time step the more intensive
decrease of the amplification factor is observed at low wave numbers. This is especially
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beneficialfor the numericalsimulationof thewakepropagationin aturbomachinerystage.
At thebeginningof eachinnercycleanerror spectrumiscloseto thespectrumof the local
unsteadiness.Local unsteadinessi dominantby thefrequenciesassociatedwith a relative
rotor-stator movement.Usuallyonly ftrst few harmonics,basedon the rotation passing
frequency,havesignificantamplitude.Theseharmonicscorrespondto low wave numbers.
Therefore,the utilization of thepseudotimesteppingprovidesa veryefficientmechanism
of theerroreliminationin theregionoutsideof theboundarylayer(i.e., thezonewith high
_i).Dampingat low wavenumbersis moreprofoundin scheme1a. Flat distributionof g at
low wave numberscan be also usedto explainthe reducedefficiencyof the multigrid
accelerationwhenit is usedin conjunctionwith a pseudo-timestepping.For the standard
Runge-Kuttaschemethe amplificationfactor is rapidly decreasingfor tow frequency
errors.Calculationson a coarsegrid effectivelydoublea local wave number improving
convergence.Practically constantdistribution of the amplificationfactor at low wave
numbersdiminishesthe effect of the multigrid accelerationin the caseof a pseudo-time
scheme.
FiguresFig. 2-5 andFig. 2-6 show anaverageamplificationfactor for schemes1
and 2 respectively.Evaluationof viscous and sourceterms at all stagesextendsthe
stability limit for both schemes.Low wave dampingis also improved in schemeI.
However,simularto the steadystatecase,the advantageof theevolution of viscousand
sourceterms at all stagesis not significantenoughto justify an additional CPU time
requiredfor thismodification.
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Last two schemeswith the implicit evaluationof the physical time derivatives
behavesimilar to thoseof scheme2 (Fig. 2-7, Fig. 2-8). Scheme3 possessmore rapid
decayof the go,,_2 in comparison with the scheme 2. It is possible to expect that this may
provide better convergence of the inner cycle for regions with 8~0.3-1. An interesting
feature of the scheme 4 is the independence of its stability limit from the ratio of pseudo
time to physical steps. However, similar to all other schemes it provides better low
frequency error elimination with increased 5.
2.3.2 Artificial dissipation term adjustment for the solver with pseudo-time
stevvin2
Explicit treatment of the physical derivative in pseudo-time stepping imposes a
limitation on the pseudo-time step during the inner iteration for the grid cell located in the
middle of the blade passage. Thus the Courant-Fredrichs-Levy number for these grids may
be significantly smaller than the maximum C_. Meanwhile, the artificial dissipation
term is based on the local maximum CFL number. A one-dimensional simplified form of
the governing equation [2-2] can be written as:
A +D(Q)+S(Q) = 0
where the artificial dissipation term :
D(Q)= k,, * ¢3,_=,Q * p(A)
CFL * Ax
here o(A) - spectral radius of A
[2-12]
[2-131
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For CFL<C_, D(Q) may become large even with a small variation in Q. To avoid an
excessive level of the artificial dissipation, D(Q) was modified:
D' (Q)=D(Q)CFL/CFI_,.
[2-14]
Incorporation of the pseudo-time acceleration has allowed an efficient simulation
of unsteady turbomachinery flows, presented in subsequent chapters. Code based on
pseudo-time approach requires from 5 to 30 times less CPU time in comparison with the
original code. Scheme with explicit evaluation of the physical time step (scheme l a) has
been used, because it provides the same level of convergence as the scheme with the
implicit evaluation of the physical time step (scheme 2a).
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Fig. 2-1 Block scheme of the multiblock solver
Fig. 2-2 Allowable multiblock topology (in computational space)
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Fig. 2-3 Stability limits and amplification factor distribution for scheme 1a
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Chapter 3
CODE VALIDATION AND MODIFICATION
Code validation and verification are essential parts of the development of the CFD
solver. Validation process of the current solver can be divided into two stages. First stage
of the validation includes test cases to verify that the development and modification of the
code did not introduce additional errors. The objective of the second stage of the
validation process is to simulate test cases with complex features essential for accurate
flow simulations in turbomachinery. In addition to results presented in this chapter, code
validation against the existing experimental data for flow configurations discussed in
following chapters is carried out to achieve confidence in the code and numerical
simulations.
3.1 Verification against analytical solution
Numerical simulation of the inviscid, irrotational flow over a cylinder with inlet
Mach number equal to 0.1 has been carried out to verify accuracy of the code against the
analytical solution. Flow over a cylinder possess a number of flow features which can be
found in turbomachinery cascades, i.e., decelerating flow along the stagnation line near the
leading edge etc. The existence of the analytical (potential) solution makes possible a
quantitative comparison to assess the accuracy of the code. Utilization of the finite
difference approach to the solution of the partial differential equations results in the
procedure that effectively solves the equation, which is different from the original
differential equation. Effect of the discretization procedure can be analyzed using partial
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differentialapproximation(PDA) (ShokinandJanenko,1985)of theequations.Deviation
from theform of the originalPDE mayresult in numericalerrors,evenif the computation
couldbecarriedout with theunlimitedprecision.To ensurestablecalculation,mostof the
numericalcodesincludeartificial dissipationterms.The absenceof explicit artificial terms
doesnot constitutethe absenceof theartificial dissipationbut rather its increasedvaluein
thepartial differentialapproximation.The analysisof PDA providessignificantamountof
informationon thecharacteristicsof thescheme,includingtheeffectof the explicit andthe
implicit numericaldissipation.However, from the practicalpoint of view, the verification
andthevalidationof thecodearemoreappropriate,eventakeninto theconsiderationthe
limited andempiricalnatureof thevalidationprocess.
Flow over the cylinderhasbeensimulatedusing 151 x 41, "H" type grid. Grid
densityis similar to the grid density(inviscidsimulationsandgrids for viscoussimulation
outsidethe boundarylayer) typically used for the computationalanalysispresentedin
following chapters.The comparisonbetweenthe analyticalsolution and computational
results(Fig. 3-1) revealsverygood agreementfor the computationswith the appropriate
amountof the artificial dissipation.Deceleratingflow upstreamof the cylinder is not very
sensitiveto the level of the artificialdissipation.Onlyuseof very high valuesof k4results
in a deviationof the numericalsolutionfrom theexactone.Flow prediction downstream
of thecylinderis not asaccurateasthepredictionof the upstreamregion.For caseswith
fourth order artificial dissipationcoefficient1_>0.015 a smallseparationzone develops
nearthedownstreamstagnationpoint.Thisphenomenonresultsin a flat velocity from x/R
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= 1 to x/R = 1.05 (Fig. 3-1). Further increaseof the artificial dissipationprovides fully
attachedflow nearthe trailing edge.However, this resultsin a velocity field which has
noticeablyasymmetricdownstreamand upstreamzones.The decreasedtotal pressure
indicatestheunphysicalenergydissipation.Quantitativeanalysisof the numericalerror is
presentedin Fig. 3-2. First norm, I111 -max/j(-) represents the local error, while the
X/ -Z(')2
second norm [.12 - is an indication of an overall accuracy of the prediction (ni,nj
n i • nj
are grid dimensions). The computational error was calculated separately for the zone with
x/R > 0 and x/R < 0. Stagnation points are the locations of the maximum errors for all
cases with k4 < 0.04. Within a range of small values of k4 = [0.05 - 0.015], the numerical
error is practically zero outside a small zone near stagnation points. The development of
the separation zone downstream of the cylinder results in I111,jumpatk, - 0.15.
High artificial dissipation k > 0.04 leads to monotonic increase in [t._ and "2
throughout the flow. This is an indication that at this level of the artificial dissipation, the
type of the flow (accelerating or decelerating) as well as the flow grid alignment is
irrelevant. Computations based on a doubled grid result in 30% decrease in IIII,and have
no significant effect on 11112for 1<4_ [0.005, 002]. Based on this analysis, k4 < 0.02 may be
established as a requirement for the accurate flow simulation.
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3.2 Influence of the artificial dissipation on the wake propagation and decay
The correct simulation of the wake decay is an essential component of the rotor-
stator interaction analysis. Excessive wake dissipation would result in the improper
unsteady blade loading and unsteady losses. Numerical analysis of the freestream decay of
the moving wake has been used to establish the requirement on grid characteristics and the
level of an artificial dissipation.
Moving wake has been simulated using nonuniform time dependent inlet boundary
condition. Inlet total velocity was prescribed as U=Uo+f(y-Vowt). Time average flow angle
is set at 45 °. Function f is either Gaussian distribution or sine wave with different reduced "
frequencies. This configuration imitates the wake propagation in an axial gap in a relative
frame of reference (without the potential effect).
If inviscid flow model is considered, then any wake decay is due to the numerical
dissipation. Numerical analysis has been carried out to establish the criteria (grid density,
artificial dissipation) required to obtain an accurate wake propagation.
Results of the numerical simulation are summarized in Fig. 3-3. The influence of the
artificial dissipation on a wake decay is shown for two typical values of the fourth-order
artificial dissipation coefficient, k_. Twenty to thirty grid points per each wave width is
necessary for an accurate prediction of the wake propagation.
This flow can be analytically solved using the linearization procedure (see Appcn:iix
A)-
! (2a._) = 1
A(_)= ao +
n 3Ne Ma -
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where _ = y - V,,wx
This formula correlates well with results of the numerical simulation and can be
used to establish grid and k4 requirement depending on the spectrum of the incoming
unsteadiness.
The results of this analysis are used as a guideline in generating grids for two
additional test cases. The numerical solver was utilized to simulate the wake downstream
of the fiat plate measured by Chevray et al. (1969) (Fig. 3-4). The prediction is in good
agreement with the data. The comparison of the numerical prediction of the far wake
decay with the correlation due to Reynolds et al. (1979) for a cascade wake is also found
to be in good agreement.
Another objective of the current analysis is to verify the wake-outlet boundary
condition interaction. Even though non-reflection boundary conditions are used in the
current solver, certain amount of the wake damping occurs near the outlet boundary. This
affect is limited by two-three grid points upstream of the outlet boundary. It does not
generate any reflection wave. Thus, there is no adverse affect on the unsteady solution of
near the boundary region.
3.3 Steady turbulent and transitional boundary layer
Numerical simulation of the transitional flow on a fiat plate has been carried out to
assess the ability of the code to predict the inception and the length of the transition. The
test case chosen for this validation is T3a described by Savill (1992). The predictions from
all three turbulence models (CH, LB, FLB) are compared with the data. A number of
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investigatorshaveusedboundarylayercodesto analyzethe ability of the low-Renumber
turbulencemodelsto predict the transition.This prediction is feasiblesincelow-Re k-e
equationsmodelthetransitionalbehaviorof theboundarylayerthroughlow-Re functions.
However, this predictionmaynot be veryaccurate,sincelow-Re functionsemployedare
basedon thefully turbulentflow.
Uniform inlet flow andturbulencedistributionareprescribedat the inlet, upstream
of the leadingedge.Numericalexperimentsindicatethat the grid shouldbe extensively
stretchednearthe leadingedgeof the fiat plate to minimizean effect of the singularity
point and to ensurean accurateprediction of the transitionalboundarylayer.The skin
friction coefficientdistribution, shownin Fig. 3-5, indicatesthat the LB modelshowsthe
bestagreementwith thedatafor the low turbulenceintensity,while theCH modelpredictsa
very prematuretransitionand the longest transitionallength. Several 'numerical'factors
(artificial dissipation,grid densityetc.) are found to have an appreciableeffect on the
predictionof the transitionalregion in comparisonwith laminarandfully turbulentzones.
Possiblevariationof theCf coefficientdueto thevariationof 'numerical'factorsis shown
for theLB and FLB models.Numericalsimulationof the fiat plate flow with the higher
inletturbulenceintensity,more typicalfor turbomachineryapplications,showsthat theLB
modelgivesanearliertransition;while theFLB modelis in betteragreementwith thedata.
Thiscanbeexplainedby thefact that theLB model isnumerically,lessstablethantheFLB
model.The momentumReynoldsnumberat the start and at the end of the transition,
predictedfrom theNavier-Stokescode,iscomparedwith thecorrelationof Abu-Ghannam
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and Shaw(1980)andtheboundarylayer prediction(Fan & Lakshminarayana(1996)) in
Fig. 3-6. The time-marchingcode predicts anearlier inceptionof the transition at low
valuesof the turbulent intensity.Overall, the transitionpredictionby the Navier-Stokes
codeis closeto the predictionby the boundarylayercode basedon the sameturbulence
model.
In additionto thequality of the particular low-Re turbulencemodel, the levelof
the artificial dissipationplaysa crucial role in the predictionof the transitionregion.For
the configurationmore complexthan a flat plate flow, the potential error due to the
presenceof the artificialdissipationis evenmoreserious.For example,for the transitional
flow in PennStateturbine,the locationof the transitionandthe skin friction coefficient
beyondthetransition,stronglydependon the valueof I_ (Fig. 3-7). An excessivelevelof
theartificialdissipationdelaystransitioninceptionandultimetelyleadsto the fully laminar
boundarylayer. An increasein1<4resultsin thetransitiononsetshifting from x/Cx=0.65to
the trailing edge on the suction surface. Grid refinementreduced this dependency,
however,asshownin Chapter6, it is practicallyimpossibletotally eliminatethe effectof
artificial dissipationon the transitionalprediction.The essentialfeature of the current
solveris that for the calculationswith k4<0.015, the transitionprediction is found to be
independentof the level of the artificial dissipationcoefficient. This value of the k4
coefficientis found to be universalfor other configurations( the fiat plate, compressor
cascade,LP turbine),undertheconditionthatthesolutionis otherwisegrid independent.
3.4 Modification of the k-E model for the flows with dominant normal stresses
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Models based on the eddy viscosity do not provide an accurate solution for the
flow that deviates from linear stress-strain relation. The problem is aggravated if two-
equation turbulence model is applied to flows that are essentially different from those used
for the derivation of the model coefficients. Flow with dominant normal stresses is the
case where k-e model fails to provide a realistic prediction of the turbulence field. K-e
model developed for the shear flow tends to overpredict the local level of turbulent kinetic
energy produced by the normal stresses. A significant amount of work both experimental
and computational were carried out to investigate these type of flow (e.g., Cooper et al.,
1993). Most of these efforts were concentrated on the analysis of the heat transfer
associated with the impinging jet. Less attention to this problem was paid in aerodynamic
simulations without heat transfer focus. This lack of attention can be explained by the
relatively small influence of this problem on the overall accuracy of the prediction in many
cases. Error in the energy redistribution between the mean flow and turbulence is about
1% for flows with Ma----0.4 and Tu=8%. However, an excessive level of turbulence
prediction seriously affects the transition development in a turbomachinery stage, even in
the case of the utiliTation of the transition model. In the turbomachinery stage an
overprediction of turbulence occurs at two major locations. First zone is the stagnation
flow near the leading edge. The correct prediction of the turbulence kinetic energy at this
location is especially needed if the boundary layer has the transition inception close to the
leading edge (compressor cascade, Chapter 4). Adequate turbulence intensity near the
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leadingedgealsomakesthesolverless"numerically"dependent(LP turbine,Chapter6).
The secondregion with the dominantnormal stressesis the acceleratedflow near the
suction surfaceof the turbine blade. If no attention is paid to this region, turbulence
intensitymaybeoverpredictedby3-7%, resultingin anearliertransitioninception(turbine
flows,Chapters5 and6).
Applicationof morecomplex,in comparisonwith standardk-E,models(e.g., k-_-
v2, Behnia et al., 1996) and second-moment closures (Craft et al., 1993) showed an
improved prediction of flows with dominant normal stresses. However, current analysis is
limited to the modifications for a k-E model.
3.4.1 Modification of the turbulence model for leading edge flow
The modification of the turbulence near the leading edge of the blade results in an
elevated level of k, strongly affecting the development of the turbulent boundary layer
along the blade. Large flow turning and curvature effects, present in these leading edge
flows, influence the development of the flow near the stagnation point. The experimental
data on this effect, especially in turbomachinery stages, is scarce. The k-e turbulence
model predicts the level of the turbulent kinetic energy. As a result, the boundary layer
becomes fully turbulent, with the transition occurring very close to the leading edge.
It is possible to separate the flow near the stagnation pont into three regions. The
fu'st region is a freestream flow. In this region turbulent kinetic energy is balanced by the
dissipation term in the k-equations. The second region is the thin boundary layer,
6O
developingfrom the stagnationpoint. In this region the meanflow and the turbulence
equationsare stronglycoupledand shouldbe solvedsimultaneously.The third region is
the bufferzonebetweenprevioustwo zones.Despitethe fact that the meanflow canstill
be consideredinviscidand the developmentof the turbulencedoes not affect the mean
flow variablesin this region, the velocitygradientsseverelyaffect the developmentof the
turbulence.
The modification of the k-e model to improve the accuracy have been suggested by
many investigators. The first group of modifications suggested consists of change in the
production term. The production of the turbulence kinetic energy can be expressed
(incompressible flow):
,gU j au i 2 au i
P =vt((_xi +_xj )-3'ijk)_xj = 2vtSij "Sij
[3-1]
Launder (1974) suggested the use of the rotation rate to modify the production
term: P=2v,3/(Sij?.(Rij) 2 . The flow near (upstream)the stagnation point is nearly
irrotational, while in the shear layer" _(Sii )2. (Rij)2 and: (Sij)" (Sij) are practically equal.
This modification reduces the production of turbulence only near the stagnation point,
while the boundary layer is not affected. Jill and Braza (1994) proposed the production
term of the form: P = 2v, R o .R o . This modification can be used only in a limited region
near the stagnation point However, the experimental data gives an increase of k up to
threetimesof the freestreamvaluealongthe stagnationline. P = 2v, R,j •
the stagnation line and correspondingly k will be about uniform.
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R,j is zero along
In the second approach, the dissipation rate equation is modified. The equation for
the turbulence dissipation rate is one of the 'weakest' parts of any turbulence model. The
derivation of this equation is based on numerous assumptions. Strahle et al. (1987)
suggested setting C_2 and Ct_ (Eq. 2-6, Chapter 2) near the stagnation point in the dissipation
equation. This modification is based on the consideration of the analytical solution for k
and E equations near the stagnation point. The potential solution was used to define
velocities, i.e., it was assumed that the mean flow and turbulence equations are uncoupled
in this region. According to Strahle et al. (1987), a consistent solution can be obtained
only if Ct2 and C_ are equal. Due to the fact that Ca is based on the decay of grid
turbulence Ct, is chosen to be modified.
Numerical simulations have been carried out to assess various modifications to the
turbulence model indicated above. In the case of time marching scheme, stiffness of k-E
equations and a highly stretched grid near the stagnation point lead to an additional
difficulties near the leading edge. Viscous flow in the compressor cascade, described in
Chapter 4, has been simulated using these modifications to the FLB k-e model for the
leading edge flow. The ratio of the normal to the shear stresses has been used as a switching
function to switch from the modified Ct, near the stagnation pointto the original C.t, in the
shear layer. Results based on the original k-E model, without the modification, predict a very
high level of the turbulent kinetic energy near the leading edge, while models with the modified
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e-equationpredictsmallerproductionof k, closerto theobservedvalues.Theoriginalmodel
predictsvery low turbulentdissipationrate nearthe stagnationpoint. Due to an excessive
production of the turbulent kinetic energy and a low level of e, very large values of eddy
viscosity are predicted. This leads to an excessive diffusion, which is not physical. As a result of
this, the boundary layer becomes fully turbulent at the leading edge. All modifications improve
the distribution of the turbulent kinetic energy and enable a reasonably good prediction of the
transition. Predicted transition zone is located from about 33% of chord to 50% (this
correlates well with the experimental data), with 5% variation between various
modifications. The modification, due to Jin et al. (1994), leads to earliest transition
inception while the modification of the e equation tends to predict the latest transition
inception. Due to a lack of the experimental data on the budget of the turbulent kinetic
energy along the stagnation line, it is difficult to assess various modifications suggested.
Approaches, based on the modification of the e-equation and the modification of the
production term, due to Launder and Spalding, have been chosen for the simulation of the
unsteady transition described in following chapters and they are found to be crucial for the
accurate prediction of the unsteady transitional flow.
3.4.2 Turbulence flow field in the freestream
The flow in turbine passage is another example of the case with normal stress
dominance. Rapid flow acceleration/deceleration outside boundary layers generate normal
Reynolds stresses (in streamwise direction) that are higher than a shear stress.
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Comparisonsbetweenthepredictedflow in PennStateturbinerotor (Chapter5), basedon
k-E model,andthe measureddatashowsthat turbulenceintensitiesmay beoverpredicted
by more thanATu= 5% (Fig. 3-8). This problemhastwo mainconsequences.First is the
effect on the boundarylevel transition. For the unsteadynumericalsimulation it also
affectsthe decayof the upstreamwake through the turbinepassage.In contrast to the
stagnationpoint flow, thisproblemis notcontaminatedby thenearwall effect, thusresults
areindependentof low-Repart of the model.Simulationsbasedon the Fluent codehave
beenusedto get more insight into the turbulenceflow at a midpassageof the turbine
blade.ThreedifferentturbulencemodelsareutiliTedfor this analysis;standardk-_ model,.
renormalizedgroup k-e model (Orszaget al., 1993) and Full Reynoldsstress model.
Fluent tends to predict more radical rise in the turbulence level (ATu=2-3%) in
comparisonwith PennState code, therefore the comparisonis done betweendifferent
turbulencemodelsusing the samecode (Fluent, Fig. 3-9 and Penn State, Fig. 3-8).
Utilization of the RNG k-Emodelprovidesonly a moderateimprovement.Thisdifference
maybe attributedto amodifiedcoefficientof theRNGk-Emodelratherthan to improved
physics.Second-orderturbulencemodel significantlyimprovesthe predicteddistribution
of the turbulentkineticenergy(Fig. 3-9). Error in thepredictionbasedon the k-_ model
may beseparatedinto two components;inadequatecoefficientof the model and lack of
the flow physics. A comparisonof the streamwiseand crossflow Reynoldsstresses
presentedin Fig. 3-10 (notedifferentscalesfor k-E andFRSMpredictions),indicatesthat
the predictednormal stressdiffers not only in amplitude,but hasessentiallydifferent
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distribution.Comparisonof pseudoviscositycoefficiente at the locationof the maximum
turbulenceintensity shows that Es~ 2an.Therefore the adjustmentof the k-e model
coefficientwill not leadto thecorrectsolution (e.g. RNG k-Emodelcanonly moderately
improve the solution). Application of the second-order turbulence closure for
turbomachineryflows is beyondtheframeworkof this thesis.Hence,modificationssimilar
to those analyzedfor the stagnationflow have been consideredfor the k-e model
Only the modificationof the predictionterm basedon P = 2v, f(_(Rijmodification. ?
is found to be suitable for the current task (Fig. 3-8). The modification with the prediction
in the form: P = 2v, RijRuhas been found to underpredict the upstream wake dissipation in
the case of the rotor-stator interaction.
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Chapter 4
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE UNSTEADY TRANSITIONAL FLOW IN
A COMPRESSOR CASCADE
Simulations of the test cases, presented in the Chapter 3, establish the accuracy of
the code for basic flows. Numerical analysis of the unsteady transitional flow in a
compressor cascade, presented in this chapter, is carried out to assess the ability of the
code to simulate realistic turbomachinery configurations. Even though attempts have been
made to develop and use unsteady Navier-Stokes solvers for the prediction of rotor-stator
interaction effects, none have been satisfactorily validated against accuracy, especially for
its ability to capture the unsteady transitional viscous layers near blade and wall surfaces.
This is the main objective of the research presented in this chapter. Characteristics of the
different low-Reynolds k-e turbulence models have direct impact on the ability of the code
to simulate the unsteady transitional boundary layer. Further research is required to assess
the applicability of the k-e models for the unsteady flow modeling. Temporal accuracy of
the code depends on the adequate choice of the number of inner cycles and the physical
time iterations. Numerical simulation of the compressor flow is used to evaluate the
influence of these factors on the accuracy of the prediction.
4.1 Compressor cascade description
Fan & Lakshminarayana (1996) used an unsteady inviscid two-dimensional code
coupled with an unsteady boundary layer code to predict the unsteady flow caused by the
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transportof a simulated upstream rotor wake through an annular compressor cascade and
compared the prediction with the data due Schulz et al (1990). The simulated rotor wake
was generated using a rotor consisting of rotating rods (Fig. 4-1). The annular cascade
had twenty four untwisted blades. Characteristics of the cascade are given in Table 4-1.
Fan and Lakshminarayana (1996) used 241(streamwise) X 61(blade-to-blade) grid for
inviscid calculation. For the boundary layer solution, 120 streamwise stations and 121 grid
point normal to the wall were used.
Table 4-1 Compressor cascade characteristics
Pitch/Chord 0.78 Stager angle 29 °
Steady inflow angle, o_ Inlet Ma 0.29944 ° , 49.2 °
4x 106Re Wake inflow angle 15.55 °
Reduced frequency, f_ 6.12 Wake width parameter, co 0.095
Wake velocity defect, Ao 28.3% Variation of the turbulence intensity, 8 %
AT,,
In the numerical simulation, the inlet wake was prescribed as a Gaussian
distribution, this was found to be a good approximation of the measured wake:
(Y-Vowt) 2
V = V0 + A 0 exp(- )
2to 2
Similar distribution is used to prescribe an inlet distribution of turbulence characteristics.
Amplitude and width are adjusted according to experimental parameters:
T T +AT exp( -(y-V°wt)2
= -)
u u0 u 2r.o2
Where Vow - wake pitchwise velocity.
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To assessthe accuracyof the code, predictionsbasedon the Navier-Stokes
procedurearecomparedwith thedataandwith predictionsfrom theEuler/boundarylayer
approach.In someinstances,thecomparisonis doneonly with the Euler/boundarylayer
prediction,due to a lack of the experimentaldata.Caseswith 44° and 49° inlet flow
angleshavebeenchosenfor numericalsimulations.
4.2 Sensitivity studies
Flow simulations have been performed using three different grids: 179x61, 189x95
(Fig. 4-2), and 201X 193 to investigate the grid dependency. The distance between the fu-st
grid point and the wall varies from y+=l.6 for the coarse grid to y+=0.6 for the free grid.
Numerical simulation of the steady flow (Cp and Cf distributions) do not show any
significant difference between predictions with 201x193 and 189x95 grids. Numerical
simulation of unsteady flows impose additional requirements on the grid generation. Grid
should be f'me enough to allow a correct propagation and decay of the unsteady wake
through the passage. The numerical analysis presented earlier (Chapter 3) is used to satisfy
this requirement. Fourier decomposition of the inlet wake shows that it has five essential
harmonics (based on blade passing frequency). Amplitude of the fifth harmonic is found to
be only 1.3 % of an amplitude of the ftrst harmonic. The grid with 193 grid points in the y-
direction enables the wake to propagate through the cascade without non-physical decay,
caused by numerical factors. In the case of 95 grid points in y-direction, only the fifth
harmonic is affected by the artificial dissipation. This effect can be neglected, because the
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fifth harmonicis dispersedrapidly by the physical dissipation.As a result of the grid
dependencyanalysis,189x95gridhasbeenchosenin all computations.
Thechoiceof thenumberof physicaltimestepsperperiodandthenumberof inner
iterationsat eachphysicaltime stepis anadditionalfactor which affectsthe accuracyof
theunsteadyflow simulation.An increasein the numberof physicaltime stepsleadsto a
growth in the temporalaccuracyandreducedphaseerrors.Themain requirementis that
thephysicaltime stepshouldbesmallenoughto resolvethesmallestime scales.Previous
researchindicated that about 500 physicaltime stepsper period is required for the
accuratesolution of the wake-bladeinteractioneffect. An increasein the numberof
physicaltime stepsalsoaffectsthenumberof inner iterations,becauseof the smallerinitial
error.Thechangein thenumberof physicaltimestepsmodifiesconvergencecharacteristic
of the schemewith a pseudotime stepping.For the casewhenAt---_oo(a steadystate
solution), the additionalsourceterm due to the presenceof the physicaltime derivative
vanishes.Additional dampingat low wavenumbersdisappearsandcorrespondingly,the
convergenceof the innercyclein thefreestreamslowsdown.To analyzethe effectof the
numberof physicalandinner iterationson the accuracyof numericalresults,a numberof
numericaltestshavebeencarriedout.
Numericalsimulationswereperformedwith 500physicaltime stepsand10,20,50
inner iterations.About 1.5order of magnitudedrop in the maximumresidual(meanflow
equations)wasachievedwith 10 inner iterationat eachphysicaltime steps,this number
increasedto 2.5 for 50 inner iterations.A comparisonof the predictedamplitudeof the
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first harmonicof theunsteadypressure(ACv)on thebladeis shownin theFig. 4-3. There
is no significantdifferencebetween20 and 50 inner iterations. Similar resultswere
obtainedfor other harmonicsand phaseangles.On the other hand(Fig. 4-4), there is a
significantchangein theamplitudeCevariationon the suctionsurface,whenthenumberof
inner iterationsis increasedto 50. Additional numericalexperimentsshowedthat further
increasein the numberof inner iterationsdoesnot affect the accuracyof the unsteady
Cfdistribution.Unsteadyskin friction coefficienton the pressuresurfaceis lesssensitive
to this factor becauseof the thin boundarylayer. The convergenceof the unsteady
pressuredependson the convergencecharacteristicsof the numerical schemein the
freestream.As it was indicatedpreviously,inlet wake hasfive essentialharmonics.This
correspondsto the wavenumberrangeof 0.03 to 0.15.The ratio of thepseudotime step
to the physicaltime stepis high outsidethe boundarylayer.As a resuk, an additional
dampingof the low wave numberharmonicsprovidesvery rapid convergenceof the
unsteadyfreestreamflow. During first 10 iterations the inner cycle convergence is equal to
an analytical value based on the freestream Ax/At ratio. This fact also supports the
previous conclusion. On the contrary, the correct prediction of the unsteady Cf requires an
accurate simulation of the unsteady velocity in the boundary layer. In addition to
employing smaller inner steps due to the fine grid, there is no 'positive' effect of the
source term in this region (Ax/At - 0). Thus the prediction of the unsteady velocity
requires more inner iterations.
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Numericalsimulationswith 250,500, 1000physicaltime stepswerecarriedout to
estimatetheinfluenceof thenumberof physicaltimesteps.Thenumberof inner iterations
was 20 for all cases.According to the previousanalysis,this number is sufficient to
achievea convergedpressurefield. The comparison,presentedin Fig. 4-5, indicatesthat
atleast500stepsarerequiredfor the accurateprediction.
4.3 Unsteady pressure field
The predicted pressure distribution and the unsteady pressure envelope on the
blade are shown in Fig. 4-6. The time averaged blade pressure distribution from the.
Navier-Stokes code is more accurate than the prediction from the Euler code and is also in
a good agreement with the experimental data. This is due to the presence of the separated
region at about 90%-95% of the chord. The predicted time history of the unsteady
pressure is compared with the experimental data in Fig. 4-7. There is a good agreement
between predictions and the experimental data. Numerical simulation correctly predicts the
maximum unsteadiness near the leading edge, where the wake hits the blade. This is
caused by a change in the incidence angle and chopping of the wake by the blade. Beyond
20% of the chord, the development of the recirculating flow pattern, induced by the
passing wake, plays a dominant role in the development of the unsteady pressure. This
leads to the region of an increased instantaneous pressure along the wake path. Fig. 4-7
indicates that unsteady pressures are predicted well up to 20 percent of the chord, which is
the most important and crucial part of the blade. Both the Euler and the Navier-Stokes
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code predict smaller pressure variation in comparison with the experimental data,
especially from x/Cx=60% to x/Cx=80% on the suction surface. This discrepancy is due to
three-dimensional effects in the annular cascade. Flow visualization (Schulz et al, 1990)
showed a strong corner separation. Interaction between the upstream wake and the corner
separation leads to an amplification of the pressure oscillations. As expected, the Navier-
Stokes solution predicts smaller amplitude in the unsteady pressure at the midchord in
comparison with the Euler prediction due to the wake decay caused by the physical
dissipation. There is a region of an increased unsteadiness in pressure near the trailing
edge. This is due to the interaction between the passing wake and the separated region
near the trailing edge. The Navier-Stokes code correctly predicts this feature (Fig. 4-5 and
Fig. 4-7). While the flow is attached up to 97% of chord, velocity profiles from 85% of
chord indicate a 'near separation' character of the flow.
The development of the unsteady pressure field can be explained on the basis of
two main mechanisms: wake cutting by the leading edge with the associated modification
of the incidence angle and the development of the recirculating pattern due to the passing
wake. Both phenomena are predominantly inviscid. As a result, both the Euler and the
Navier-Stokes code predict nearly identical unsteady pressure field.
4.4 Development of the unsteady transitional flow
Prediction of the unsteady transitional flow is crucial in evaluating loses, efficiency
and cooling requirements of turbomachinery. None of the Navier-Stokes procedures have
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been validated for their ability to predict the unsteadytransitional flow. Numerical
simulationshavebeencarriedout usingthreelow Rek-e models:CH, FLB andLB. The
leadingedgemodificationof k-¢ models,describedearlier,was found to be crucial for
correctpredictionof the transitionalflow. Despitethe modificationsfor the leadingedge
effect, thecalculationwith the CH modelpredictsfully turbulent flow all alongthe blade.
Hence,thenumericalsimulationbasedon theCH modelis notpresented.
As shown in Fig. 4-8a, in the boundary layer solution the transitional region
extendsfrom x/Cx--0.1to x/Cx=0.30.An examinationof the skin friction coefficient
distributionin conjunctionwith the turbulencefield showsthat the Navier-Stokescode "
with the FLB model predicts transition from rdCx---0.12to rdCx--0.4,while the
computationbasedon the LB modelpredictstransitionfrom x/Cx=0.1to x/Cx=0.3.An
understandingof the complextransitionalprocesson the suctionsurfacecanbeobtained
from a studyof the timehistoryof the skin friction coefficientpresentedin Fig. 4-8. The
trendpredictedby both theNavier-StokescodeandtheEulerfooundarylayercodearein a
very good agreement,unsteadyfluctuationspredictedby the Navier-Stokescode are
slightly lowerdueto thedecayof thewake,which is neglectedin theEulercode.
Wakeinducedtransitionis a very complexphenomenondrivenby the interaction
between the mean flow and the turbulence field. In this compressorcascade,the
transitionalregion is locatednearthe leadingedge.Amplificationandmodificationof the
wakeandturbulencedueto the interactionwith the leadingedgeaffectthe development
of the transitional process.In Fig. 4-8b, path I correspondsto the upstreamwake
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propagationat theedgeof theboundarylayer,basedon themaximumwakedefectat that
location.PathII (Fig. 4-8b) is the locationof the maximumvelocity fluctuations in the
boundarylayer.Beyond20% of chord,an increasein phaselag betweenthe convection
velocity in the boundary layer and in the freestream is observed. An interesting
phenomenontakesplacein zone A (Fig. 4-8b ), alongpath II. At t/T=0, the wake is
locatedat the leadingedge(path I). Changein the incidenceangleseriouslyaffectsthe
pressuredistribution near the leadingedgeof the suction surface.As a result of this
interaction,a zone with a reducedvelocity is generatedfrom 5% to 15% of the chord
abovethesuctionsurface.This regionmodifiesthedevelopmentof theboundarylayer.A
zone of a low mean flow is located near the leading edge from about t/T=-0.1 to t/T=0.15
(Fig. 4-7 and Fig. 4-8) and disappears after passing of the wake. This phenomenon
accounts for the difference in the location of the minimum Ce predicted by the Navier-
Stokes and the boundary layer code shown in Fig. 4-8. Following the classification
suggested by Halstead et.al. (1995), it is possible to identify various regions associated
with the wake induced transitional flow. In Fig. 4-8b, A is the region of the wake induced
transition. Disturbance due to the wake-boundary interaction leads to an earlier transition.
The region B is a region with a transition between wakes and a zone with some features
associated with the becalmed region. This region is located downstream of the small, fully
laminar zone L. There is a smooth decrease in the shape factor.H in the zone B (line Z,
Fig. 4-9), while in the region of the wake induced transition, a sharp drop of H (line Y)
indicates an abrupt transition from the laminar to the turbulent flow. A comparison
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betweenpredictionsbasedon theFLB modelandthe LB modelshowsthat theLB model
predictsanearlytransition(Fig. 4-9). ZoneC is the wakeinducedturbulencestrip. Two
counterrotatingvortices inside the boundarylayer, generatedby the interactionof the
upstreamwakewith the cascadeflow, havea major influenceon the unsteadyboundary
layerdownstreamof thetransitionalregion.A clockwise rotatingvortex nearthe leading
edgeof thewake,leadsto a smallerCf in the regionC. The skinfriction coefficientin the
region D (trailing edge of the wake) hasan increasedlevel of Cf as a result of the
counterclockwisevortex.Boundarylayersimulationpredictsnochangein theskinfriction
coefficientin this region.TheNavier-Stokessimulationprovidesmoreaccuratesimulation
of the wakebehaviorin the outer regionof theboundarylayerandpredictsthe extended
regionof thiscounterclockwisevortex(about20%of chord).Due to the presenceof this
vortex,the boundarylayerprofile haslargergradientsnearthe wall resultingin increased
shearstressesbetweenwakes.
The transitionalflow and the unsteadyboundarydevelopmentarecontrolledby
both the meanvelocity defectand turbulencevariation in the wake.Thesetwo factors
havedissimilarinfluencein differentregions.Unsteadyinteractionbetweenthe meanflow
and the turbulencefield, with a phaselag betweenthe velocity, the pressure,and the
turbulence quantities make the flow very complex. It is possible to estimate the
importanceof thesetwo mechanismsfrom ananalysisof theunsteadyflow field simulated
by theNavier-Stokessolver.In thewakeinducedtransitionalstrip (zoneA in Fig.4-8 and
Fig. 4-9), the influenceof the velocity defect has the dominant influence.While the
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turbulenceintensityin the wakereaches10%,thephaselag betweenk in the freestream
andk in the boundarylayerreducesthe influenceof the increasedturbulentkinetic energy
at this location.An oppositeeffect is felt in the regionB, which is located between wake
paths. The amplification of the unsteady turbulence near the leading edge leads to an
increased level ofk from 10% to 30% of the chord. Additional diffusion of the turbulence
from the freestream results in a smoother transition, as seen along line Z in Fig. 4-9b.
One of the characteristic features of the unsteady boundary layer is the phase lag
between the velocity at the edge and inside the boundary layer. The distance between path
I and path II (Fig. 4-8b) is widening with the development of the boundary layer
downstream of the leading edge. This is an indication of an increased phase lag in the
velocity field. The amplitude and the phase angle of velocity fluctuations are shown in Fig.
4-10. This phase lag increases from about 30 ° at X¢/C=0.4 to 100 ° at X¢/C--0.76 (Fig. 4-
10b). The predicted phase angle and the amplitude of the first harmonic of the total
velocity correlate well with predictions from the boundary layer code. The Navier-Stokes
solution predicts sudden increase of the phase lag in the laminar sublayer. This can be
attributed to an inadequate grid resolution in this region. It should be remarked here that
the boundary layer code employs 121 grid points inside the boundary; nearly four times as
many as that used in the Navier-Stokes solver. Considering this, the agreement is good.
This is one of the most important and critical steps in the validation of the Navier-Stokes
code. With proper control of the artificial dissipation, grid, and time step, the Navier-
Stokes code can be used to predict the unsteady transitional boundary layer accurately.
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The predicted momentum thickness, shown in Fig. 4-11, reveals an excellent
agreement with the experimental data and the Euler/boundary layer prediction. Similar to
the boundary layer solution, the Navier-Stokes solver predicts a higher level of the time-
averaged momentum thickness in a comparison with the steady state solution. This is an
indication of an increased loss due to the unsteady interaction. According to the flow
visualization, the flow separation occurs near 90% chord. The main drawback of the
boundary layer approach is its inability to simulate the separated flow. The Navier-Stokes
code correctly predicts separation zone, existing from 87% of chord. The predicted
separation has an unsteady character, flow conditions vary from the fully attached to the
separated flow. A sharp increase in the momentum thickness beyond 85% of chord is due
to an earlier separation caused by the passing wake.
4.5 Stator wake
The development of the stator wake is influenced by its interaction with the
upstream rotor wake. As described previously, the passing wake generates two
counterrotating vortices which have considerable influence on the development of both the
pressure and suction side boundary layers. The amplitude and extent of the secondary
vortices inside the pressure surface boundary layer are smaller due to extremely thin
boundary layers. Vortices inside the suction surface boundary layer play a dominant role in
the development of the unsteady wake. This is evident from the unsteady velocity and
turbulent kinetic energy distribution in the static wake shown in Fig. 4-12, Fig. 4-14, and
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Fig. 4-13 respectively.The unsteadinessis higher away from the wake center. This
distribution is very similar to that inside the boundarylayer shownin Fig. 4-10a. The
fluctuationsarezeroat the wall andthis is reflectedin a very low unsteadinessinsidethe
wake center.Maximumunsteadinessin kinetic energyoccurson the suctionsideof the
wakeandthereasonsfor thisareexplainedbelow.
The convectivespeedof the upstreamwake is different for the pressureand
suctionsurfaces.At thetrailingedge,thephaseangledifferencebetweenthepassingwake
nearthe suction surfaceandthe pressuresurfaceapproaches100°. This is an additional
sourceof the unsteadinessin the wake.Clockwisevortex generatedinsidethe boundary
layer due to the wake-boundarylayer interaction is shed into the stator wake, thus
amplifying unsteadinessdue to the wake passing.Clockwise rotating vortex, located
abovethe statorwake,producesa systemof counterrotatingvortices in the stator wake.
Thepresenceof theunsteadyvorticesin theboundarylayercreatesanadditionalunsteady
amplificationof the wake turbulence.Fig. 4-13 indicatesthat this amplificationis much
higheron the suctionsideof the profdewake in comparisonwith the pressureside.The
unsteadytotal velocity andturbulencekinetic energydistributionin the wake (Fig. 4-12
andFig.4-13) indicatethat thedisturbancedueto thepassingwakeismainlyconcentrated
in thefirst harmonic.Theeffectof thecounterrotatingvorticesandits sheddingis mainly
confinedto secondand third harmonics.Interaction betweenyorticesalso leadsto an
amplificationof the spatialoscillationof the wake.The deviationin the trajectoryof the
centerline of thewakeis about3%of thechordat x/Cx=l.29.
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Theinteractionbetweenthepassingwakeandtheprofile wake resultsin complex
vortex structure,increasedunsteadinessin the profile wake and high level of turbulent
kineticenergy.These effects result in increased dissipation and faster decay of the stator
wake. Thus the presence of the unsteadiness due to the rotor-stator interaction tends to
decay profile wake faster. The time history of the instantaneous velocity, shown in Fig. 4-
14, clearly reveals the location and the extent of the maximum interaction region. This
occurs when the passing wake is directly inside the profile wake. The effect of additional
shed vortices, causing additional oscillations, is also evident from this plot.
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Chapter 5
UNSTEADY FLOW IN TURBINE
Rotor-stator interaction in a turbine stage has more complex structure in
comparison with the unsteady flow in the compressor cascade analyzed in the previous
chapter. In a compressor, the upstream wake propagates as a set of straight segments. The
shape of each wake segment undergoes only minor distortion when the wake is
transported through the compressor stage. Significantly higher turning and acceleration of
the flow in a turbine stage results in a strong distorution, twisting and stretching of the
wake segment. There is an increased phase lag between the flow at the midpitch and at the
edge of the boundary layer. The difference in the relative wake-flow alignment also
contributes to the modified rotor-stator interaction in a turbine stage. The ultimate
solution of the rotor-stator interaction has to come from a systematic, scientific, and
building block approach. The measurement in an actual engine is not only complicated, but
will rarely provide an insight into numerous sources of unsteadiness. Likewise, a
computational code with artificial dissipation and numerical error may mask some of the
important physics. The major objective of this research is to understand the nature and
magnitude of unsteadiness in turbines and develop insight for incorporation of these
effects in the design and analysis. This objective is accomplished through a coupled
experimental and computational study. Author has carried out the computational part and
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participatedin the interpretationof the experimentaldata.The experimentaldata was
acquiredby D.Ristic (Lashminarayanaet al., 1998).
Thecoupledexperimentalandcomputationstudycarriedout at PennState,which
is morecomprehensivethanhitherto attempted,shouldprovidea detailedunderstanding
of the flow physics.Almost all earlierexperimentalistshaveconcentratedtheir effort on
bladesurfacemeasurements(e.g., pressure,skin friction, and transition). The present
approachis to derive information on both the velocity field and the blade surface
propertiesdueto rotor-stator interaction. Likewise,thecomputationalapproachinvolves
a developmentof a two-dimensionalunsteadyNavier-Stokescode, incorporating the
transition and turbulencemodels to predict the nozzle wake, unsteadyrotor blade
boundary layers,unsteadyfree streamflow field and blade pressuresaccurately,and
carrying out a simulation study to understandthe sourcesof unsteadyviscous flow
through turbomachinerystages, including its effects on the transition and aero-
thermodynamiclosses.
5.1 Experimental Program
The Axial Flow Turbine Research Facility (AFTRF) of The Pennsylvania State
University is an open circuit facility 0.9166 m (3 feet) in diameter and a hub-to-tip radius
ratio of 0.73, with an advanced axial turbine blading configuration (Fig. 5-1). The facility
consists of a large bellmouth inlet, followed by a test section with a nozzle vane guide row
and a rotor. There are 23 nozzle guide vanes and 29 rotor blades followed by outlet guide
vanes. A window for LDV measurements covering the entire flow field from upstream of
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thenozzleto downstreamof therotor passageis alsoincorporated.Detaileddesignof the
facility, performance,and geometricfeaturesare describedin Lakshminarayanaet al.
(1992). Someimportantperformanceand geometricparametersare asfollows: ratio =
0.7269;Nozzle, axialchord (midspan)= 11.23cm, turningangle= 70 degrees;Rotor :
hub/tipaxialbladechord (midspan)= 9.294cm, turningangle= 95.42degreesat tip, and
125.69degreesat root, tip clearance= 0.97mm;Reynoldsnumberof nozzleflow (based
on exit flow) = 106,massflow rate= 11.05kg/s,loadingcoefficient( 2tff'o / pU 2 ) = 3.88,
rotational speed = 1330 rpm. The vane-blade spacing is 22.6 % of the nozzle axial chord
at the midspan. The design velocity triangles at the inlet and exit of the rotor are shown in
Fig. 5-1.
Comprehensive data was acquired within and downstream of the nozzle during the
earlier phase of the research program. A complete five-hole probe survey was carried out
at 2.5 and 9% nozzle chord downstream of the nozzle trailing edge (Zaccaria and
Lakshminarayana, 1995). Furthermore, LDV measurements carried out at midspan of the
rotor (upstream to downstream) establishe the details of the distortion and the nozzle
wake prof'de upstream of the rotor (Zaccaria and Lakshminarayana, 1997b). Hence all the
rotor inflow properties (time dependent in rotor frame) are known and shown in Fig. 5-2.
The LDV measurements at the rotor midspan are carried out at the design condition
(Table 5-1). The blade dynamic pressure data at midspan and hub are acquired at design
and three off-design conditions, and these are shown in Table 5-1. This was achieved by
varying the turbine speed and the mass flow. The off-design data listed in Table 5-1 is
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basedon theone-dimensionalconsideration.Theupstreamflow field wasnot acquiredat
theoff-designconditions.The inlet flow properties(x/Cx= -0.224) areshownin Fig. 5-2
at mid span(H = 0.5) of therotor andnearthe hub(H = 0.035). Thesearealsotheinlet
conditions usedfor the computation. It is clear that substantialvelocity, flow angle,
stagnation,andstaticpressuregradientsexist in the nozzlewake,both at the hub andthe
midspanregions. Most of the earlier researchwas carried out at larger nozzle-rotor
spacing,wherethe pressurewakesdo not exist asthey decayrapidlydownstream.The
presentmeasurementis carried out at practical spacing;and hence,all the featuresof
modem turbinesare present,includingboth the pressureand velocity gustsdue to the
viscouswakes. Theflow field nearthehub includessecondaryflow regionsasevidenced
by the defect in velocity, static pressure,and stagnationpressurenear the outer edge
(suctionside)of thewake.
Table 5-1 Operating Conditions
Operating Conditions
Mass flow (Kg/s)
RPM
Vx (ms)
Um (ms)
Rotor inlet flow angle, ill, (deg)
Incidence (deg)
X x
Re
A
Design
10.42
B
10.42
C
5.82
D
5.82
1330 1235 1100 800
30.43 30.43 16.8 16.8
55.32 51.35 45.75 33.27
45.76
2.06
4.54
2.15x105
41.44
-1.9
-4.75
-44.9
7.32
1.19x105
4.89
2.15x 105
33.4
-7.6
5.82
1.19x 10 5
The reduced frequency based on the upstream nozzle wake frequency, rotor axial
chord and axial velocity upstream of nozzle varies from 4.54 to 7.32. Since there are
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significantdifferencesbetweentheconditionA (design)andC (off design),only the data
at thesetwoconditionsarepresentedandinterpreted.
5.1.1 Laser Doppler Velocimeter Data
Detailed steady and unsteady flow data were acquired at midspan of the rotor
blade using a two-dimensional laser doppler velocimeter. Since the flow is two-
dimensional at this spanwise location, only the axial and tangential velocity components
were measured. The measurements were carried out at 37 axial locations upstream of the
rotor (x/Cx=-0.088) to one chord downstream of the rotor (Zaccaria and
Lakshminarayana, 1997b). To account for the non-uniformity of the rotor absolute inlet
flow field, measurements were made at six tangential locations in the absolute frame
equally spaced over one nozzle pitch (Fig. 5-1). These six tangential positions represent
six different relative positions between the nozzle and the rotor (labeled position I through
6) or if viewed from the nozzle frame of reference, six different time-resolved positions of
the rotor in relation to the nozzle.
At each survey point, approximately 120,000 velocity measurements were
acquired. Since all the velocity components were spatially phase-lock averaged, which
result in a representative rotor passage with 50 measurement windows, there were 2400
velocity measurements on average in each measurement window. After all instantaneous
velocity measurements were acquired for each particular survey point, the velocity was
ensemble-averagedat each measurementwindow.
measurementwindow canbecalculatedas
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The unresolvedvelocity for each
D
V" = V i - V [Eq. 5-1]
where Vi
window. The variance is given by:
z (v. -v) 2
i=l t
(n - 1)
is the instantaneous velocity measured at a particular rotor measurement
[Eq. 5-2]
The level of unresolved unsteadiness in each measurement window is determined
by the variance. For the LDV measurements in the rotor, the instantaneous velocity, Vin,
is decomposed as follows
V_,, = V'+ V + V" [Eq. 5-3]
where v is the time-averaged velocity, _7 is the periodic velocity and v' is the unresolved
velocity component as calculated in Eq.5-1.
The cycle-averaged values were obtained by averaging the ensemble-averaged (and
phase-lock averaged) properties in each rotor measurement window for one nozzle/rotor
location over the six nozzle/rotor locations (see Fig. 5-1).
It should be emphasized here that the experimental procedure and data processing
are designed to obtain spatially and "temporal" measurements (i.e., rotor shaft positions;
not real time) of the wake-rotor interaction generated unsteadiness in the rotor. The laser
is located at a fixed position relative to the nozzle wake for each nozzle/rotor location.
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Hence, the averaging is based on identical rotor-nozzle blade positions. These
measurementsare similar to those reported by earlier investigators(e.g., Hathaway,
1986).
The LDV measurementsare subjectto numerouserrors, most of which can be
quantified. A completeerror analysisfor thesemeasurementsis given in Zaccariaand
Lakshminarayana(1997a). Based on this error analysis,the uncertainty for a 95%
confidencelevelis asfollows: outsidetherotor wake0.4%and2.8%,respectivelyfor the
ensemble-averagedvelocity and the unresolvedcomponentof velocity; inside the rotor
wake,4.0% and 14.8%for the ensemble-averagedandunresolvedvelocity, respectively.
The LDV data is presentedand interpretedin Zaccariaand Lakshminarayana(1997b).
Thisdataisusedin this thesisto validatethecodeandto derivenewinsighton thenozzle-
rotor viscousinteractionin view of theadditionalbladesurfacedataacquiredrecentlyand
thecomprehensiveflow simulationcarriedoutwith anunsteadyNavier-Stokescode.
5.1.2 Dynamic Pressure Measurements
To provide a complete knowledge of the nozzle-rotor interaction phenomena the
instanteneous unsteady dynamic pressure has been acquired (Lakshminarayana et al.,
1998). The sensitivity and the high-frequency response of silicon based semiconductor
strain gauge pressure transducers coupled with their small size make them very desirable
for use in obtaining unsteady dynamic pressure fluctuations. The implementation of the
dynamic pressure transducers in the turbine rig was driven by space limitations. The
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pressuretransducersareinsertedintochambers,which in turn areconnectedto theturbine
airfoil surfacesthrough0.5 - 0.8 mmdiameterholes.Thedesignobjectiveis to achievea
frequencyresponseof 40 kHz. Theminiaturesensorsusedarethe Kulite modelXCS-093
with a pressurerange of maximum5 psia. They are capableof measuringpressure
fluctuationsto anaccuracyof 0.01psia.SixteenKulite transducersare locatedalongthe
chordat themidspanof therotor blade.Seventransducersareon thepressuresideandthe
remainingninearelocatedon thesuctionsurfaceof thenextbladein the samepassage.A
schematicshowingthe locationof dynamicpressuretransducerson the bladeat midspan
(16) andon thehub(endwaU)surface(5) isshownin Fig. 5-1. Thelow-level signalsfrom
the dynamicpressuretransducersareamplifiedin the rotating frameby using miniature
amplifiers. The amplifiersrotate in therotor frameandprovidea high-levelsignaloutput
beforethe signalreachesthe slip-ringunit. Theseamplifiersarelocatedinsidethe rotating
instrumentationdrum. The transducerswere calibratedby insertingthe entire bladein a
pressurechamberaswell asusingthe steadystatestaticpressureson thebladebeforethe
experiment.
Thedynamicpressuredatafrom therotor is transmittedthroughthe rotatingdrum
to a slip-ringunit. The slip-ringunit is of the brushtype andhas150channels.The slip-
ringunit is housedin a cowlingin front of thefacility. Eachring carriesfour brushesmade
of silver graphite.The rings aremadeup of coin silver,which.withstandsup to current
levelsof 5 Amps. The brushes are individually removable and replaceable. The contact
resistance is about 5 milliohms maximum.
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A completelyautomateddataprocessingsystemis built arounda computerwith a
clock rate of 7MHz. The data is triggered by an encoder on the turbine shaft.
Approximately 167 (1 million samplesat 6000 samples/rev.)revolutions of data are
acquired.This was ensemble-averagedto derive revolution periodic, which is then
decomposedinto bladeperiodic (average-passage)and bladeaperiodicpressures.The
procedureusedfor dataprocessingis similar to that describedin the last section.The
latter representsthe deviation of the individual passagefrom the averagepassage.A
typical set of processeddata for x/Cx=0.285is shown in Fig. 5-3. The bladeaperiodic
quantityis smallfor mostpassagesandappreciableonly in threeor four passages.Only.
thebladeperiodicdataarepresentedandinterpretedhere.
5.2 Numerical Procedure
To simulate rotor unsteady flow,
imposed at rotor inlet. Velocity and the
time dependent boundary condition were
pressure distributions were based on the
experimental data at 24.59% of the rotor chord upstream of the leading edge. Data was
obtained using a five-hole probe in a stationary frame of reference. To impose an accurate
unsteady boundary condition, the measured pressure and velocity fields (moving in rotor
frame of reference) were superposed with the rotor potential field based on a steady
prediction (steady in the rotor frame of reference).
In order to apply periodic boundary conditions, the flow in five rotor passages was
calculated. This provides a vane-to-blade ratio equal to 4:5, close to the actual ratio of
23:29.
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5.3 Sensitivity Studies
To analyze the grid sensitivity, numerical simulations have been carried out using
three grids: 101X61, 181X91, and 211X181. The distance between the fu'st grid point and
the wall varied from y+---0.9 for the coarse grid to y+=0.3 for the free grid. Steady flow
predictions based on 181X91 and 211X181 girds are identical. A numerical simulation of
the unsteady flow imposes an additional requirement on the grid density outside the
boundary layer. An earlier analysis of the influence of the artificial dissipation (Chapter 3)
has been used to estimate the required mesh distribution in the middle of the passage. The
axial gap in the turbine stage is equal to 27.6% of the rotor chord. Hence, the nozzle
wake defects are substantial. At least ten Fourier harmonics are needed for an accurate
representation of the inlet velocity field. The amplitude of the 10th harmonic is 2% of the
wake defect. According to the previous analysis, the finest grid (211X181) provides
enough spatial resolution to model the whole spectrum of the inlet wake. A numerical
simulation based on 181X91 grid may lead to excessive decay of the 8th and higher
harmonics due to the artificial dissipation. A comparison of the numerical prediction of the
unsteady flow based on these two grids indicates that utilization of the coarser grid
(181X91) results in a 3% smaller local wake defect due to the artificial dissipation. No
other significant differences have been observed. To minimize CPU time, most of the
simulation studies were carded out using 181 X 91 gird.
The accuracy of the numerical simulation depends on the appropriate choice of the
number of physical time steps as well as the number of inner pseudo-time steps. Current
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simulationswerecarriedout with 1000physicaltimestepsperperiod. Eventhoughit was
foundthat 500time stepswereenoughfor the accuratetemporalresolution,the solution
hadfeaturesof numericalinstability. This problemwaseliminatedwhenthe numberof
physicaltime stepswas increasedto 1000. An investigationof the dependencyof the
solution on the numberof inner iterations indicatedthat an accurateprediction of the
unsteadypressurefield requiredabout7 inner iterations.An accurateresolutionof the
velocity andturbulencefield required15inneriterations.
5.4 Time-Averaged Flow Field
A comparison between the predicted (steady) and measured surface pressure
distribution is shown in Fig. 5-4 and Fig. 5-5. The comparison is clone for four cases
(summarized in Table 5-1). Very good agreement between the predicted and the
experimental data is achieved for the design point (Fig. 5-4) as well as for the flows with
moderate incidence angle (Fig. 5-5). For the case C with the inlet flow angle equal to
-4.75 °, the numerical simulation predicts fiat pressure distribution along 60% of the
chord on the pressure surface. The experimental data indicate that the pressure on the
pressure surface decreases up to 30% of the chord and increases from 30 to 60% chord.
This discrepancy is attributed to the known deficiency of the k-e turbulence model in
accurately predicting the extent of flow separation. The three-dimensional nature of the
separation bubble may also contribute to this discrepancy. At 13=-4.75 ° , the predicted
separationbubbleextendsfrom x/Cx=0.1to x/Cx--0.6.
bladespacingat x/Cx=0.3.
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Its thicknessis about 25% of the
A comparisonof the blade surfacepressuredistribution at different operating
conditionsindicatesthat theflow isnot sensitiveto themoderatevariationin the incidence
angleandthe predictionis excellentat theseconditions. A lower inlet flow anglemoves
the stagnationpoint towards the suctionsurface. For the largest incidenceangle, the
stagnationpoint is locatedat x/Cx
undergoessignificantmodification.
= 2%. At 13=-4.75° the flow nearthe leadingedge
A strongseparationbubbledevelopson the pressure
side of the bladedue to high turning of the fluid particlesnear the leadingedge.The"
resultingpressurefield leadsto a compressor-likebehaviorfrom theleadingedgeto x/Cx
= 18%of thechord.
The predicted (time-averaged)and measured (cycle-averaged)relative total
velocity distributionat severalaxial locationsat designcondition(A) areshownin Fig. 5-
6. The predictionis excellentat all locationsexceptat x/Cx= 110%.Oneof the severest
testson the code is the ability to capturea largegradientin velocity. Near the leading
edge,the excellentagreementat x/Cx=-5%providesconfidencein the code. The wake
depth is capturedat x/Cx = 110%, but the predictedwake width is smallerthan the
measuredone. This maybeattributedto three-dimensionaleffectsor thecycleaveraging
procedure.The predictedpassageaverageangleat theexit is 67.4°. This compareswell
with themeasuredanddesignvaluesof 64.3° and 67° , respectively.Theseresultsindicate
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that the time-averagedflow field is predictedaccuratelyespeciallyin the passageand
upstreamof thepassage.
5.5 Unsteady Pressure Field on the Blade Surface (Design)
Before commenting on the nature and magnitude of unsteady pressure, it should be
remarked here that the blading for the Penn State HP turbine was designed to limit over-
acceleration on the suction surface just off of the leading edge (Lakshminarayana et al.,
1992). On any turbine blade, the flow is subject to high acceleration around the leading
edge region on both the suction and the pressure sides. In both cases, there may be a
subsequent undesirable diffusion. However, a local diffusion, however small, is of more
concern on the suction side where it may constitute a significant disturbance to the
(laminar) boundary layer. In the present blading design, it was possible to trade one off
against the other by precise tailoring of the leading edge geometry and adjustment to the
leading edge inclination (i.e., incidence). Generally, only a very slight tendency to
overspeed was tolerated on the suction surface as it was felt that a very minor increase in
the pressure surface diffusion would not significantly affect the blade performance. The
suction peak is located near the mid-chord location.
The measured and predicted steady pressure and unsteady envelope at the design
condition as well as steady pressures are plotted in Fig. 5-4. The predicted amplitude of
unsteady pressures agrees quite well with the measured values. The amplitudes are small
near the leading edge on both surfaces. This is due to the fact that the blading is not very
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sensitiveto incidencechangesdueto inherentdesign.The incidenceanglechanges(Table
5-1, Fig. 5-5) from 2.06° to - 7.6° hadno significantinput on thesteadypressures.The
maximum amplitude occurs near 28% chord on the suction surfacesand decreases
graduallyto insignificantvaluesasthe trailingedgeis approached(Fig. 5-4). Thereis a
significantdifferencebetweenthisdataandthosedueto Dring et al. (1982),who observed
maximumvaluesat the leadingedge.This maybedueto largeflow acceleration earthe
leadingedgeand closerrotor-stator spacing.Theamplitudes(Fig. 5-4) are smallon the
pressuresurfaceand onceagaindecreasegraduallyto smallvaluesas thetrailing edgeis
approached.
It shouldbe remarkedthat eventhoughthe agreementbetweenthe measuredand
predictedsteadypressureson thesuctionsurfaceis notexactfrom 30%to 50%chord,the
amplitudesof unsteadypressurearein goodagreement.
The periodicvariationof bladepressureson the suctionsurfaceat selectedrotor
chord locationsareshownand comparedwith thepredictionsin Fig. 5-7. As mentioned
earlier,the amplitudesarehighestnearthe x/Cx=0.28anddecreaseto insignificantvalues
near the trailing edge. The prediction is very accurate at x/Cx=0.071 and 0.28.
Discrepanciesareobservedaft of the midchord. The measurementshowslargerdecayin
theamplitudethantheprediction.
The space-timedistributionof unsteadypressures(ACp-) on both surfacesalong
all measurementlocationsare shown in Fig. 5-8. Such plots can provide a valuable
overviewof the flow physicsassociatedwith the wake-rotor interactions.On the suction
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surface,themeasurementshowsa maximumvalueat about28%of the chord. Thephase
angleof the peak values (markedHS) on the suctionside changesrapidly asthe flow
progressesdownstreamdue to large changesin the convectionvelocity of the nozzle
wake. The first low valueon the suctionside(LS1) alsomovesat about thesamephase
asthe peak(HS). But the secondminimum(LS2) is nearlyat constantphase. On the
otherhand,thepeakvalueson thepressuresideoccurnearthe leadingedge. Oneof the
unusualfeaturesis the presenceof two peaks(HP1, HP2) on the pressureside. As
indicatedearlierand in Fig. 5-2, the inflow hasboth the pressuregust and the velocity
gust. As the two approach the leading edge, the phase angle between the two distortions
change and the pressure gust seems to have a more profound effect on the pressure
surface than on the suction side. Another interesting feature is that, except for the leading
edge, the peaks move at nearly constant phase as the flow progresses downstream along
the pressure surface. Some of these features are similar to those observed by Dring et al.
(1982), but major differences are in the location of peaks on the suction side. This is due
to the differences in the blading design.
The first three harmonics of the unsteady pressure on the suction surface are
plotted and compared with the predictions in Fig. 5-9. The experimental data indicate that
the fn'st harmonic is the dominant component and this component is predicted quite well
by the code. The predictions reveal two maxima; one near the leading edge and the other
near 28% chord downstream. Since there is no data available at the leading edge, the
presence of the fu'st peak cannot be confirmed. But the minima observed near the 5% of
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thechordlocationis predictedaccurately.Thesecondharmonicshowsapeakcloseto the
50% of the chord,but the predictedpeakis furtherdownstream.The occurrenceof the
peakinsecondharmoniccanbeattributedto thetransferof energyfrom thefirst harmonic
to thesecondharmonicin thefreestreamunsteadiness.This is clearfrom the fact that the
first harmonicdecreasesrapidly nearthe midchordandthe peak in the secondharmonic
appearsat this location. This is due to the dominanteffect of two counter-rotating
vortices (seediscussionbelow) that are developedon either side of the wake and the
weakernozzlewakeeffect. Thiseffectis overpredictedby thecode.During thenumerical
simulations,it wasobservedthat the amplitudeof the secondharmonicis sensitiveto the
local wake velocity defect. The measuredvaluesof the third harmonicarenegligibly
small.
5.6 Unsteady Pressures at Off-Design Conditions
The space-time history of unsteady pressures at the off-design condition (Case C,
Table 5-1) is shown in Fig. 5-10. The relative flow at this operating condition is nearly
axial, and the incidence is -44.9" (Fig. 5-1). The peak unsteady pressures on both
surfaces occur near the leading edge. One of the salient features of the distribution on the
suction side is the change in the phase angle of the unsteady pressure as flow propagates
downstream. The blade up to 20% of the chord behaves like acompressor. The relative
velocities on the suction side of the turbine (pressure surface) are small up to about 20-
30% of the chord (Fig. 5-5, Case C). Hence, the disturbance is nearly at constant phase
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up to about30% of the chordon thesuctionside. Significantchangesoccurbeyondthis
locationand the unsteadypressuredecaysvery rapidly. This rapid decayis causedby
major viscouseffectswithin the passagedue to the severeoff-designconditions.The
unsteadypressuresdecaysmore rapidly on the pressuresurface. This is causedby a
possibleflow separationanda bubblenearthe leadingedgeof thepressuresurfaceat this
operatingcondition.The unsteadypressureon the pressureside (suchas the suction
surface)increasesignificantly.
The measuredvalues are compared with predictions at selected chordwise
locationsin Fig. 5-11. Here again,the agreementis very good near the leadingedge,
especiallyon the suctionsurface.As indicatedearlier, the predicted flow separationon
the pressureside may not be accurate,and this may account for the discrepancyat
x/Cx=0.3on thepressuresurface.
The chordwisedistributionsof the unsteadypressureamplitude at all operating
conditions(Table 5-1, CasesA, B, C, and D) are shownin Fig. 5-12. There are two
major effects involved here; the time-averagedincidencechangesand the reduced
frequencychanges.CasesA andB arecarriedout at the samespeed,with CaseB being
at ahighermeanincidence.Thedataon thesuctionsurfaceshowsthat theamplitudesare
slightlyhigher for CaseB at most locations. The dominanteffect is downstreamof the
leadingedge(x/Cx=0.28onsuctionsurface,0.14on thepressuresurface).CasesC andD
havethe samemassflow and Reynoldsnumber,with CaseC at moresevereoff-design
condition. Thedatafor CaseD follows trendsverysimilarto thoseof CasesA andB. As
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indicatedearlier,dueto largenegativeincidencefor CaseC, the peakunsteadypressures
aresimilaron both thesuctionandthepressuresurfacesandhavethe fastestdecayon the
pressureside. The amplitudesarehighestfor this caseon the pressureside. Oneof the
interestingfeaturesof all of this datais that thepeakpressurefor all operatingconditions
(CasesA, B, C, andD) occurdownstreamof the leadingedgeon bothsurfaces.Thishas
a significant impact on the leadingedge cooling. The present designseemsto have
reducedunsteadywake-interactioneffectsnear the leadingedge through aerodynamic
design.
5.7 Unsteady Flow Field Due to Rotor-Stator Interaction
A brief description of the data acquired from the LDV inside the passage at the
midspan of the turbine rotor is given above. This data is compared with the predictions in
this section.
To account for the non-uniformity of the rotor absolute flow field, measurements
were made at six tangential locations, equally spaced over a nozzle pitch (Fig. 5-1), in the
absolute frame of reference. These six tangential locations represent six different relative
positions between the nozzle and the rotor. The derived flow field corresponds to the
fixed "rotor shaft positions," not real time. More details on the experimental procedure
and experimental measurements can be found in Zaccaria and Lakshminarayana (1997b).
To enable a comparison of the measured "rotor shaft phase-locked" blade-to-blade flow
field with the numerical prediction, the data from the computation has been processed in
the same way as the experimental technique. The derived blade-to-blade distributions of
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the wake defect and the unresolvedunsteadiness(eq. 5-2) in the absoluteframe of
referenceare shownin Fig. 5-13 andFig. 5-14, respectively.It shouldbe remarkedhere
that the unresolvedunsteadinessconsists of both the random fluctuations due to
turbulenceas well asthe bladeperiodic fluctuations,which is found to be small in this
single-stageturbine.The velocityfield is shownfor the positionN1 (Fig. 5-13, bottom
station);while theunresolvedunsteadinessdistributionis plotted for thepositionN4 (Fig.
5-14, top station).Due to thebladeshadowandlackof seeding,no experimentaldatais
availablein the unshaded(white)region.Thevelocityrepresentstheperiodicunsteadiness
due to the nozzle wake _" (ensembleaverageminus the time average,eq. 5-3). A
comparisonbetweenthedataandthepredictionshowsgood agreementwith the location
anddefect in the nozzlewake.The numericalpredictionmoderatelyunder-predictsthe
level of the wake defect betweenx/Cx=0 and x/Cx=0.2(Fig. 5-13, Fig. 5-15). The
measured unresolved unsteadiness and the predicted turbulence intensity, (Fig. 5-14)
indicate that the peak intensities are predicted reasonably well, but the wake width based
on the unsteadiness shows that the computation has a larger diffusion (into the freestream)
compared with the experimental data.
Even though the "rotor shaft phase-locked" flow field can be used to analyze the
development of the unsteady flow in a rotor passage due to the wake-rotor interaction, it
is more appropriate to consider the instantaneous flow field. "Rotor shaft phase-locked"
representation is used only to compare the measured velocity field with the numerical
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prediction.All subsequentdiscussionis basedon the time accurate(instantaneous)flow
field.
5.8 Discussion of Unsteady Flow Physics
As indicated earlier, the vane-blade ratio used in the computation is 4:5; hence the
unsteady flow field is computed in five rotor passages. Hence, all the simulation data
shown in this and subsequent sections shows predictions in five rotor passages.
The unsteady velocity, pressure, turbulence field, and the unsteady relative total
pressure coefficient shown in Fig. 5-16, Fig. 5-17, Fig. 5-18, and Fig. 5-19 respectively,
reveal the development of the rotor unsteady field caused by the nozzle wake-rotor
interaction. Based on the unsteady velocity, the nozzle wake appears as a negative jet
moving towards the suction side (Fig. 5-16). The nature of such impingement depends on
the inlet velocity triangle and the wake defect. The location and propagation of the nozzle
wake can be clearly identified by examining all the instantaneous properties: unsteady
velocity (V- V), static and stagnation pressure, and turbulence field. The shape of the
turbulence wake is very close to that of the entropy wake, which is normally used to
identify the wake position. For the sake of brevity, the unsteady entropy distribution is not
shown here.
The wake segment is initially straight (Fig. 5-16). Due to the potential effect and
the blockage caused by the leading edge, it is stretched, distorted, and diffused as it
approaches the rotor leading edge. Further downstream, the wake is chopped and
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transportedat the localconvectionspeedasaseparatesegment.Due to a largeconvection
velocity nearthe suctionside,spreadingof the suctionleg of the wake segmentis much
faster.Whenthewake segmentreachesthetrailingedgeof thepressuresurface,thewake
is choppedon thesuctionsideof the leadingedge(Fig. 5-16).
As observedby others, the wake propagationthrough the passagegeneratesa
systemof the counter-rotatingvortices. Analysisof the unsteadyflow showstwo main
sourcesof unsteadypressureon the bladesurface.The interactionof counter-rotating
vorticeswith thepassageflow is theprimarysourceof theunsteadypressurefield beyond
20% of thechord (Fig. 5-17).The secondsourceis the interactiondueto pressuregust
associatedwith the nozzlewake.A rapiddecayof the inlet unsteadypressurefield limits
the influenceof the pressuregust to the leadingedgeregion. The interactionof the
pressuregustwith thebladeat the leadingedgegeneratesa zoneof high pressureon the
suctionside(Fig.5-17).
Additional simulationswere carried out to investigatethe contribution of the
velocity gustandthepressuregustdueto thenozzlewakeandtherotor blade.In thefirst
case, only the velocity defect is present; the secondcase has only pressuregust.
Distribution of the instantaneousvelocity and pressurefields for these three inlet
conditionsareshownin Fig. 5-20. In theabsenceof thevelocitydefect,the pressuregust
generatesa systemof counter-rotatingvorticeswith rotation in.a directionoppositeto
thoseinducedby velocitygust.Nearthe leadingedge,thevariationin thesurfacepressure
dueto thevelocitygustandthepressuregusthasa phaseanglevariationof nearly180°, as
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shownin Fig. 5-21, at x/Cx= 0.71. At this location, the pressuregust hasa dominant
effect.As aresult,combinedflow hasonly onepeakrelatedto thepressuregust.
An interestingfeatureof the pressuregust-bladeinteractionis that it generatesa
significantlysmallerpressureoscillationon the pressureside near the leading edgein
comparisonwith thesuctionside.This canbeexplainedby the shorterinteractiontime on
thepressureside.
In theabsenceof the pressuregust,pressureoscillationsaresmallwithin the initial
15% of the chord. The only significanteffect of this interaction is the decreasedskin
friction coefficienton the pressuresurface.At moderatelyoff-designflow conditions,this
phenomenonmay lead to an earlier developmentof the separationbubbledue to the
nozzle-wakebladeinteractionandmaygeneratesignificantadditionallosses.
Beyond20% of the chord,thepressuregusthasa minimalimpacton the unsteady
pressurefield on the suction surface (Fig. 5-22). Downstreamof this location, the
interactionbetweenthe nozzlewake inducedcounterrotating vorticesdevelopa high-
pressurezoneupstreamof thenozzlewakecenteranda low-pressurezonedownstream.
This unsteadypressuresystempropagatesdownstreamon the suction surfaceat the
convectionvelocity(i.e. velocityat theboundarylayeredgenearthesuctionsurface).The
J
location of the maximum pressure is close to the location of the maximum wake defect.
Downstream of x/Cx = 0.7, the unsteady pressure decays due to a decreased intensity of
counter-rotating vortices.
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Interaction between the passingwake and the pressuresurfaceis significantly
weakerbecauseof a verysmallvariationof the velocity field in the vicinity of the blade
downstreamof x/Cx= 0.3.Theresultingamplitudeof theunsteadypressureon the suction
surfaceis lessthanone-thirdof thoseat thepressuresurface.
Themeasuredandpredictedunsteadypressurecoefficienton the suctionsurfaceat
the designconditionis shownin Fig. 5-22. Manyof the featuresweredescribedearlier.
The measurementdoesnot showthe effectof thepressuregustnearthe leadingedge,as
there is no dataavailableat this location.But the trend from 5% to 20% of the chord
indicatethat thedistributionis similarto the predictions.Thedistributionbeyond20%of
the chord shows the major influenceof the velocity gust and the associatedcounter-
rotating vortices.Predictionsare in good agreementwith the data. Both measurements
andpredictionsindicatethat unsteadypressuresarenegligiblebeyondabout 70% of the
chord.
5.9 Nozzle Wake Decay Through the Rotor Passage
The nozzle wake is a source of additional mixing losses in turbine passages.
Physics of the wake mixing consists of two main components: viscous dissipation and
inviscid effects (chopping, stretching, distortion, area changes etc.). The wake decay due
to the viscous dissipation results in losses, while the inviscid effects are the reversible
process. In some cases, wake ingestion can be used to increase the efficiency of the
propulsion system (Smith, 1993).
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Basedonexperimentalandanalyticalinvestigations,Hill et al. (1963),suggesteda
wakedecaymodel in a diffusingflow, which includesboth the viscousand the inviscid
effects.VanZanteet al. (1997)developedaninviscidwakemodelfor thetwo-dimensional
compressorbladerow. This model estimatesthe invisciddecayof the wake defectasa
function of the cascadeflow parameters.The wake propagation in a turbine is more
complexin naturewhencomparedto thosein a compressor.Due to a strongvariationof
the flow velocity in both thestreamwiseand the pitchwisedirections,the wake is highly
distortedandcannot beconsideredas straightor slightlybent segments.To analyzethe
wake stretchingin a turbine, it shouldbe consideredas a set of segmentsundergoing-
stretching/compressionundersignificantlydifferentlocalconditions.
An understandingof the viscousandinviscidcontributionsto the wake mixing is
essentialfor minimizationof the mixing losses.An analysisof the wakemixingbasedon
the viscousandinviscidpredictionis carriedout to investigatethe physicsof the nozzle
wakedecayin arotor passage.Threefollowing casesaresimulated:
1)Baseflow, viscoussimulation(includesinviscideffect)
2) Baseflow, inviscidsimulation
3) Modified baseflow, viscoussimulation;no unsteadypressurevariationat inlet. This
casedenotedas 'no pressuregust'
A comparisonof thewakedecayin the absoluteframeof referencefor all casesis
shownin Fig. 5-15. At the trailing edge,the nozzlewake defectbasedon the inviscid
predictionis threetimeslargerthanthat predictedby theviscoussimulation.For locations
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upstreamthe leadingedgein additionto the distributionof the maximumwake defect,
minimumwakedefectdistributionis plotted at samelocations.Theselinescorrespondto
thewakepropagationalongpathII, Fig.5-16, (seediscussionbelow)anddenotedl a,2a,
3afor cases1,2,3,respectively.
Viscousandinviscidpredictionshavea differentwakedecayrate insidetherotor
passage,but a similarwakeflow patternexistsat all locations.Thisenablesa comparison
betweenthe inviscidand the viscouswake decayat different locations insidethe rotor
passage,eventhoughthelocalwakedefectis differentin viscousandinviscidpredictions.
It isassumed(andverifiedthroughthenumericalmodeling)that at eachparticularlocation
the inviscid rate of the wake decayis not a function of the local wake velocity defect.
Thus, the inviscid contribution to the wake decay from the viscous solver can be
comparedwith those basedon the inviscid simulation despitethe differencein local
amplitudeof thewakedefect.
Table5-2Zoneboundaries
Zonenumber Beginningx/Cx Endx/Cx
1,maxAV, correspondsto PathI, Fig. 5-16 -0.24 -0.1
1a,min AV, correspondsto PathII, Fig. 5-16 -0.24 -0.1
2 -0.1 0.05
3 0.05 0.25
4 0.25 0.6
5 0.6 outlet
Total -0.24 outlet
Bladeregion 0.0 1.0
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Differentmechanismscontributeto thewakedecayandmixing in a rotor passage.
Therearesignificantvariationsin the viscous/inviscideffectsat eachaxial location. It is
possibleto segregatethe rotor passageinto zonesbasedon the characteristicsof the
nozzlewakedecay. The boundariesof the variouszonesareshownin Tab. 1. The f'n'st
zone extendsfrom the inlet computationalplane to x/Cx=-10%upstreamof the leading
edge.In this region, thenozzlewakeis advancedasa set of parallelsegmentsconvected
by the meanflow. The wake segment,transportedalong path I (Fig. 5-16) undergoes
stretchingin the streamwisedirection,dueto a 20% decreasein the streamwisevelocity.
This effect isclearlyseenin Fig. 5-15 (line 2), in the form of the increasedinviscidwake
defect.A decreasein the inviscidwake defectbeyondx/Cx=-0.15 is associatedwith the
potential effect, which is describedbelow for the secondzone. The wake segment
travelingalongpathII (Fig.5-16) undergoesanoppositeprocess.Flow acceleration(40%
increasein the local velocity) upstreamof the suction surfaceresults in a significant
decreasein the wake defect (Fig. 5-15).The ratio of the maximumto minimuminviscid
wake defect at x/Cx=0.1 is equal to 1.45. Viscous dissipationhas a more profound
influenceon thewakepropagationalongpathI in comparisonwith thePathII.
For eachzone,thecontributionof theviscousdissipationcanbecalculatedas:
wakedecaydueto theviscousdissipation
8,SVdis=_5AVvi_ - 8 AVi_v
change in the wake defect due to the inviscid effect 8 AV_= 8 AVinv
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whereAV = (V-V)/V is a localwakedefect,_iAV- is thechangein wakedefectbetween
the two axial locations, subscripts inv, vis -denote inviscid and viscous solution
respectively.
Viscous contributions to the wake mixing, presented in Fig. 5-23 are defined as
and inviscid : SAV=,,
÷I /,v,,vl 8Av o ovl
For zone N > 2, the predicted inviscid wake at the inlet to the zone is scaled by the
predicted viscous wake defect at the current location, i.e., (5 AVinv)'=5
mVin v* (mWvts]aVinv).
SAV ,,,o,o, - _AV,,
Contributions of the potential effect are calculated as: gAVpo, - SAve,, '
where the subscript visnopot denotes Case 3. A positive sign indicates that the pressure
gust increases the wake decay. Similar to above, the wake defect scaling is used to
normalize the wake 5 AVvi_or_t.
The inviscid mixing is responsible for 30% of the total wake decay along Path I
(denoted as Zone 1 in Fig. 5-23). For Path II, intense stretching of the wake segment
increases the inviscid contribution to about 50%. Downstream of x/Cx=0.1, only the
propagation of the maximum wake defect is considered.
The essential difference between the first and the second zone (from 10% upstream
of the leading edge to 5% of the chord from the leading edge) is the increased contribution
by the pressure gust. Viscous simulation, without the unsteady pressure field at inlet (Case
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3) predicts a significant increasein the maximumwake defectover the baseline(Case
3,Fig.5-15).The comparison,shownin Fig. 5-20 canbeusedto interpretthe influenceof
the movingpressureguston thenozzlewakedecay.This influencecanbe separatedinto
two parts. The first effect is the generationof an additionalfavorablepressuregradient,
resulting in enhancedmixing. At the inlet, the wake segment is located in the region of
high pressure. When the wake is convected downstream, the region of high pressure is
replaced with a zone of low pressure due to relative nozzle-rotor movement. A numerical
simulation with "no wake" boundary conditions reveals another contributing factor in
increased wake decay due to the pressure gust. Even though no time-dependent velocity
component was presented at inlet, the moving pressure field generates jet-wake structure
shown schematically in Fig. 5-20. The jet, associated with the moving pressure field, is
located above the nozzle wake. Thus, the velocity at this side of the wake is increasing,
contributing to the decay of the wake defect. Counter clockwise rotation of the wake
segment leads to a compression of the wake segment near the leading edge of the pressure
side. This counterbalances the decay in the wake defect due to the pressure gust. The
combination of these two effects results in a smaller net change in the inviscid decay of the
wake defect. Overall, the contribution of the viscous and inviscid mechanisms is
approximately equal in this region (Fig. 5-23).
In the third region (Zone 3), which extents from 5% of the chord up to 25% of the
chord, the location of the maximum nozzle wake defect is moving rapidly from the
pressure side to the suction side (Fig. 5-16). After the nozzle wake is chopped at the
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leadingedge,two counter-rotatingvorticesdevelopin the rotor passage.At X/Cx=10%,
the slip velocity vector (Fig. 5-1) is pointed in the direction of the suction surface.
Transportof a low momentumfluid from the pressuresurfaceto the suctionside is the
dominantmechanismresponsiblefor the amplificationof wakedefect in this region.The
accelerationof theconvectionvelocityin thedirectionof wakepropagationleadsto wake
thickeninganda further increaseof the wakedefect.A viscousdissipationcontributionis
only60%of inviscidonein thisregion(Fig. 5-23).
At x/Cx=30% (Fig. 5-15), thewakeis stronglybentwith two legsextendingfrom
the suctionto the pressuresurface. A maximum wake defect is located on the suction
side, closer to the wake center. The slip velocity is parallel to the streamwise direction.
Further propagation of the wake segment containing a maximum wake defect can be
considered through its rotation-free elongation-compression in the streamwise direction.
Following the velocity field the wake defect is decreasing from x/Cx =30% to x/Cx=60%.
The wake defect increases from x/Cx =60% to x/Cx =100%, since the streamwise total
velocity decelerated by 13% (Fig. 5-15).
In both zones 4 and 5, the inviscid phenomenon is the major mechanism for the
wake decay (Fig. 5-23) and it is responsible for more than 70% of changes in the wake
defect. In zones 4 and 5, the wake decay can be estimated using the formula for inviscid
stretching. The estimated values are as follows:
Table 5-3 Wake decay, zone 4 and 5
Predicted Inviscid stretchin_ (estimated)
Zone 4 0.64 0.68
Zone 5 1.08 1.20
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Within the bladepassage,the inviscid stretchingresults in a net increaseof the wake
defect(Fig. 5-15, line2). In summary,theviscousdissipationis responsiblefor 60%of the
wakedecaywithin thebladepassageandfor 75% of the wakedecayfrom the inlet to the
trailing edge.
5.10 Loss Generation Due To Unsteady Flow
The loss estimate is one of the most challenging tasks for the computational fluid
dynamists. Numerical simulation based on different numerical solvers may result in an
appreciable variation in the predicted losses (e.g., Venable et al. 1998). However, the
prediction of the trend in losses is consistent. Based on a comparison between the
predicted and measured flow characteristics presented earlier, a certain level of confidence
is achieved in the predicted loss distribution. However, the absolute level of the predicted
loss should be verified through a comparison with the measurement. An additional inviscid
numerical simulation was carried out to assess the presence of the non-physical losses due
to the numerical errors (artificial dissipation, grid influence, etc.). Grid identical to those in
the viscous solver was used to ensure consistency. It was found that the time mean (the
pitchwise mass-averaged) loss coefficient based on an inviscid calculation is less than 0.01
or less than 4% of the maximum time-mass averaged loss at the outlet based on the
viscous solver prediction. This is an acceptable level of accuracy. The predicted flow and
the pressure field can be used to analyze the distribution of losses through the passage as
well as additional losses due to the presence of the nozzle wake.
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Instantaneousdistributionof therelativetotal pressure,shownin Fig. 5-19,reveals
that the inlet flow pattern associatedwith the low total pressureinside the wake is
followedby a zoneof high andlow unsteadinessin total pressurealongthebladepassage.
Staticpressurevariationis themajor factor contributingto the total pressureoscillation.
The rangeof the total pressurevariationat the locationof the maximumnozzlewake-
bladeinteraction(x/Cx~0.3)is significantlyhigherthan the time-averagevalueof 4. At
this location,the localpeakvalueof _ variesfrom -1.5 to 0.5 nearthe suctionsurface,
while thetime-averagedlosscoefficientis equalto 0.25at thepassageoutlet (Fig. 5-24).
Theunsteadyrelativetotal pressurecoefficientreachesits minimum(andcorrespondingly
max. amplitude)near x/Cx = 0.7. Further downstream,a spot of low total pressure
propagatesdownstreamwithout significantchangein its value. A zoneof high relative
total pressureundergoesamorerapiddecayfrom x/Cx=0.7to x/Cx= 1.5.This is dueto a
morerapidmixing of thenozzlewake.
Thepitchwiseaveragedlosscoefficient,shownin Fig.5-24, canbeusedto identify
sourcesof increasedlossesdueto theunsteadyflow. Thelosscoefficientfor theunsteady
flow isbasedon theunsteadyinlettotal pressure.Thus,it includesonly lossesin therotor
passage.Thereis a sharpincreasein _upstreamof the leadingedge;an indicationof the
intensemixing in this region. This contributionaccountsfor 55% of the increasedtotal
losscoefficientin comparisonwith thosebasedon the steadyflow prediction.Additional
losseswithin the bladepassagecontribute34% to the total unsteadylosses. The steady
andunsteadylossdistributionsarepracticallyparallelfrom 25 to 50%of thechord. Thus,
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the profile lossesdue to the rotor boundarylayer are dominantin comparisonwith the
mixing lossesdue to the nozzle wake decay within the passage.The time-averaged
boundary layer properties beyond x/C_=0.4reveal higher values for suction surface
momentumthickness in comparisonwith the steadyflow prediction.Thiscorrelateswell
with thedifferencesin _basedon thesteadyandtheunsteadyflow predictions.Thereis a
moderateincrease(_-0.07) in the losscoefficientdownstreamof the trailing edge.This
maybeattributedto thenozzlewake - rotor wake interaction.However,this levelof _-
increaseis to smallto beconsideredasreliable.
5.11 Unsteady Transitional Flow on the Suction Surface
An accurate prediction of the unsteady transitional flow is crucial in evaluating
loses, efficiency, and cooling requirements of turbines. Very few attempts have been made
to predict the unsteady transitional boundary layer on a turbine blade using the full Navier-
Stokes solver.
A major feature of the unsteady flow in the present turbine rotor is the location of
the maximum unsteadiness in the surface pressure, which is at x/Cx=0.3 (s/Cx---0.45), (Fig.
5-22). This is close to the location of the transition onset, thus significantly affecting the
flow in the transition region. An accurate prediction of the pressure field is crucial to the
prediction of the unsteady transitional zone.
Space-time distribution of the unsteady turbulence field, due to the interaction of
the nozzle wake with blade surface boundary layer, is shown in Fig. 5-25. t/T=0 line
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correspondsto theflow conditionsin Fig. 5-16. Variouszonesin the unsteadyboundary
layercanbeclassifiedasfollows (showninFig. 5-25andFig. 5-26):
L - laminarregion
TR1- wakeinducedtransitionalstrip
TU1- wakeinducedturbulentstrip
TR3- transitionbetweenwakes
TR2-waketurbulenceinducedtransitionbetweenwakes
TU2 - turbulentflow betweenwakes
TR4- transitionalstripbehindpassingwake
The unsteadynatureof the transitionalprocessmakesit difficult to identify the
beginningandthe endof the transition.For a steadyflow simulation,the identificationof
the inceptionandthe endof the transitioncanbe basedon the local turbulencefield and
verified through an analysisof other flow characteristics(i.e., skin friction coefficient,
shapefactor, etc.). It is found that thisapproachcannotbeusedin anunsteadyflow clue
to a phaselag betweendifferent flow variablesand propertiesin the transitionalregion.
Hence, the location of the onset and the end of the transition is basedonly on the
predictedturbulencefield. The positionof the transition inceptionis calculatedas the
positionwhereF(_tt m) reaches its maximum value along the path on a space-time diagram
(Fig. 5-25). F(_tt m ) is the fa'st derivative of _t m along the wake path at the boundary layer
edge and _ttmis the maximum value of the eddy viscosity inside the blade boundary layer
at any given space-time position.
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The location of the maximum value of k at the end of the transitional zone was
chosen as the location of the end transition. This criteria correlates well with the predicted
value of the local- maximum skin friction coefficient.
The variation of the predicted unsteady skin friction coefficient on the suction
surface is shown in Fig. 5-26. As indicated earlier, from x/Cx=0 to x/Cx= 0.25 the pressure
gust is the primary source of the unsteady pressure in the blade (Fig. 5-22).
Beyond x/Cx = 0.2, the wake defect and the counter-rotating vortex system
generate a combination of high-pressure and low-pressure zones, which are convected in
the streamwise direction. In the laminar region, the surface pressure variation is the
primary source of the boundary layer disturbance. The observed variation of the skin
friction coefficient along Path 1-2, la-2a as well as 3-4, 3a-4a, shown in Fig. 5-26 can be
explained on the basis of the unsteady pressure gradient (favorable and adverse) at these
locations (Fig. 5-22)
Near x/Cx=0.3 (s/Cx=0.45) an interaction of the blade boundary layer with the
nozzle wake increases the velocity at the boundary layer edge (Fig. 5-16). At this location
(Fig. 5-22 and Fig. 5-25), the Reynolds number, based on the momentum thickness, (Re0,)
is 12% higher over the time-averaged value, reaching a value of Re0=230. The boundary
layer development along this path (going through point 1 in Fig. 5-26) undergoes wake
induced transition at s/Cx=0.68. Transition within the wake induced transitional strip is
characterized by a maximum increase in the turbulence kinetic energy as well as the
maximum value of the unsteady skin friction coefficient. After the boundary layer becomes
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fully turbulent,thenozzlewakedisturbanceleadsto awakeinducedturbulent strip (TU 1).
The transformation of the kinetic energy of the velocity fluctuation into the turbulence
kinetic energy generates an increased level of k across the boundary layer in comparison
with the zone of the turbulent flow between wakes (TU2). Declining pressure fluctuations
and wake defect decay are the reasons for the vanishing shear stress fluctuations in the
wake induced strip beyond 80% of the chord.
A laminar flow in the region following the wake has a moderately decreased level
of Re0=200 at 30% of the chord (Fig. 5-26, Point 2). The boundary layer development
behind the nozzle wake is characterized by a significantly delayed transition inception,
which occurs at s/Cx=0.98. Flow remains transitional up to the trailing edge (Zone TR4).
Unlike the wake induced transition strip or the transition region between wakes, the
turbulent kinetic energy does not undergo a rapid increase in the transition region, with
further relaxation to the level of those in the developed turbulent boundary layer. The
turbulent kinetic energy increases monotonically; raising from a low laminar value to those
in the end of the transitional zone. An analysis of the boundary layer development in this
region leads to the conclusion that the diffusion of the turbulence kinetic energy between
the freestream and the turbulent zones upstream and downstream are the primary
mechanisms responsible for the amplification in k.
The zone in between the passing wake is not a subject .to an additional pressure
gradient or other disturbance associated with the wake-blade interaction. Nevertheless,
there is an earlier transition inception near s/Cx=0.70 and t/T=0.5. A comparison of the
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turbulent kinetic energy(Fig. 5-25), and the blade-to-bladeturbulencefield (Fig. 5-18)
showsanelevatedlevelof turbulencein the boundarylayerdueto the maximumdiffusion
of the nozzlewake turbulenceat this location.In theabsenceof the velocitydisturbance,
this high turbulencelevel (about 5% increasein Tut ) is the primary source of earlier
transition in Zone TR2. A numerical simulation with no turbulence fluctuation in the
nozzle wake confirmes this hypothesis. If there is no elevated level of turbulence in the
nozzle wake, Zone TR2 moves upstream and closer to Zone TR1, merging with Zone
TR3 (transition between wakes).
The boundary layer in the Zone TR2 has a lower increase in the momentum-
thickness and has a lower level of eddy viscosity. Thus, losses in this region are lower in
comparison to those at the wake induced transition/turbulent strips, but a little higher than
that in the region of pure transition between wakes (Zone TR3).
The flow in the Penn State turbine has a high level of freestream turbulence. For
this type of flow, the transition occurs through the bypass mechanism. The transition
inception occurs at the location where an outer disturbance causes generation and growth
of turbulent spots. The length of the transitional region depends on the spot spreading
angle and their growth. These characteristics are functions of a number of parameters;
local momentum thickness, pressure gradient, Mach number, etc. At zero pressure
gradient, the leading edge of the turbulent spot propagates at 0.88W_, while the trailing
edge has the propagation velocity equal to 0.5Ws. The low Re k-E model, originally
developed for the fully turbulent flow, models the transitional process through the
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diffusion of the freestreamturbulenceand a local balancebetween the turbulence
productionandthedissipationrate,whichdependon the distributionof thevelocity in the
boundarylayer.The unsteadyflow resultsin the unsteadytransitionon a bladesurface.
Disturbances,causedby the passingwake, leadto anearliergenerationof the turbulent
spot, which may form a turbulent strip. Turbulent spot growth and propagation
mechanismsare essentiallythe same as in the case of the steady transition. The
propagationvelocitiesof the leadingandthe trailingedgeof the wake inducedturbulent
stripsareequalto thoseof the turbulentspot (i.e., 0.88Wsand0.5W_.correspondingly).
This is confirmedby the measurement(e.g., Halsteadet al., 1995).Developmentof the
calmedregion,which is locatedbehindthe wake inducedtransitional/turbulentstrips, is
anothercrucial elementin the unsteadytransitionalprocess.The trailing edge of the
calmedregionpropagatesat 0.3Ws.This region haslaminarcharacteristics,but hasan
elevatedlevelof shearstresses.This canbeconsideredastherelaxationzonebetweenthe
turbulentand the laminarzones.Higher resistanceto the separationand low boundary
layerlossesassociatedwitha calmedregionarebeneficial.
The low Re k-e model lacks the physicsassociatedwith the turbulencespot
developmentand can model the transitionprocessonly in an "global fashion". In the
numerical prediction, the unsteady velocity fluctuation caused by the wake-blade
interactionis theprimarysourceresponsiblefor theearliertransition.The maximumvalue
of the averageturbulencekinetic energyand the maximumvalue of the k fluctuation
acrossthe boundarylayeroccurat the samelocation.After the transition inception,two
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majormechanismsareresponsiblefor thefurtherdevelopmentof thepredictedtransitional
strip - the convectionof the transitionalzoneat the local propagationspeed,which is
smaller than the wake propagationspeed, W_ at the boundary edge. The second
mechanismis the advectionof the velocity disturbancewith variablevelocity acrossthe
boundarylayer. It was found that the propagationspeedof the transitionalstrip TR1,
definedasa pathalongmaximumk in Fig. 5-25, is equalto 0.66Ws.This is higherthan
thepropagationvelocityequalto 0.55W_at the locationof themaximumturbulentkinetic
energy acrossthe boundarylayer. Investigationof the time-spacedistribution of the
velocity and turbulenceacrossthe boundarylayersreveal that this increaseis due to a
greater speedof the velocity disturbancepropagation; the secondcontributor to the
developmentof the unsteadytransitionalzone.From Fig. 5-25 andFig. 5-26 the leading
edgevelocityof thetransitionalstrip is estimatedto be0.9-1.Ws, while the trailing edge
velocity is about0.5-0.55W8.As statedabove,the transitionin ZoneTR2 is due to an
elevatedlevelof freestreamturbulence,which is convectedat the localpropagationspeed.
Therefore,the propagationspeedof the transitionstrip is equalto the local convection
velocityinsidetheboundarylayer(0.55W,).
ZoneB (Fig.5-25 andFig. 5-26) hasseveralfeaturesof the calmedregion.A low
level of the turbulentkinetic energyandeddy viscosityin this region is similar to those
observedin a laminarflow. At the sametime, it hasanelevatedlevelof shearstressesin
comparisonwith the shearstressin the laminarzone.Phaselag betweenthe maximum
amplitudeof k andthe maximumamplitudeof Cfat thetransition inception(about 5%of
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t/T, Fig. 5-25 andFig. 5-26) resultsin highershearstressesin the zoneabovethe wake
inducedtransitionalstrip. This phaselag diminishesfurther downstreamand is equalto
zeroat theendof thetransition.Thereis asignificantlydelayedtransitiononsetin ZoneB.
A low levelof themomentumthicknessin combinationwith low eddyviscosityresultsin
significantlysmallerboundarylayerlosses.Nevertheless,this regionlacksanothercrucial
featureof the calmedregion.A predictedshearstressproftle doesnot have"relaxing"
distributionof Cf at the sideof the calmedregion.Experimentaldata indicate that the
trailingedgeof the calmedregionis propagatingat 0.3W5.In theprediction,the line of a
zeromomentumthicknessvariation,whichcanbeconsideredasaboundaryof the region
B, hasapropagationvelocityequalto 47% of W_.
5.12 Rotor Wake Development
Numerical modeling accurately predicts the decay of the rotor wake defect (Fig.
5-27). Both the experimental data and the numerical simulation show a rapid decay of the
rotor wake velocity defect. Analysis of the instantaneous velocity field (Fig. 5-28), as well
as the wake space-time distribution at x/Cx =1.32 (Fig. 5-16), may be used to understand
the rotor wake development.
The development of the rotor wake is influenced by its interaction with segments
of the nozzle wake. The nozzle wake propagation and its distortion in the rotor passage,
discussed earlier, result in a zone of decelerated flow, which is located near the suction
surface. A similar zone, with significantly smaller amplitude, propagates along the pressure
surface (Fig. 5-16). Due to the differences in the convection velocity, the phase lag
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betweenthesetwo spots is t/T = 0.35 at the trailing edge.Downstreamof the trailing
edge,the interactionbetweentherotor wakeandthesetwo nozzlewake segmentsis the
primary sourceof rotor wake unsteadinesswith a variation in the suction sidevelocity
playingadominantrole. Analysisof thepitchwisedistributionof thetotal velocityreveals
thepresenceof the rotor wake (Fig. 5-28) andthesuctionside,andpressuresidenozzle
wakesegmentswithin about5%of thechorddownstreamof the trailingedge(Fig. 5-28).
Downstreamof x/Cx = 1.05%,the suction side wake segmentmergeswith the rotor
wake. The phaselag betweenthe suctionsidesegmentandthepressuresidesegmentof
the nozzlewake givesa rise to fluctuationin the rotor wake at the doublenozzlewake
frequency,butwith asignificantlysmalleramplitude.
A comparison of the predicted rotor wake developmentwith the LDV
measurementshowsthat the rotor wakedevelopmentis simulatedcorrectly(Fig. 5-27).
The merging of the suction side nozzle wake segmentwith the rotor wake and the
presenceof thepressuresidewakesegmentfar downstreamis simulatedcorrectly(Fig. 5-
28).
Even though a good correlation is achieved for the rotor wake velocity defect, the
current solver underpredicts the wake semi-width. There is a discrepancy between the
predicted and the measured wake turbulence levels in the wake region. Measured
turbulence field shows a very complex three-dimensional anisotropic nature of the rotor
wake turbulence. Hence, it can not be adequately modeled using the k-¢ model.
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5.13 Off-Design Flow
The numerical simulation at the off-design condition (1100 Rpm) has been carried
out to derive an additional insight on the unsteady flow physics. Reduced frequency for
this condition is _ = 7.32.
Only the unsteady blade surface pressure distribution has been measured for this
operating condition. Due to a lack of the experimental data on the inlet boundary
conditions, the wake profile at the design condition has been utilized for the numerical
simulation. Velocity and pressure distribution, shown in Fig. 5-29, indicates a significant
change in the overall flow pattern at the off-design condition. Due to an increased reduced
frequency, there are more nozzle wake segments in the rotor passage in comparison with
the design case. Another significant factor is the development of a strong separation
bubble on the pressure surface, which extends from x/Cx = 5% to x/Cx =65%. In the zone
of the maximum thickness (x/Cx = 0.35) the separation zone occupies nearly 25% of the
rotor passage. There are two factors leading to differences between the design and off-
design conditions. The unsteady pressure field on the suction surface does not undergo
significant adjustment beyond those caused by an increased reduced frequency (Fig. 5-29).
The interaction between the nozzle wake and the separation bubble results in
amplified unsteady pressure on the pressure surface. Predicted unsteady velocity (Fig. 5-
29) indicates that the nozzle wake generates a vortex pattern in the separation zone.
Additional pressure fluctuation associated with the vortex structure is the source the
increased variation in the surface pressure. Based on the space-time distribution, it is
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possibleto identifythreemajorregionson thepressuresurface.From the leadingedgeto
x/Cx = 0.20, vortex generationand its downstreampropagation leads to a zone of
high/low pressureregionspropagatingat local convectionspeed.A comparisonof the
experimentalandmeasuredpressuredistributionat x/Cx = 0.14 (Fig. 5-11) showsthatthe
numerical prediction was able to capture this phenomenon.For x/Cx > 0.2, the
propagation of the vortex structure does not directly affect the surface pressure. The
phase change is negligible. This can be seen in the measured pressure distribution (Fig. 5-
10). A comparison of the measured and predicted pressure at x/Cx =0.3 (Fig. 5-11)
reveals a phase lag between the measured and the predicted data. This is an indication that
the numerical simulation overpredicts the extent of the separation bubble. This may be due
to several factors: 1) possible three-dimensionality of the flow in this region; 2) deficiency
of the k-E turbulence model for the case of a strong separation bubble. Downstream of the
separation bubble (x/Cx = 0.65), the distribution of the unsteady pressure is similar to
those at the design condition.
An overall comparison between the measured and the predicted pressure field
shows that the numerical simulation predicts the unsteady pressure field fairly well.
5.14 Effect of Inlet Turbulence
Additional simulation studies have been carried out with different freestream
turbulence intensities at inlet. The design condition had a 7% turbulence intensity in the
free stream at the inlet. The additional simulation includes a freestream turbulence
intensity of 2% and 15% (which is closer to that existing in aircraft engines). The major
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featureis the decayof thenozzlewake. The amplitudeof unsteadypressuredistribution
shownin Fig. 5-30revealsthat thefreestreamturbulenceintensityplaysa majorrole. The
wake decay is slower and unsteadinessis higher at the low turbulenceintensity and
decreasesignificantlyasthe turbulenceintensityis increasedto 15%. This is confirmed
by thenozzlewakedefectplottedinFig. 5-31.
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Chapter 6
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE TRANSITION OVER LAMINAR
SEPARATION BUBBLE
The flow in a low pressure turbine stage of the aircraft engine is complicated by
the variation of the flow conditions. A significant change in the ambient condition results
in notable variations in the stage Reynolds number. Modified boundary layer development
affects losses, efficiency, and heat transfer characteristics of the stage. At cruise condition,
the flow Reynolds number may be less than half of the value of the take-off condition. This
may result in a separated flow and efficiency degradation. The development of a reliable
prediction technique is very important in the design of efficient machines and may lead to
an improved efficiency and weight/thrust characteristics. The transition in a low-pressure
turbine may occur in either bypass form, similar to those observed in high pressure turbine,
investigated in the previous chapter, or through the development of a separation bubble,
depending on the Reynolds number between the take-off and the cruise condition.
Considerable effort has been spent in the investigation of the ability of different
turbulence models to predict various types of transitional flows. Nevertheless, very few
investigators were focused on turbomachinery flows with the transition over a laminar
separation bubble, especially at a high level of freestream turbulence (Michelassi et al.,
1997, transonic turbine, Huang and Xiong., 1998, low pressure turbine).
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The objective of the researchpresentedin this chapter is to gain a detailed
understandingof the unsteadytransitionalflows in low-pressureturbines,with emphasis
on separation-inducedsteady transition. The test case chosenfor this study is the
simulationof theseparationandthetransitionof theflow over thesuctionsurfaceof low-
pressureturbinecascadebladeinvestigatedexperimentallybyQiu andSimon(1997). The
influenceof the freestreamturbulenceandpressuregradientis investigated.An existing
Navier-Stokes unsteady flow solver is used. Three low-Reynolds number forms of two-
equation turbulence models have been incorporated and tested for accuracy. In order to
overcome the over-prediction of the turbulence kinetic energy and the dissipation rate near
the leading edge, several modifications of the production terms have been incorporated in
the code as well as the Algebraic Reynolds Stress Model.
6.1 Description of the Test Case
The experimental data in a simulated LP turbine cascade have been used to assess
the ability of the numerical solver. A schematic of the facility is shown in Fig. 6-1 (Qiu
and Simon, 1997). The cascade flow was simulated using a channel with a convex and
concave wall profded as suction and pressure surfaces of a turbine blade. A flow suction
device was utiliTed to simulate periodic flow near the leading edge. Experiments were
carried out with the inlet flow velocity ranging from 3 to 12.5 m/s, which corresponds to
Re number from 50, 000 to 200, 000. A number of turbulence generators were utilized to
generate the flow with 0.5, 2.5 and 10% inlet turbulence intensities. Boundary layer
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characteristicswere measuredusing a hot-wire probe. Coordinatesof measurement
locationsaregivenin Table6-1. According to Qui andSimon(1997), the uncertaintyin
themeanvelocity is 3.6%,andthefluctuatingvelocityis 4%.
Table6-1Locationof theexperimentaldatapointson thesuctionbladesurface
N x/Cx N x/Cx
P1 0. P8 0.6889
P2 0.0398 P9 0.7457
P3 0.2111 P10 0.8173
P4 0.3778 Pll 0.8593
P5 0.4667 P12 0.9111
P6 0.5506 P13 0.9728
P7 0.6247
6.2 Numerical Procedure
Numerical simulation shows that for the LP turbine flow, the utilization of the
explicit ARSM does not modify the solution outside the boundary layer, but may cause a
stability problem. To avoid this instability and minimize the CPU time, the ARSM is used
only up to twice the boundary layer thickness from the blade surface.
Experimental data were acquired assuming two-dimensionality of the flow.
However, turbulent and especially transitional fields are essentially three-dimensional. To
address this feature, the numerical simulation based on the ARSM/k-E approach is carried
out using a three-dimensional solver. The symmetry boundary condition in the spanwise
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directionforcesthe meanflow to be two-dimensional.Nevertheless,the turbulencefield
containsthespanwisecomponentof theReynoldsstresses.
Experimentaldata were acquiredin a "channel" type configuration, while an
original "cascade"configurationwaschosenfor the numericalsimulation.The utilization
of the bleedingdeviceto model thecascadeflow mayleadto a discrepancyin the flow
anglein the vicinityof the leadingedge.To verify thepotentialeffectof this discrepancy,a
numericalsimulationof the cascadeflow at differentinlet flow angleshavebeencarried
out. A comparisonof thepredictedandthemeasuredbladepressuredistributionindicates
thatthebestpredictionhasbeenachievedatthedesignflow angle(Fig. 6-2).
Anotherpotentialsourceof thediscrepancybetweenthe "channel"and"cascade"
configurationsis the flow near the trailing edge. An extensionwall employedin the
experimentprovidesa smoothdevelopmentof theboundarylayerbeyondthepoint of the
virtual trailing edge.In contrast,the flow over a real trailing edgeis characterizedby a
suddenchangein the flow angle, local variationof the pressure,etc. The numerical
experimentshowsthat, in the caseof the attachedflow, utilization of either approach
leadsto a practicallyidenticalsolutionexceptin the region5% upstreamof the leading
edge.However,theflow predictionbasedon "cascade"configurationresultsin significant
instabilityassoon asthe reattachmentpoint movesdownstreamof the trailing edge. In
orderto reducetheeffectof thisphenomenon,but keepthe"cascade"approach,theblade
hasbeenextendedusinganextensionwall with zerothicknessfor caseswith a separation
bubble.
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Thenumericalinvestigationrequiresaverificationto ensurethegrid independence.
A numberof grids (121 x 71, 141 x 91, and 241 x 181; or 121x71x3in the caseof
ARSM/k-Emodeletc.) havebeenutilized to studythe grid dependencyon the solution.
Themaximumdistancebetweenthe surfaceandthe first grid point variesbetweeny+=0.8
for the coursegrid to y+-0.12 for the freestgrid. At X/Cx=0.65,coarsegrid has20 grid
points within the boundarylayerand 8 grid points within the laminarsublayer.The fine
grid has35and15pointscorrespondingly.Numericalpredictionsbasedoncoarseandfine
grid areverycloseto eachother. In somecases,thefinegrid solutionwasnot stablein the
transitionregionover a separationbubble.The differencebetweenthe solutionsbasedon
fmeandcoarsegrid is minimalfor theconvergedsolution.All the reported simulation data
in this paper is based on 141 x 91 grid. Additional discussion on the code verification is
presented later.
The numerical simulation of the transitional flow in turbomachinery cascades
reveals the deficiency of the standard k-e model in predicting the flow with a high free
stream turbulence. Non-physical increase in the turbulence intensity near the stagnation
point may "contaminate" the boundary layer turbulence and trigger an earlier transition.
An elevated level of the turbulence at the mid-passage, in the zone of maximum flow
acceleration, leads to a higher level of freestream turbulence (ATu= 3-4%) at the boundary
layer edge. The modifications of the k-E model described in Chapter 3 is used to predict
turbulence fried near the leading edge and at midpassage accurately. After the
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incorporationof theproductiontermmodification,the inlet distributionof the dissipation
rate is set to provide the measured kinetic energy along the boundary layer edge.
6.3 PREDICTION USING k-E MODEL
6.3.1 Case Re=200000, Tu=10%
The distribution of the surface pressure predicted by different turbulence models is
compared with the experimental data in Fig. 6-2. Since the flow is fully attached at this
Reynolds number, the pressure increases monotonically along the rear part of the suction
surface. There is no difference between the blade pressure distribution predicted by
various turbulence models. Flow with Re = 200,000 and Tu=10% is fully attached on the
suction surface (Fig. 6-3). The flow with Re=50,000 and Tu=10% has transition over
laminar separation bubble as shown in Fig. 6-4.
In the laminar part of the boundary layer (experimental locations P2-P7, Table 6-
1), the predicted velocity field exactly match the measured values. For brevity, this
comparison is not shown. Velocity and turbulence intensity prof'des at locations P8-P13
are shown in Fig. 6-5. The beginning and the end of the transition, as well as the
separation location predicted by various turbulence models, are compared with the data in
Table 6-2
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Table 6-2 Inception and length of the transition, separationand reattachmentpoints,
Re=200000,Tu=l 0%.
Experiment Prediction Prediction Prediction
FLB model CH model LB model
Transition inception,x/Cx 71% -65% 57-59% 61%
Endof transition,rdCx 81% 82% 94% 80-82%
Separation,x/Cx
Reattachment,X/Cx
i Flowvisualizationi dicatesthe
attached_ attached 75%
noreattachment
attached
_resenceof a very small separation bubble at x/Cx=0.7
In the laminar boundary layer, the prediction based on the LB model is identical to those
based on the FLB model. The turbulence intensity profile shows that the CH model
predicts an amplification of the turbulent kinetic energy in the laminar boundary layer.
While the eddy viscosity predicted by the CH model is four-five times higher than the eddy
viscosity derived from the simulation based on the FLB or LB models, it is still small. The
ratio of eddy viscosity to laminar viscosity is about 4 and this part of the boundary layer
has laminar features. The primary source of this increase is the lack of turbulent
dissipation to compensate for an increase in the turbulent kinetic energy near the leading
edge, rather than generation inside the boundary layer. The increased level of turbulence
intensity predicted by the CH model contributes to an earlier transition.
The simulation based on the CH model predicts the transition at about 58% of the
chord. The best agreement between the measured and the predicted velocity prof'de is
achieved in simulations based on FLB and LB models. At locations P8 and P11 the
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predictedvelocityprofilesareidenticalto theexperimentaldata.BetweenP8andP11the
measuredprofile is lesssteepin comparisonwith the numericalsolution.The transition
inceptionis predictedat about4% of the chordupstreamof the measuredlocation.The
numericalsimulationpredictsa shortertransitionandhencetheflow field is nearthe end
of the transition at the location P10. The turbulenceprofile is very close to 'fully
developed'profiles.As aconsequenceof this,thepredictedvelocityprofilesat P9-P10are
closerto turbulentprofile whencomparedto thedata.
Themaindrawbackof theCH modelis theexistenceof a verythin separationzone
near the 75% of the chord. The CH model, basedon y+, is known for its poor
performancein separatedflows.TheCH modeloverpredictstheturbulenceintensityin the
turbulentboundarylayerby 50-70%.
6.3.2 Case Re--50000_ Tu=10%
Reduced Re number results in the development of a medium size separation bubble
(Fig. 6-4). The separation zone is characterized by the presence of a flat zone in the
pressure distribution at x/Cx-0.75 on the suction surface of the blade (Fig. 6-2b). A
solution based on the FLB model correctly predicts this trend, which shows an earlier
return to an adverse pressure gradient. As confirmed by the velocity profiles, this is due to
a smaller separation bubble and earlier reattachment of the flow. In spite of the presence of
the separation bubble in the simulation based on FLB and CH models, the region of
constant pressure is not clearly predicted by these two models.
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Velocity profilesareplotted in Fig. 6-6. Experimentaldataindicatesthat the flow
separatesat about74%of thechordandthe transitionto turbulenceoccursovera laminar
separationbubbleat about81% of thechord.All three models predict a laminar separation
at the same location; x/Cx=71% of the chord. The length of the laminar region inside the
separation bubble varies for different models. The CH model gives the transition
immediately after the inception of the separation at 71% of the chord. A simulation based
on the FLB model predicts the transition inception at 78% of the chord, with distance
between the separation point and inception of transition equal to 7%, which is close to the
measured value.
The transition to turbulence over the separation bubble is characterized by the
inception of the transition in the shear layer with further penetration through the
separation zone. The maximum turbulence intensity is located farther from the wall in
comparison with high Re cases (Fig. 6-6). Contrary to the measured data, the numerical
simulation predicts strong backward flow inside the separation flow, (point P10). An
additional turbulence production due to the higher shear stresses in the zone of separated
flow increases the turbulence intensities in the separation bubble. The predicted turbulence
prof'de has a smoother distribution, and its maximum is located closer to the wall in
comparison with the experimental data. In the case of FLB and LB models, an increased
level of turbulence in the separation zone leads to a smaller thickness of the separation
bubble and an earlier reattachment. A comparison between the numerical simulation and
the data is given in Table 6-3.
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Table 6-3 Inception and length of the transition, separation and reattachment points,
Re=50000, Tu=10%.
Transition inception, x/Cx
End of transition, x/C_
Separation, x/Cx
Reattachment, X/Cx
Experiment
76%
>p13
97.28%
70%
91%
6.3.3 Case Re=50000, Tu=2.5 %
FLB model
78%
84%
71%
93%
CH model
72%
85%
72%
no
reattachment
LB model
75%
86%
72%
no
reattachment
This case is the most difficult to compute. A low level of turbulence at a low Re
number leads to an inherently unsteady flow with an unsteady separation bubble and
transitional zone. Even though the results presented in this paper is based on the steady
solution, the analysis of the convergence and unsteady flow simulation indicate the need
for an implementation of the time accurate simulation to achieve better resolution of the
flow physics. No results for the LB model is presented, because attempts to stabilize the
solution using increased artificial dissipation resulted in total damping of the separated
flow. For the CH and FLB models, the flow has moderate fluctuation in the size and
extent of the separation bubble. The data presented is calculated as an average of these
fluctuations. This variation affects ihe rear part of the separation region and does not
influence the location of the separation point and the transition inception point.
A comparison between the predicted and the measured surface pressure
distribution is shown in Fig. 6-2c. Both models underpredict the extent of the separation
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bubble, which results in a shorter zone of constantpressure.A comparisonof the
measuredand the predictedvelocity and turbulenceintensityprofiles (Fig. 6-7) shows
similar trends to the casesdescribedearlier. The numerical solver overpredictsthe
turbulence intensity in the transition zone; while for the flow with high freestream
turbulence level, the maximum turbulence intensity is underpredicted(similar to
Re=200000casewith Tu=2.5%andTu=10%).Thereis nopeakin turbulencefluctuations
abovethe separationbubblein the transitionregion. The prediction basedon the FLB
modelhasa smallerseparationbubblethicknessandanearlier reattachment.The sizeof
the separationbubble is equal to the experimentaldata at point P9, about 1/2 of the
experimentalvalueat point P10and 1/3at point P11.For theFLB model,thevariationin
thethicknessof the separationbubblewas50%.A low levelof the freestreamturbulence
delaysreattachmentfrom the 85% to 99% of the chord. A comparisonbetweenthe
numericalsimulationandthedatais givenin Table6-4.
Table 6-4 Inception and length of the transition,separationand reattachmentpoints,
Re=50000,Tu=2.5%.
Experiment Prediction Prediction Prediction
FLB model CH model LB model
Transitioninception,x/Cx 81% -80% -78% 69%
Endof transition,x/Cx 96% 86% 88% 97%
Separation,x/C_ 69% 71% 69% 72%
Reattachment,X/Cx no 99% no 90%
reattachment reattachment
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6.4 Prediction Using Hybrid ARSM/K-_ Model
Experimental data for the transition over a laminar separation bubble (e.g., Wang
and Hatman, 1998) shows a strong redistribution of the turbulent kinetic energy between
components in the transition zone. Peaks of u' and v' are equal to each other, while in the
attached turbulent boundary layer v' is equal to 40% of the u' component. The k-E model
is unable to capture this redistribution as well as the overall anisotropy of the turbulence
field associated with the transition process. A numerical simulation based on the hybrid k-
e/ARSM has been carried out to investigate the ability of this model to improve the
prediction of the transition flow over the LP turbine blading. Results of the current
research as well as previously reported simulations (e.g., Abid et al., 1995) indicate that a
numerical solution strongly depends on the k-E model used. A comparison of the
prediction based on hybrid models with different low Re k-e (CH, FLB, LB) led to the
conclusion that transition inception is controlled by the k-E model and is close to those
predicted by a corresponding k-e model. Therefore, the FLB model has been chosen as the
model with the best results based on the previous computations.
Results of the numerical simulation based on hybrid k-e./ARSM are identical to the
prediction based on k-e approach. High Re case is characterized by the transition in an
attached boundary. Maximum shear stresses are located close to the blade surface in the
region where viscous residual is calculated using k-e approach. ARSM part is used only
for the outer layer. Therefore, the influence of the hybrid approach is minimal. In contrast,
the shear layer above the separation zone is located in the zone where viscous residual is
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calculatedusingARSM. Thus, the hybridapproachhasa moreprofoundeffect.For the
high Re case(Re=50000, Tu=10%), this effect is minimaland canbe seenonly in the
turbulencefield. The utilization of a hybrid model moves the peak of the fluctuation
velocityfurther from the wall, andcloserto the measuredlocation.There is only aminor
change in the predicted velocity field. A comparisonbetween the predictedand the
experimentaldata for the casewith Re=50, 000 and Tu=2.5% (Fig. 6-8) revealsan
improvementinbothpredictedvelocityandturbulence.
Current numericalsimulationshavebeencarriedout without the pressurestrain
terms.As a result, the w' componentis equalto the v' component.An analysisof the
turbulent case indicates that the streamwisecomponenthas about 50% of the total
turbulentkinetic energy,while v' andw' have25% each. No significantchangein the
balancebetweenthedifferent componentsis found in the transitionregion(no more than
5% variation). Hybrid turbulence model overpredicts maximum amplitude of the
fluctuationvelocitysimilarto k-Emodel. However,redistributionof theturbulenceenergy
betweenturbulencecomponentsplaysamajorrolein improvingthevelocityprediction.
6.5 Prediction Using k-E Model in Conjunction with the Transition Model
A numerical simulation of the transitional flows based on the turbulence model
generally does not provide an adequate level of accuracy and robustness. Incorporation of
transition models is a potential way to improve the transition prediction. Transition models
use an empirical or a semi-empirical correlation to calculate the inception and end of
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transition, as well as the intermittency distribution in the transition region zone. A number
of models were developed to calculate the inception and end of transition in an attached
flow. The most common approach is the calculation of the transition inception using an
empirical correlation and the calculation of the intermittency distribution using the
approach suggested by Dhawan and Narasimha (1958), in conjunction with the correlation
for the non-dimensional spots breakdown parameter (e.g., Gostelow and Walker, 1991;
Mayle, 1991). In the current research, a model by Abu-Ghannam and Show (1980) is
utilized for the transition prediction in an attached flow:
Ree,, =163+exp[F(2, F(,_.6.91).Tu1
I6.91 + 12.75- ;t + 63.64. _,_ • .-if_ _<0
F(2) = L6-91 + 2.48. _ - 12.27. ,_z..- if'A > 0
_= 02 (bb--_Px)
where: /.tU,
transition is completed when:
Re o = 2Re,r
Intermittency distribution is based on Dhawan and Narasirnha (1958)
Transition models for separated flows correlate the distance between the
separation and the transition inception. In the current paper the model due to Davis et al.
(1985) is used:
Rex, r- Re_ = 25.103 log10 [coth(17.32Tu, )]
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As in thecaseof theattachedflow, an intermittencydistributionis basedon Dhawanand
Narasimha(1958)formula.Eventhoughthisrelationwassuggestedfor the attachedflow,
a comparisonpresentedin Qui and Simon(1997) indicatesthat it canbe appliedto the
separatedflow.
Utilization of the transition model provides a more reliable prediction in
comparisonwith the "pure" turbulencemodel.Nevertheless,the transitionmodel hasa
numberof weak points.Empirical correlationsarebasedon data that hasa significant
spread.The accuracyof the transitionmodeldeterioratesasflow parametersdeviatefrom
those used for the derivation of the model. A comparisonbetween the predicted
distributionandthemeasureddatashowsthat thetransitionmodelusedpredictsanearlier
transition.Therefore,thisdiscrepancymaybeattributedto the inaccuracyof the transition
model.In additionto the modelsdescribedearlier,calculationswith the transitionmodel
basedon the measuredintermittencyfactor havebeencarriedout to investigatean effect
of the"ideal" transitionmodel.For theattachedflow case(Re=200,000,Tu=10%),there
is no significantdifferencein the predictedvelocity and turbulencefields becausethe
predictedtransition inceptionbasedon Abu-Ghannamand Shawcorrelation is located
upstreamof the "natural"transitioninceptionpredictedby a"pure" turbulencemodel.For
the separatedflow, thetransitionmodelusedis practicallyidenticalwith the experimental
datafor thecasewith Re=50,000 andTu=10%.However,asdescribedin Qui andSimon
(1997),for othercaseswith ahigh freestreamturbulence,thecorrelationwasnot perfect.
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Different approachescan be used to incorporatean intermittency distribution.
Methodsbasedon a separatesolutionfor the laminarandturbulentpartsshowpotential
for the improved flow prediction (e.g., Steelant and Dick, 1996). Nevertheless,for
engineeringapplicationsit is moreadvantageousto havea singlesolverthroughout the
flow field. This is especiallypreferredfrom the point of view of the modelextensionto
three-dimensionalflows in turbomachines.Two methodsaretried for the incorporationof
the intermittencyfactor into the existingcode. In thefirst method,anadditionaldamping
functionF (_')isutilizedfor thecalculationof the eddyviscosity(thiscaseof thetransition
modelutilization isdenotedasVar.1):
k 2
= _czfzF(y)#t e
, where F(_,)---'_
This approach implicitly assumes that the eddy viscosity based on local scales is
'turbulent' in nature. If the distribution of the turbulent kinetic energy and the turbulent
dissipation rate are transitional in nature, this approach may lead to an underprediction of
the local eddy viscosity due to the 'double' damping. Assuming that the eddy viscosity in
the transition region can be calculated correctly using the same expression for gt as for the
turbulent part, the intermittency distribution can be utilized only through the modification
of the turbulent equations. An additional damping function based on _, is applied only to
the calculation of the production term (this case is denoted as Va,r.. 2):
P = P * F(y), where P is the turbulence production
Mean flow is affected implicitly through the eddy viscosity.
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In the transitionzone,the intermittencydistributionhascomplextwo-dimensional
distribution.Most of thetransitionmodelsvary intermittencyonly in streamwisedirection.
Based on experimental distribution, the calculations have been carried out with the
variation of the "j,in both streamwise and crossflow directions. Overall six combinations of
transition model incorporations have been analyzed; there are two ways to incorporate
intermittency distribution into solver (Var. 1 and Var. 2) and three different distributions of
the intermittency factor:
1) Step distribution: y=0, for x<xt_ and 3t=l, for x>xt_
2) One dimensional:_(x) = Maxy(T(x,y)) or :T(x) base on transition model
3) Two-dimensional : T=_/(x,y)
All cases are calculated using the FLB turbulence model, which gave the best prediction
among the CH, LB, and FLB models.
In attached flow transition, the implementation of the transition model does not
have any significant effect on the velocity and turbulence distribution. No significant
influence of the method of the implementation of the transition model (Vat. 1, Var. 2, or
type of y) is found. As stated above, the utilization of Abu-Ghannam and Shaw correlation
predicts an earlier transition in comparison with both the experiment and the prediction
based on "pure" turbulence model. The current approach may only postpone the transition
inception. Therefore, the prediction based on the "pure" turbulence model and the
transition model produce practically identical flow fields. Simulation with the experimental
distribution of the intermittency factor improves the prediction the turbulence kinetic
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energydistribution in the vicinity of the transition inceptionand an earlier end of the
transition.Nevertheless,there is no improvementin the velocity distribution at location
P10.
In contrastto the highRecases,theway the transitionmodel is incorporatedand
the typeof intermittencydistributionusedhasa profoundeffecton the predictionof low
Re flow (Fig.6-9). The incorporationof thetransitionmodelwith thedirecteffecton the
eddy viscosity (Vat. 1) resulted in the developmentof the larger separationbubblein
comparisonwith theexperimentaldata(Fig.6-9). Theseparationzoneextendsbeyondthe
location of the trailing edge. Utilization of the two-dimensionaldistribution of the
intermittencyfactor led to a further increasein the separationbubble size. The flow
predictionbasedon the applicationof the intermittencydistributionto the calculationof
the productionterm (Var.2) leadsto the predictionof a muchsmallerseparationbubble
andreattachmentnearthetrailingedge. Thepredictedheightandextentof theseparation
zonearecloserto themeasuredvalues,whichis aconsequenceof the delayedinceptionof
transition. However, an overall deviation of the predictedvelocity profile from the
experimentaldatais greaterin comparisonwith the"pure" turbulencemodelfor all cases
exceptthe"step" transitionmodel.This is dueto thedoubledampingof theeddyviscosity
in a transitionzone.Eventhough_'distributionindicatesthat the transitionzoneshould
extendbeyondthe trailingedge,all but one (one-dimensionalmodel,Vat. 1) hastheend
of the transitionupstreamof the trailing edge.A numericalpredictionbasedon the one
dimensionaldistributionand"step" distributionin conjunctionwith Var. 2 gavethe most
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accurateprediction of the separation bubble size and location, even though it does not
improve the turbulence intensity distribution in comparison with the simulation without the
transition model.
6.6 Effect of Artificial Dissipation on the Transition Prediction
The stability consideration requires an analysis of the differential approximation of
the original PDE, which is not possible. Numerical experiments are carried out to study
the influence of the artificial dissipation on the transition prediction. The major objective
of the current validation is to establish the limits of its influence.
A number of realizations of the artificial dissipation terms have been analyzed. The
original version of the code employed a hybrid second/fourth order artificial term with a
switch based on the local turbulence field. Velocity scaling and eigenvector scaling are
incorporated to keep the artificial dissipation at a minimum level in the boundary layer.
Nevertheless, an analysis of the turbulence kinetic energy in the transition zone (Fig. 6-
10b) indicates that the level of the artificial dissipation reaches 50% of the source term (Pk
- e) for the base case. The base case has k2kc=0.01, which is about twice the minimum level
required to avoid odd-even decoupling. To minimize the level of the artificial dissipation,
the artificial dissipation term was modified to include only the streamwise variation of k.
The k balance based on this modification is shown in Fig.- 6-10c. All calculations
presented in this paper are based on this modified approach, even though it does not affect
the prediction beyond a small zone of high gradients in the transition region.
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Theeffectof utilizing only thefourth-orderartificialdissipationterm in turbulence
transport equationshas been also investigated(for mean flow equationsthe artificial
dissipationisalwaysbasedon fourth-orderterms). This approachdoesnot alter theresult
of the analysispresentedbelow (beyondabsolutevalues of the artificial dissipation
coefficient).However,theemploymentof only thefourth-orderartificial dissipationleads
to a significantlyincreasedsensitivityof thecodeto the turbulencefield developmentnear
the leadingedge.A moderateflow disturbancegeneratesa significantincreasein the
turbulencekinetic energy, which decreasesrapidly downstream.Numerical modeling
showsthat this increasecannot beexplainedasa transitionwith relaminarizationfurther
downstream,becauseit may be reproducedat any location within the first 30% of the
chordby placingthesourceof potentialdisturbance(e.g.,locally skewedgrid).
The predictedlocationof the separationinception,beginningandend of transition
and reattachmentpoint as a function of the artificial dissipationis shownin Fig. 6-11.
Both theinsignificantaswell asexcessivelevelsof artificialdissipationresultin anearlier
transition.The valuesof k4 andk2k,vary from the levelbelow the stabilitylimit to a level
at whichtheartificialdissipationcausesa significantnon-physicaldiffusion.
It shouldbe noted,basedon the previousexperiencewith the solver, that the
recommendedvariationof thek2kewas0.01- 0.02.Within this range,the variationof the
predictedand measuredlocationof the transition inceptionis within 2.5% of the chord.
An earlier transition inception results in a smaller separation bubble (Fig. 6-11 and Fig. 6-
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12).However, the variation of the artificial dissipation in the mean flow equation does not
significantly influence the predicted mean flow profile (Fig. 6-13).
The primary source of the early transition in the case of a small k2ke is a slight
numerical instability of the scheme. For k2kc < 0.075, a moderate odd-even decoupling
generates a premature transformation from the laminar to the turbulent boundary layer. An
increase in the artificial dissipation also results in an earlier transition inception. It is
possible to identify zones with a different behavior of the scheme. For simulations with
k2kc<0.02, the variation of the artificial dissipation term affects only the transition
inception, but the transition length is essentially constant. This fact indicates that, within
this range, the artificial dissipation acts as a destabilizing factor. A comparison of the
streamwise distribution of the turbulent kinetic energy based on differing values of k2ke
shows that slope of k is constant; i.e., the transition zone is shifted upstream without
diffusion of the k field. Therefore, in this zone, the artificial dissipation is similar to the
physical disturbances (freestream turbulence, noise etc.). For k2ke>0.02, the artificial
dissipation leads to both an earlier transition and an increased transition length. This is the
consequence of the streamwise/stream diffusion of the turbulent kinetic energy.
The influence of the artificial dissipation in the mean flow equation on the
predicted velocity and turbulent fields is presented in Fig. 6-13. In contrast to the k2ke
variation, the variation of k4 does not affect the accuracy of the mean flow, except at very
high levels of artificial dissipation.
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6.7 Concluding remarks
Comparison between the prediction and the experimental data formally shows
more accurate prediction of the transition inception for cases with the transition over a
separation bubble. However, the development of the attached, transition and turbulent
boundary layers is not very sensitive to even relatively high error(-4 % of the chord) in the
predicted transition inception. In contrast, the development of the separation bubble is
strongly affected by the small variation in the transition prediction. Moderate delay in
transition inception results in significant enlargement of the separation bubble and
correspondingly notable increase in prof'fle losses. To be reliable, the numerical solver
should provide the prediction of the transition inception with an accuracy equal to 1-2% of
the cord. Further research is needed to achieve this goal. Numerical investigation,
presented in this Chapter, shows very strong effect of solver characteristic on the
transition development for the flow with the transition over a separation bubble.
Therefore, further development should be concentrated not only on the transition
model/turbulence model development but also on the model coupling with the numerical
solver to control the influence of the scheme characteristic on the transition development.
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Chapter 7
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF LEADING EDGE FILM COOLING
Numerical simulation of two dimensional steady and unsteady transitional flows
presented in previous chapters provides a foundation for accurate modeling of
turbomachine aerothermodynamics. Turbine film cooling flow and secondary flows,
including tip gap flow are two major problems that have profound effect on the
characteristic of turbomachinery performance. The ability of the numerical solver to
predict these phenomena should be established. Numerical simulation of the three-
dimensional leading edge film cooling flow, discussed in this chapter, has been performed
to accomplish this objective and gain a better understanding of the vortex structure due to
the cooling jet-main flow interaction. The heat transfer and the flow phenomena associated
with the leading edge film cooling are very complex. A thin boundary layer near the
stagnation point, large pressure gradient, and the presence of the curvature effect make
the numerical modeling including the grid generation extremely complicated. This is
further complicated by the compound angle injection. Very few attempts have been made
to simulate such flows. The research presented in this chapter is limited only to the steady
state approximation of the leading edge film cooling due to the large CPU resources
required for adequate temporal resolution of the unsteady phenomenon. Multiblock
version of the solver, described in Chapter 2, has been utilized for the numerical modeling.
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This hasbeenfound to becrucial for the accuratepredictionof the flow in film cooling
multidomainconfigurations.
7.1 Flat Plate Film Cooling
The film cooling on a flat plate with an injection from a row of holes, measured by
Pietrzyk et al., (1990) was chosen as a case to test the code and establish a numerical
procedure "for the numerical simulation with cooling flow injection. A similar configuration
was computed by Leylek and Zerkle (1993) (incompressible code) and Fabian (1995)
(ADPAC developed by Hall et al., (1994)). The inlet flow velocity was 20 m/s. Blowing
ratio M - (PU)i*J_°n - 2. Ratio of the hole length to the hole diameter l/d was 3.5. Inlet
(pu) _,,_,_o,_
turbulence intensity was %,=0.5%. The computational domain was divided into 3 blocks:
plenum, hole, and main part. Grid (Fig. 7-1) was generated using Genie+ grid generator in
conjunction with an algebraic grid generator for the grid point distribution inside the holes.
The grid size was 81x31x31 for the main block, 31x17x17 for the hole, 21x33x33 for the
plenum. To ensure a stable and converging calculation, the numerical simulation was
carried out through the number of steps. During the fu'st step a flow initialization was
carried out in separate blocks. Two dimensional calculation was performed to generate
initial flow distribution in the main block. Multidimensional flow in a cooling hole was
calculated using constant outlet static pressure. Hole inlet pressure was set to provide the
required massflow. The next step consist of a coupled calculation of the flow in the
plenum and the hole, preserving the prescribed blowing ratio. During the third step, the
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flow in the mainstreamwascalculatedwith a fixedjet velocity from the previousstepto
avoidthe numericalinstabilityandreverseflow from the mainblock into the hole.Finally,
acoupledsimulationof all threeblockswascarriedout to obtainasolution.
The result of the numericalpredictionwascomparedwith the experimentaldata
andthenumericalpredictionbasedon theADPAC code.Thepredictedandthe measured
distributionof the adiabaticeffectivenessalongthejet centerlineis shownin theFig. 7-2.
Dueto the high blowingratio, thejet separatesfrom the surface upstream of the cooling
hole. This leads to a sharp decrease in the adiabatic effectiveness at s/d=3. The comparison
of other flow characteristics (secondary vectors, crossflow temperature distribution)
indicates a good correlation between the prediction and available data.
7.2 Leading edge cooling at compound angle
The configuration and experimental data by Cruse et al. (1997) are utilized for the
numerical modeling of the leading edge film cooling aimed at validation and improved
understanding of the flow and thermal physics. The schematic of the model is shown Fig.
7-3. The symmetry of the flow near the leading edge was simulated using the suction slot
near the stagnation point. The cooled air (T= 166 K) was injected through two rows of
holes. The first row was located along the stagnation line and the angle between the hole
axis and the surface was 20". The second row of holes was inclined at 25 ° to the
upstream direction. The angle between the hole axis and the surface was 20 °, which is the
same as the corresponding angle for the f'trst row. There were nine holes in each row,
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with the holespacingequalto z/d=7.67.The lengthof the hole was equal to l/d=12. The
upstream plate and the suction were adjusted to obtain a correct position of the stagnation
streamline. The surface temperature distribution was measured using an infrared camera.
Thermocouples were employed to measure the crossflow temperature distribution.
7.2.1 Numerical modeling
Based on the results of the preliminary analysis, the multiblock grid, presented in
Fig. 7-4, was generated for a numerical simulation.
holes, a mainblock, an inlet, and an outlet block.
It consists of 6 blocks: a plenum, 2
The total number of grid points is
286199. A summary of the flow condition used is presented in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1 Flow conditions
Freestream Velocity (m/s), U0 10 Mass Flow/Hole (g/s) 0.725
Freestream Turbulence (%), Tu 0.5, 20. Pressure (atm),p 1
Freestream Temperature, (C),To 27.5 Plate Conductivity (W/mK) 0.025
Average Mass Flux Ratio,M 2.0 Surface Roughness (m) < 25
Jet/Freestream density ratio, D 1.8 Hole Edge Radius (mm) < 0.1
The excessive grid skewness may result in a nonphysical solution due to the
increased level of the artificial dissipation. For the current topology, the angle between the
hole wall and the cooling wall is equal to 20 °. In the case of the structured grid used in
the current simulation, the presence of the sharp angle requires an optimal redistribution of
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the local skewnessnearthe hole-mainblock interface. It was found that the accuracy
couldbeimprovedif somenon-orthogonalityis allowednearthehole wallsasopposedto
thecasewith theorthogonal grid near the hole wall and a higher concentration of skewed
cells farther from the wall. The boundary conditions used in the numerical modeling are as
follows (letters correspond to block faces shown in Fig. 7-4):
Table 7-2 Boundary conditions
al
a2
b
C
dl
d2
Inlet (P', T', flow angle)
inlet (p,U, flow angle)
Periodic conditions
Symmetry conditions
no-slip conditions
wall function
outlet, constant static pressure
Interaction between the coolant jet and the mainflow results in a very complex
flow field. The three-dimensional separation zone downstream of the cooling jet has an
adverse effect on the overall heat transfer. This complexity requires the implementation of
the low-Re number turbulence model instead of the wall function. While the use of the
wall function can significantly reduce the computational time, it lacks the near wall physics
required for an accurate resolution. To ensure an accurate prediction of the boundary layer
flow in the main block, the first grid point was located at y÷--1.2.
The static pressure at the plenum inlet was set to provide the required massflow
through the injection holes. The current experimental configuration has long holes,
l/d=12. It has been found that after the developed flow regime is achieved near the hole
entrance, the plenum flow does not affect the flow in the mainblock. Therefore, the
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plenumflow field is frozenduringthefinalconvergenceto minimizeCPUutilization. The
pressureoscillationduring the convergenceprocessresultedin the developmentof the
reverseflow into the hole from the mainblock.To avoid this and ensurea stable
developmentof thejet, thepressuredistributionfor thehole is ftxedduring theinitial part
of thecomputation.After a fully developedjet is obtainedin themainblock,this limitation
isrelaxed.
In thefirst attempt,a low-Re turbulencemodelwasalsoemployedfor theflow in
the hole. Conformal (one-to-one)interblock interfacerequiresthat stretchedgrid lines
from thenearwall regioninsidethecoolingholeshouldbeextendedthroughoutthemain
block.Thus,the qualityof the mainblockgrid is significantlyreduceddue to the presence
of the zoneswith very stretched(in normalto the cooling surfacedirection)andskewed
grid cells.Consequently,the numericalsolutionhassufferedfrom anexcessivenumerical
dissipation;andthe predictedmixing of thecoolantjet with mainflowhasbeenstrongly
overestimated.The incorporationof the wall function for the boundarycondition inside
holeshasenabledthegenerationof the grid with a moreuniform distributionof the grid
points on crossflowplanes.The mainblockgrid also hassmoothercharacteristics(as a
resultof one-to-oneinterblockinterface).Despitea minor sacrificein the accuracyof the
flow predictionin thecoolantholedueto theutilizationof thewall function,the accuracy
of themainblockflow predictionhasimprovedsignificantly.
7.2.2 Comparison with the experiment
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A comparison between the predicted and the measured surface adiabatic
effectiveness is shown in Fig. 7-5. Smooth distribution of the adiabatic effectiveness in the
vicinity of the stagnation line indicates the uniform spreading of the coolant flow from the
bottom row of jets. In the numerical simulation, a re-circulation zone exists between the
jet and the wall and; as a result, the coolant jet separates from the wall. Interaction with
the main flow causes the reattachment of the jet at point A (Fig. 7-5a). The extended
region of the cooled surface near point B (Fig. 7-5b) in the experimental data is an
indication of the similar behavior (reattachment) of the jet. More intensive mixing and
diffusion of the bottom jet in the experiment result a in a low surface temperature
between upper holes (Fig. 7-5,point C). In the numerical prediction, the bottom coolant
jet encircles the root of the top jet and is partially entrained by it. This contributes to the
predicted low adiabatic effectiveness at point C, Fig. 7-5.
The lateral distribution (line plot) of the adiabatic effectiveness due to the presence
of the upper cooling hole is plotted in Fig. 7-6 at several streamwise locations. The
numerical simulation accurately predicts the amplitude and the position of the maximum
cooling at s/d = 4.86. There are two main discrepancies between the predicted and the
measured data; the predicted temperature decrease on the left side of the jet is less steeper
than that in the experiment and, the predicted cooling effecti,_eness is lower than the
measured values between z/d = 4.5 and z/d = 7. The difference between the predicted
location of the maximum influence of the bottom jet is one of the factors contributing to
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thisdiscrepancy.As indicatedabove,in thenumericalpredictionthebottomjet reattaches
far to the left (A, Fig. 7-5a)ascomparedto theexperiment(B, Fig. 7-5b).As a result,the
restof thecoolantfluid fromthebottomjet augmentscoolingon theleft sideof thetop jet
rather than in the region betweenz/d= 4 and 7. At s/d= 9.88 (Fig. 7-6c), the minor
discrepancybetweenthe predictedand the measuredmaximumadiabaticeffectiveness
indicatesanunderturningof thepredictedjet trajectory.The discrepancyat lateralsidesof
thejet, observedats/d=4.86,practicallyvanishesdueto themixing process.
The overall effectivenessof the film cooling processis representedby laterally
averageadiabaticeffectiveness.A very good agreementbetweenthe measuredand the
predictedlaterallyaveragedadiabaticeffectivenessis achieved(Fig. 7-7). Even thougha
good agreementwith the experimental(thermal)datawas achievedon the surface,the
numericalsimulationunderpredictsthe temperaturediffusion in the core of the jet. This
characteristiccan be found in all numericalsimulationsof film cooling. Under some
conditions, this may lead to a more favorableprediction of the surfacetemperature
distribution in comparisonwith the real configuration.A comparisonof the predicted
spanwisedistributionof normalizedtemperaturewith measuredvalues(Fig.7-8) indicates
thatthenormalizedtemperaturein thecoreof thejet is 0.25 (s/d= 1.24)to 0.4 (s/d=9.88)
higher than the measuredvalues.The isotropic natureof the turbulencemodel usedis
probablythe major sourceof this problem.The turbulencefield associatedwith the jet
mainstreaminteractionis stronglyanisotropic,k-Eturbulencemodelsmaynot be suitable
for the prediction of such flows. Another factor is the choice of the inlet turbulence
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dissipationrate. An inlet levelof e haslessinfluenceon the wall boundedflow, but may
have a stronger influenceon the free shear layer flows. Further evidenceof this is
presentedlater.
7.2.3 Discussion of aerothermal flow physics
A thorough understanding of the physics of the jet-mainstream interaction can
contribute to an improved understanding of the primary sources of film cooling losses as
well as factors contributing to the cooling effectiveness. The development of vortices due
to the jet-mainstream interaction and its effect on mixing has a profound influence on the
overall development of the f'tlm cooling flow, including the distribution of the coolant fluid
and aerodynamic losses. The importance of tracking the vortex structure is emphasized by
Sgarzi and Leboeuf (1997), and Waiters and Leylek (1997). Sgarzi and Leboeuf (1997)
suggested a classification of major vortices associated with the film cooling on a flat plate.
In the case of the fiat plate, there are five vortices: "kidney shaped" counter-rotating
vortices in the core of the jet; "horse shoe" vortices due to the sudden deceleration of the
boundary layer upstream the leading edge of the jet; "half wake" vortex pair in the zone of
low pressure downstream of the jet.; "half wall" vortex pair induced by the "kidney"
vortex; and "lip" vortex, due to the freestream jet- leading edge interaction. Visualization
by Bario and Berai (1996) confirms the existence of these vortices. Waiters and Leylek
(1997) analyzed the source of different vortices as well as their influence on the jet
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injectedover a flat plate.Basedon this analysis,suggestionswere madeto improvethe
film cooling.
Leadingedgef'dmcooling througha compoundangleinjection resultsin a much
morecomplexaerothermalfield in comparisonwith the fiat plateinjection. Complexities
arisedue to the differencein the directionof thejet velocityandmainstreamvelocity,the
three-dimensionalturning of coolantjet, andthe presenceof strongstreamwisepressure
gradient.
The numericalsolutionis analyzedto examinethe vortex structure,includingthe
origin of variousvorticesandtheir contributionto theflow andthermalfield development.
A schematicrepresentationof major vorticesassociatedwith the upperrow of holes is
shownin Fig. 7-9 - Fig. 7-12.Streamlinesareplotted like ribbons;their twist corresponds
to themagnitudeof the localvorticity. Thelaminarboundaryis very thin upstreamof the
jet. The amplitudeof the "horseshoe" vortex (denotedas f_, Fig. 7-9) is very weak.
Streamlinesdownstreamof the injection hole clearly indicatethe presenceof the "half
wake" vortex (denotedas f_2,Fig. 7-9). The vorticity in the core of the jet inducesa
counter-rotatingpair of vortices (denotedasf_3)whichcanbe seenin Fig. 7-13a. The
developmentof the "kidney" vortex in the core of a fiat plate coolingjet wasshownto
havea first-ordereffecton the f'tlmcooling effectiveness.In the caseof the leadingedge
film coolingat compoundangle,a similar,but morecomplex,structureexistsin the film
coolingjet. It is possibleto identifyfour mainvortices. During the initial part of the jet
paththeyareassociatedwith thestreamlinesfrom theholeorifice. Thesestreamlinesare
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shownin Fig. 7-9 - Fig. 7-12.The majorpart of thecooling fluid is encounteredin vortex
£'hb,.Fig. 7-11. This vortex rapidly dissipates (Fig. 7-13a, Fig. 7-14a, Fig. 7-15a).
Downstream of s/d=l 1 it changes its sign. The cooling fluid associated with this vortex
comes from the core of the jet. The part of the coolant fluid located closer to the right
lateral side of the hole is organized into the vortex D,aa. The characteristic feature of this
vortex is its high strength. At a distance far from the jet (Fig. 7-13c), it has a structure
similar to those observed in a flat plate film cooling. The interaction between the jet and
the mainflow also produces two counterclockwise rotating vortices I'_sa, Fig. 7-11 and
f_sb, Fig. 7-10. They have their origin at the upstream side of the hole (f_sb) and left lateral
side of the hole (_s,). The behavior of these vortices is similar to the clockwise rotating
counterparts. The vortex _sb decays rapidly, while vortex f_5, retains its strength far
downstream (Fig. 7-13).
An understanding of the origin of the vortices is the basis for the improved jet-
mainflow interaction. Waiters and Leylek (1997) identified three potential sources of the
"kidney vortex," (the boundary layer at the lateral side of the coolant hole, an axial
secondary vorticity, and the lateral crossflow shear layer). The In'st one has a major
influence on the development of the 'kidney' vortex. The analysis of the flow near the
upper hole in the current simulation leads to a similar conclusion. Vorticity due to the
boundary layer in the hole at sides A and B (Fig. 7-12) is the primary source of _5_ and
£hl vortices, as well as D,4b. Vorticity due to the boundary layer at the upstream side of
the hole (C, Fig. 7-12) contributes to the vorticity _sb. Crossflow shear layers
predominantly affect the developmentof vortices, fish and D,_b. To analyze
contribution of different vortices to the overall interaction, the projection of
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normalized vorticity in the main stream direction, a normalized temperature, and the loss
coefficient for three different streamwise locations are plotted in Fig. 7-13, Fig. 7-14 and
Fig. 7-15. The plane at s/d --4.2 is located near the upper hole. At this location, the jet
undergoes a rapid turning from the crossflow direction to the mainflow as well as bending
around the z axis. All four of the core vortices defined earlier are clearly seen in Fig. 7-
15a. The distribution of the normalized total pressure has two major spots. The region in
the core of the jet has a positive value of _. The stagnation region behind the jet has a low-
level of the total pressure (Fig. 7-15b). The presence of the low pressure zone, which
extents 2.5d downstream of the trailing edge of the jet (Fig. 7-16) is the primary source of
the strong crossflow, which can be seen upstream of the stagnation region (Fig. 7-17 and
Fig. 7-18). The crossflow is compromised of the hot fluid and creates a zone of high
temperature under the coolant jet. The combined effect of _sa, and D.4a vortices and
crossflow lifts and moves the zone of a low total pressure to the right (Fig. 7-14b). The
pressure gradient also results in larger turning of the upper jet in comparison with the
bottom jet. The experimental results indicate a higher skeweness of the thermal field than
that observed in the numerical prediction at the left side of the jet at this location. It may
be an indication that the numerical simulation undepredicts the strength of the f_sb vortex.
Intensive mixing and dissipation due to the presence of f_Sb and _,4b vortices decrease the
value of the total pressure in the core of the jet. At s/d=6, the jet has practically completed
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its turning in thestreamwisedirection.Furtherdownstream,the developmentof the jet is
similar to that of the fiat platejet, except for the presenceof the streamwisepressure
gradient.The core of the jet reachesthe shortestdistanceto the wall at about s/d=7;
furtherdownstreamit lifts slowly.
Oneof thenegativeeffectsof counter-rotatingvorticesisanentrainmentof the hot
air under thecoolingjet. Fig. 7-9 - Fig. 7-12 showthat £_sa and fha vortices entrain hot
fluid under the jet, pushing cold core fluid farther from the wall, hence decreasing the
cooling efficiency. An analysis of the streamlines shows that fha and _sa are a mixture of
coolant and mainstream flows. Upstream of s/d~5, _5_ consists of hot air with the rest of
the coolant fluid pushed closer to the jet center. £hb and _Sb have a minimal entrainment
of the surrounding hot fluid and predominantly consist of a cooling fluid with an increased
temperature due to the diffusion.
The contribution of various vortices is summarized below:
1) The vortex fha has a strong impact on both the thermal efficiency (entrainment of
the hot flow) and aerodynamic losses.
2) The vortex f25_ has a similar effect. Its contribution to the losses is smaller in
comparison with those of fha. The presence of the stagnation region downstream of
the jet is the primary source of the losses at the left side of the jet.
3) Vortices D_b and _Sb have a much less adverse effect due to the rapid decay,
caused by the strong dissipation near the root of the jet and a minor lifting of the jet
core downstream.
4)
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The three-dimensional flow field arising from the second (upper hole) jet is shown
in Fig. 7-17 and Fig. 7-18. The presence of the separation zone underneath the jet
as well as the highly skewed free shear layer above the separation zone is clearly
visible. The flow angle changes dramatically from the wall to the free stream. Such
large and differing flow angles of the jet and the mainstream result in large velocity
gradients and intense turbulent mixing. The jet-wake type of prof'de can be clearly
seen in Fig. 7-17 and Fig. 7-18. The mixing of the two jets is completed in about
six jet diameters. Large crossflow (spanwise flow) develops at the bottom of the
jet, resulting in the thermal field observed (Fig. 7-17 and Fig. 7-18). These
crossflows tend to lift the separation zone and move the hot spots away from the
wall.
7.2.4 Mach number effect
All measurements of the film cooling configurations are performed at a very low
Mach number, usually around 0.03-0.06. The Mach number in a real configuration is
usually much higher. To analyze the effect of the Mach number on the leading edge film
cooling, a numerical simulation of the configuration with M=2 and stagnation point
located at s/d=0 is carried out with an inlet Mach number of 0.3. All other variables used
for the test case are held constant. Maximum Mach number at the top of the cylindrical
leading edge reaches 0.9. Due to the rapid acceleration of the flow, static temperature of
the flow above the surface is much smaller than that at a low Mach number. To make a
2O4
propercomparisonbetweenthehigh andlow Math numbercases,the wall temperaturein
thecaseof thehighspeedflow is adjustedby a changein thekinetic energyat theedgeof
2 2
the boundary layer due to the local acceleration AT = Uhig_"ch -- Ut°wM"ch A comparison of
2Cp
the corrected adiabatic effectiveness between the experiment and the numerical prediction
at a low Mach number (Fig. 7-19) shows a mild increase in the jet diffusion at a high speed
flow. Two major factors contribute to this behavior of the jet; a higher pressure gradient
(Fig. 7-20) and the decreased diffusion of the jet due to the compressibility. Analyses of
the flow near the stagnation line indicate that there is a moderate decrease in the
separation zone under the bottom hole jet. Hence, the mixing process is increased due to
the smaller lifting of the jet. The flow pattern in the vicinity of the top row of coolant
holes does not indicate modifications of an aerothermal field due to the higher pressure
gradient resulting from the
effectiveness is not changed.
undergoes a rapid spreading.
gradient.
increased Mach number. Consequently, the adiabatic
Further downstream, the jet in the high-speed flow
This is due to the influence of the negative pressure
7.2.5 Influence of the high inlet turbulence
The level of inlet turbulence in a real turbine is much higher than that used in
laboratory experiments. To understand the influence of the high freestream turbulence
intensity on the leading edge fdm cooling, a numerical simulation of the flow with 10%
2O5
inletturbulencewascarriedout. This is closeto the turbulenceintensityencountedin real
engines.A comparisonof the lateranyaveragedadiabaticeffectivenessfor high andlow
freestreamturbulenceintensities(Fig. 7-21)indicatesadecreasein thecooling effectnear
the bottom row of coolant jets. Cooling effect downstreamof the top row of jets is
modifiedonly slightly.
Theoverallvortexstructureresultingfrom theinjectionfrom upperholesis similar
to that observedfor a low turbulencecase(Fig. 7-22aandFig. 7-22b). An increasein the
turbulenceintensityleadsto a more intensemixing and more rapid decayof the vortex
systemandresultsin asignificantlylow temperatureof thejet core (Fig.7-23aandFig. 7-
23b).Thepositionandthe amplitudeof vorticesarealsomodifieddueto a more intense
turbulentdiffusion.The mostaffectedvortex is Daa(Fig.7-9 - Fig. 7-12 andFig. 7-13a).
Its amplitudeis significantlyreducedandis locatedcloserto the wall at Tu=10% (Fig. 7-
22a andFig. 7-22b). This resultsin the smallerlifting of the Dab vortex, containing the
core of the coolant jet. The reduced intensity of Daa vortex also decreases an entrainment
of the hot ambient fluid under the coolant jet, therefore improving the cooling
effectiveness. A distribution of the surface adiabatic effectiveness (Fig. 7-24) shows more
intense spreading in the crossflow direction. This favorable effect of the increased
turbulence (low entrainment and higher spreading) compensates for the intensified jet-core
temperature diffusion. Therefore, the laterally averaged adiabatic effectiveness is modified
only moderately (Fig. 7-5a and Fig. 7-24a).
2O6
Increasedturbulenceintensitysignificantlyaffectstheflow structurein thevicinity
of the coolantholesnearthe stagnationsurface.Theseparationzoneunderthebottomjet
shrinksby a factor of two in both the crossflowand in the normal to the wall direction
(Fig. 7-25 andFig. 7-26).Thelocationof thejet coremovescloserto thewall at ahigher
turbulenceintensity.Anothermajor modificationis a smallerspreadingof the jet in the
streamwisedirection.This is dueto the lower intensityof the"kidney"-typevortex.At the
low turbulenceintensitylevel,the "kidney"-typevortex spreadsto the lateral sideof the
jet beforeturning smoothlyin the streamwisedirection.At high inlet turbulence,coolant
jet streamlinesgo parallel to the stagnationline until the jet turns suddenlyin the
streamwisedirection; andwithout reattachment,finally mixeswith the mainstream.The
concentrationof thejet streamlinesalongthestagnationlinecompensatesonly slightlyfor
the increasedturbulencediffusion.
7.2.6 Influence of the inlet turbulence length scale.
The development of the leading edge film cooling is controlled by the vortex
structure located outside the boundary layer. In boundary layer flows, the freestream
turbulence has a major influence on the flow development through its influence on the
turbulence intensity at the edge of the boundary layer. Due to the intense mixing and an
entrainment of the ambient fluid into the coolant jet core, the freestream turbulence
dissipation rate and the corresponding length scale play a significant role in the leading
edge film cooling effects.
2O7
To analyzethe effect of the freestreamturbulencelength scale, a numerical
simulationwascarriedout with an inlet turbulenceintensityTu= 10%andahigherlength
scalein comparisonwith the previouscase. For the currentcalculation,the ratio of the
eddyviscosityand themolecularviscosityis 120,while for theprevioussimulation(with
Tu= 10%)it is about30. Smallerdissipationrate leadsto only a minor increasein the
turbulenceintensity(about 1.5%nearthe bottomcoolantholerow). The comparisonof
the lateralaveragedadiabaticeffectivenessat two differing lengthscalesis shownin Fig.
7-27. A comparisonof the surfaceadiabaticcooling effectiveness(Fig. 7-24) revealsa
moreintenseincreasein the surfacetemperatureat the lower turbulencedissipationrate.
The increasededdy viscosity moderately reduces the laterally averaged adiabatic
effectivenessdownstreamof theupperhole.Examinationof theaerothermalfield indicates
only a minor decreasein the intensityof the t-_a vortex (Fig. 7-22b and Fig. 7-22c).
Therefore,there is no mechanismto compensatefor the higher temperaturediffusion
similar to thepreviouscase.
As indicated by Cruse et al. (1997), the experimentalinvestigationgave a
contradictory conclusion on the effect of the increasedturbulence intensity. The
modificationof themixingprocessdueto thechangein the lengthscalecanbeoneof the
factorscontributingto thesediscrepancies.Elevatedturbulencedissipationrateaffectsthe
jet coreandcorrespondinglythe vortex strengthD_b. A numerical simulation with a low
freestream turbulence intensity overpredicts the temperature of the coolant jet core (Fig.
7-8). This simulation was carried out with a high freestream turbulence length scale. The
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observedtrend due to the variation in the length scale (Fig. 7-23b and Fig. 7-23c)
indicatesthat the inlet lengthscaleemployedfor thebaselinecomputationcontributesto
theobserveddiscrepancybetweenthemeasuredandthepredictedjet coretemperature.
7.3 Concluding remarks.
The numerical investigation indicates that the CFD analysis can be successfully
employed for the prediction, simulation, and parametric study of the complex flows
associated with the leading edge film cooling. However, great care should be exercised in
the quality of the grid, the accuracy of inlet conditions, and the selection of the turbulence
model.
The analysis of the aerothermal field due to a compound angle leading edge film
cooling indicates the presence of the complex vortex structure much different from that
observed for a flat plate. Interaction between the upper coolant jet and the mainflow
generates four major vortices; £'_a, D_b, _sa, f_sb. These vortices originate respectively
from the interaction of the mainflow with the coolant flow eminating from the right lateral
side, core, left lateral side, and the upper side of the hole (Fig. 7-9 - Fig. 7-12). The
vortices D-4b and _Sb decay rapidly and the vortex ghb changes its sign beyond s/d=l 1.
Vortices f_sa and fha are major contributors to aerodynamic losses and for a decrease in
the adiabatic effectiveness through the entrainment of the hot fluid.
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Fig. 7-9 Vortex structure due to the upper hole jet-mainstream interaction, a)
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Fig. 7-10Vortex structuredueto theupperholejet-mainstreaminteraction,b)
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Fig.7-11 Vortex structuredueto theupperholejet-mainstreaminteraction,c)
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Fig. 7-12Vortex structuredueto theupperholejet-mainstreaminteraction,d)
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Chapter 8
THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW IN TURBINE ROTOR
Numerical investigation of the flow field in the Penn State rotor based on the
utilization of the Navier-Stokes solver has been carried out to gain a better understanding
of the secondary and the tip leakage flow development. Pressure gradient across the blade
tip clearance results in the development of the jet-like tip clearance flow. Its interaction
with the meanflow leads to the development of the tip vortex and modification of the
casing secondary flow and vortex. Similar to the jet-flow interaction analyzed in the.
previous chapter, the vortex interaction and mixing result in additional losses. One of the
objectives of this simulation is to identify features affecting the development of secondary
and tip leakage vortices, as well as sources of secondary flow losses.
8.1 Computational details
The current investigation is an extension of the numerical simulation presented in
Luo and Lakshminarayana (1997). The emphasis of this research is to improve the
resolution of the flow in the tip region, including a detailed analysis of the tip vortex
development and assessment of the utilization of an ARS turbulence model.
The embedded h-grid is utili7ed for the simulation of the flow in the tip region.
There is a significant variation of velocity vector across the tip clearance due to the
relative motion of the blade and casing. The maximum change in velocity amplitude
reaches 90 m/s within lmm distance. Thus, very dense grid is required for an accurate
resolution of the tip clearance flow. A comprehensive grid dependency analysis is not
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feasibledue to theenormousutilizationof the CPUtime.Only a partialgrid dependency
analysishasbeencarriedout. The numericalsimulationhasbeenperformedwith 9, 12,
and 18 grid points in the tip clearanceheight (0.9 mm,xc=(rc_-rtip)/(rc_-rhub)=0.75). The
difference between the solution based on 12 and 18 tip clearance grid points is
considerably smaller than that based on 9 and 12 grid points within the gap. All results
reported are based on the grid with 18 grid points in the gap. Similar analysis has been
performed for the vortex region. Twenty- six grid points in spanwise-direction are utilized
across the tip vortex zone. The total grid size is 104 (axial) X 60 (blade-to-blade) X 78
(radial). The outlet boundary is set at x/Cx = 2 downstream of the leading edge to ensure
that there is no influence of the outlet boundary condition on the vortex structure
development. Pitchwise average flow field based on the data by Zaccaria and
Lakshminarayana (1995) is used to establish the inlet boundary conditions.
8.2 Comparison with the experimental data
Predicting strong secondary flow that exists in a turbine is known to be one of the
most difficult tasks in CFD analysis. Results of the numerical modeling of the
ERCOFTAC turbine test cascade reveal a large variation in the position and the amplitude
of the secondary vortex predicted by various codes (Gregory-Smith, 1997). Current
prediction of the flow in the Penn State rotor have been compared with LDV and pressure
measurements by Ristic et al. (1998) and Xiao (1999) to establish confidence in the
simulated results.
A previous numerical simulation of the flow in the Penn State turbine Rotor (Luo
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andLakshminarayana,1997)showedverygoodcorrelationbetweenthe predictedsurface
pressuredistribution anddesignvaluesfrom Hb--0.13to Hb=0.90.Comparisonpresented
byXiao, 1999,alsoindicatesverygoodcorrelationbetweenthe experimentandpredicted
values.The numericalsimulationspresentedin this thesis,which arebasedon a refined
grid, variabletip gap,anda k-e/ARSM model,showthat all thesefactors do not affect
surfacepressureat the bladelocationaway from the casingregion Hb<0.94.Thus that
comparisonis not presentedhere.However,thepressuredistributionin the vicinity of the
blade tip is strongly affected. Grid refinementhas the most profound effect on the
predictedpressuredistributionnearthetip clearanceon thepressureside(Fig. 8-2).
The comparisonpresentedin Fig. 8-2 showsvery good correlationbetweenthe
predictedandmeasuredbladepressuredistributionon thepressureside.The presenceof
the tip clearanceflow affects the pressuredistribution only from 97% of spanto the
casing.The pressurefield is essentiallytwo-dimensionalin nature (i.e., no significant
variation in radial direction) from Hb=50%to 97%. From 97% of the bladespan,the
velocity field undergoessudden turning and accelerationas the flow enters the tip
clearance.This leadsto a rapiddecreasein bladepressurenearthe tip from x/Cx= 0.4 to
x/Cx= 0.9 in this region.Thiszonecorrespondsto themaximumtip-leakagemassflow at
the pressuresideof the gap.The low-pressurezoneis relatively thin and extendsfrom
Zg=(r-r_p)/(rc_-rtip)=-0.2to Zg = 0.5. Grid densityshouldbeadequatenot only in tip zone,
but also below the blade tip to providean accurateprediction of the flow in the flow
accelerationzone.From Zg---0.5to Zg=l (casing)the pressurelevel is relaxingto the
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levelson thebladepressuresurface.This iscausedby therelativemotion of the bladeand
casing,whichgeneratetheblockagenearthecasingandpreventsor reducesthe tip flow
acceleration.
Predictedpressuredistributionon thesuctionsurfacealsocorrelateswell with the
experimentaldata(Fig. 8-3). Thecharacteristicfeatureof the suctionsidepressurefield is
the developmentof the low-pressurezoneat x/Cx~0.5near the blade tip. This pressure
decreaseis causedby the developmentof the tip vortex. The locationof the minimum
pressurecan be used to identify the trajectory of the tip vortex (e.g., Ho and
Lakshminarayana,1996).A comparisonbetweenthe predictedandmeasuredlocationof
thetip vortexpathrevealsearlierinitiationof thetip vortexdevelopmentin thecaseof the
numericalsimulation(x/Cx~0.58VS x/Cx~0.64).At the bladetrailingedge,the predicted
distancebetweenthe vortex locationandtheendwallis higherthanthemeasuredvalueby
about 1.5-2% of the blade span.One of the potential factors contributing to this
discrepancyis the variation of the tip gap in the experiment.Design tip clearanceis
xc=l.l%, while the actual clearance varies from xc= 0.61% to x_=0.9%. Base calculations
have been carried out with x_=0.75%. Additional simulations discussed below have been
performed to assess the influence of the small variation of the tip gap height on the
predicted flow field.
Distribution of the axial velocity and axial vorticity at 10% of the chord
downstream of the trailing edge is shown in Fig. 8-4 and Fig. 8-5. A comparison of the
velocity field with the LDV data (Ristic et al., 1998) shows that the numerical solver
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correctly predicts reducedaxial velocity zone near the suction side causedby the
secondaryandleakageflows. The zoneof the reducedaxialvelocity extendsto 50% of
thepitch near casingand to 80% of the pitch nearthe hub.Both, the experimentaldata
andthepredictionrevealthezoneof thereverseflow in thecenterof the tip vortex (Fig.
8-4). Distribution of the axial vorticity field shownin Fig. 8-5 may be usedto identify
majorvortices; 1) casingwall passagevortex, 2) hubwall passagevortex, 3) tip leakage
vortex, 4) scrapingvortex (i.e. vortex causedby the relative motion of blade tip and
casing)and 5) wake axial vortices.High flow turning resultsin the developmentof the
passagevorticesof significantstrength.The hub wall passagevortex core is locatedat
Hb=0.3 andspreadsonethird of pitch in tangentialdirection.LDV datahastwo zonesof
thepositivevorticity nearthe casing;la and lb. A similardistributioncanbeobservedin
the predicted flow field (Fig. 8-5). However, measuredaxial vorticity in Zone l a is
significantlyhigher in comparisonwith the axial intensity in Zone lb. Predictedaxial
_.W
vorticity distributionhasanoppositetrend.Normalizedhelicity, canbeutilizedto
analyzevortex development(e.g.,KunzandLakshminarayana,1992).Normalizedhelicity
tendsto unityat thevortexcenterdisregardingthevortex intensity.Thedistributionof the
predictednormalizedhelicity indicatesthat at x/Cx~0.8thecoreof the casingwall passage
vortex (definedasregionwith normalizedhelicity equalto unity) is separatinginto two
parts.Oneis locatedcloserto thecasingandcanbe trackedto Zone la. Theotherpart is
transporteddownwardandcanbe trackedto Zone lb. Basedon this analysis,both la and
lb areconsideredaselementsof the casingwall passagevortex. A comparisonbetween
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thepredictedflow field in the rotor with tip clearanceandwithout tip clearanceindicates
that thisseparationof thecasingpassagevortex into two zonesexistsevenin the absence
of the leakageflow. Both, the predictionandtheexperimentaldata,clearlyshowthat the
tip vortex isconfinedto thesuctionsidetip comer.Themaximumleakagevorticity occurs
at Hb=92% (prediction) and 94% (experiment).This correlateswith the zone of low
pressureon the suctionside of the blade,which is discussedabove.The tip clearance
vortex extendsto 20% in the pitchwisedirection.The numericalsimulationpredicts a
narrowertip clearancevortex.The wakedevelopmentdownstreamof the trailing edgeis
three-dimensionalinnaturewith anegativeaxialvorticity from 60 to 80%of the spanand
a positiveaxialvorticity in the lower 45% of thespan.Interactionbetweenthe secondary
flow and the wake, augmentedby the rotation effects, is the primary mechanism
responsiblefor theaxialvorticity generationin thewake.Predictedwakeaxialvorticesare
more narrow than those observedin the experiment.This can be attributed to the
interactionof theupstreamnozzlewakewith therotor wake.This interaction,discussedin
Chapter5, makesthe suction side of the rotor wake significantlythicker. The current
simulationassumesa steadyflow, thus the rotor wake-nozzlewake interactioneffect is
notcaptured.
A comparisonbetweenthe predictedflow field with the preliminaryresultsof the
LDV measurements(Xiao, 1999)is shownin Fig. 8-6-Fig.8-9..Theaxialvorticity field is
mostlytwo-dimensionaldistributionat rdCx= 50%,with theexceptionof thenarrowzone
nearthe casing,which correspondsto thedevelopmentof thecasingwall passagevortex.
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Presenceof asmallzoneof negativevorticity closeto thebladetip indicatesthe inception
of the tip clearancevortex. A comparisonof the surfacepressuredistribution,presented
earlier, indicatesthat the numericalsimulationpredictsearlierinceptionof the tip leakage
vortex in comparisonwith the experiment.Therefore,predictedaxial vorticity field at
x/Cx=50%of the chordhasa largerzoneof highaxialvorticity. At x/Cx= 80%(Fig. 8-9),
thetip leakagevortex hasgrown significantly.Thepredictedaxialvelocity field indicates
the presenceof a stagnationzone in the core of the tip leakagevortex. This effect is
weaker in the experimentaldata.However, the experimentaldata downstreamof the
leadingedge(Fig. 8-4) containsa significantzoneof the negativeaxialvelocity,which is
similarto thepredictedflow. Thisdiscrepancycanbeexplainedthroughaconsiderationof
the tip vortex development.Presenceof the reverseflow in the centerof the tip leakage
vortex,incombinationwith thefact thatuntil 80%of thechordmostof tip leakageflow is
not entrainedby thetip vortex, mayleadto fewerLDV seedingparticlesin the centerof
thetip vortex.Thetip leakageflow isessentiallyunsteady,thereforeanexperimentalerror
mayoccurdueto the variationof thepositionof thevortexcore.
An overallcomparisonbetweenthepredictedflow field andthe experimentaldata
is good andenablesa certainlevelof confidencein the predictedflow field requiredfor
the analysisof the secondaryflow developmentpresentedbelow. The discrepancynoted
maybeattributedto two factors.First is the limitationof the flow modelutilized, i.e.,the
steadystatesimulationbasedon thecircumferentialaverageof the rotor inlet flow field.
Experimentalmeasurements(Lakshminarayanaet al., 1998)andtwo-dimensionalunsteady
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simulation(Chapter5) reveala profoundeffect of the unsteadyinteractionon the flow
field in rotor. Therefore,a steadystateassumptionmay not capture someof the time-
averagedfeaturesof the flow. The secondfactor is associatedwith deficienciesof the
turbulencemodel.Ristic et al. (1998)measuredstronganisotropyof the turbulencefield
downstreamof the trailing edge.A further analysisis requiredto analyzethe potential
influenceof non-isotropicturbulenceon theaccuracyof theprediction.
8.3 Vortex field development
EndwaU boundary layers upstream of the rotor undergo strong modification as
they enter the blade passage. Low momentum fluid located closer to the wall is
transported towards the suction surface due to the blade-to-blade pressure gradient and
streamline curvature. After the flow reaches the suction side, it develops into a passage
vortices. Streamline and streamwise vorticity distribution (Fig. 8-10) illustrates the
development of the secondary vortices in the rotor passage. Hub wall secondary flow
impinges on the suction side of the blade at about 50% of the chord. At this location, it
merges with the weak suction side horse shoe vortex. Further downstream, the hub wall
passage vortex is transported away from the hub wall. At the trailing edge crossplane, the
center of the hub vortex is located at 35% of the span. Development of the casing wall
passage vortex is affected by the blade casing relative motion and by the leakage flow.
Relative motion of the tip endwall contributes to a more intense transport of the casing
boundary layer to the suction surface, in comparison with cascade flow. Casing boundary
layer starts its final transformation into the passage vortex at x/Cx = 40% of the chord near
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thesuctionsurface(Fig. 8-10).Startingat x/Cx=50%of thechord,thedevelopmentof the
tip leakagevortexaffectsthecasingwall passagevortex intensityandpushesit awayfrom
thesuctionsurface.
Relative motion of the casing wall results in a flow blockage (in pitchwise
direction),preventingadevelopmentof the leakageflow within thefirst 30% of the chord
and this strongly reducesthe leakageflow further downstream.At x/Cx = 20%, the
tangentialtransport of the casingboundarylayer fluid resultsin a reverseleakageflow
from the suction surfaceto the pressuresurface(Fig. 8-11, streamlinesoriginated at
x/Cx=20%of the chord and Fig. 8-13). The fluid, locatedcloser to the blade tip, is
transportedalong the bladecenterlineandleavesthe tip gaponly at x/Cx= 50% of the
chord (Fig. 8-14). This observationis supportedby the distributionof the accumulated
massflowratethroughthe gapplotted in Fig. 8-12.There is a weaknegativetip leakage
massflowrateup to 30%of thechord.Vector field at Zg = 0.33 indicatesthat the leakage
flow enteringthegapat thepressuresurfacenearthe leadingedgeleavesclearanceonly at
x/Cx= 50%. Within 60% of the blade,a significantpart of tip leakageflow originatesat
thesuctionsurfaceratherthanat the pressuresideof thebladetip asaresultof thecasing
wall crossflowboundarylayer.Nearthecasing,this zoneextendsfrom theleadingedgeto
x/Cx= 60% (Fig. 8-13) of thetip suctionside.It shrinksto about20% of the chord,from
x/Cx--40% near the bladetip (Fig. 8-14). Further downstream,an increasingpressure
gradientacrossthetip gapconfinesa zoneof thereverseleakageflow to lessthan5% of
the tip clearanceheight nearthe casingwall. At x/Cx=55%of the chord, all streamlines
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initiated insidethe gap propagatesto the suctionsideof the blade,an indicationof the
normalpatternof the tip leakageflow (Fig. 8-11). The tip clearanceflow originatingat
this locationmixeswith themainflowwithoutrolling up intoavortex.
A strong interaction between the leakage flow and the casing wall boundary layer
immediately turns the leakage flow downwards and streamwise as it leaves the clearance
at x/Cx = 60% (Fig. 8-14 and Fig. 8-16a). An analysis of the secondary velocity field
indicates the presence of a vortex inception between the blade surface and the leakage
flow. Further downstream, this vortex is transformed into a full scale tip leakage vortex
(Figs. 8-16). However, streamlines paths clearly show the absence of the tip leakage fluid
inside this vortex at x/Cx = 60% (Fig. 8-11 and Fig. 8-16).
The inception of the tip leakage vortex occurs around 50% of the chord, caused by
the interaction between the tip leakage flow and the main flow. Increasing leakage
massflow expands tip leakage jet penetration into the main flow (Fig. 8-16). However, as
stated above, the leakage flow does not start to roll up into the vortex until 80% of the
chord. An enlargement of the crossflow area between the leakage jet and the blade suction
surface leads to a significant de-acceleration of the flow in this zone. Ultimately, the zone
of weak reverse flow develops at the center of the vortex zone. Streamlines initiated at the
location of the flow separation zone shown in Fig. 8-17 indicate that the core of the tip
vortex comprises of the mainflow fluid rather than the tip leakage fluid until 85% of the
chord. The stagnation zone in the core of the tip leakage vortex grows steadily from its
initiation up to the trailing edge (Fig. 8-16). Downstream of the trailing edge, the zone of
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thereversevelocitydisappearsrapidlyasa resultof intenseentrainmentof the tip leakage
flow into thecoreof thetip leakagevortex.
From 80% of the bladechord to the trailingedge,thereis a continuouschangein
the amountof the leakageflow entrainedby the tip leakagevortex and the tip leakage
flow mixingwith themainflowasaplainjet. At x/Cx= 80%of the chord,only 10%of the
tip leakagemassflowendsin the tip leakagevortex (Fig. 8-16 and Fig. 8-18). At this
location,most of the tip leakagefluid undergoesa quarterrotation as the outer layer of
the tip leakagevortex andis thenpusheddownwardsinto the mainflow.Nearthe trailing
edge,this part of the leakageflow is mergingwith therotor wake(Fig. 8-18).Within the
last7% of thebladechord,practicallyall the tip leakageflow rolls up into thetip leakage
vortex.The only exceptionis athin zonenearthecasingwall. In this region,the scraping
vortexpreventstheflow from mergingwith thetip leakagevortex.
Accumulatedmassflowthroughthegapgrowsrapidlyfrom 40% of thechord (Fig.
8-12).Maximummassflowrate is achievedfrom x/Cx= 70% up to the 90% of thechord.
Thepercentageof the leakageflow, which is entrainedby the tip vortex, increasesnearly
linearlyfrom x/Cx= 80% of the chordto the trailingedge.Thus, the combinedleakage
massflowis equallysplit betweenthe fluid, which is entrainedby the tip vortex and the
fluid which interactswith themainflowasaplainjet.
8.4 Secondary and leakage flow losses
The complex structure of the vortices in the rotor and their interaction has a major
influence on flow losses. There are three major sources of three-dimensional losses. The
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fu'stsourceof lossesis dueto the presenceof strongcasingandhub passagesecondary
vortices.The secondcontributor is additionallossesassociatedwith the developmentof
the tip leakageflow. The last sourceis the increasedor, in somecases,decreasedlosses
dueto the interactionbetweenthe tip leakagevortex, secondaryvortices,andthe rotor
wake.
Thevariouszonesof lossgenerationdueto theleakageflow canbeclassifiedas:
1.Lossgenerationinsidethetip gap,includinglossesdueto thesuddencontractionof the
flow, tip andcasingboundarylayers,andapotentialdevelopmentof theseparationzone;
2. Mixing lossesinsidethe bladepassage.Theselossesoccurdueto thedissipationof the
tip leakagevortexand"plain" leakagejet-mainflowmixing loss;
3. Loss production associatedwith tip vortex developmentdownstreamof the trailing
edge.
The numericalsimulationis a valuabletool in the investigationof the sourcesof
additionallosses,as well as their distribution.However, the predictedlossesbasedon
CFDmodelingarenot veryreliablein termsof their absolutevalues.No experimentaldata
is availableat this time; therefore,predictedlossescannot beverified. Nevertheless, the
author's experience and the information presented in literature show that CFD analysis
provides reliable information in predicting the trend in loss distribution.
Axial distribution of the mass averaged loss coefficient,
(_=(Fo_-Po)/(p_2/2), is presented in Fig. 8-19. A comparison with the loss
coefficient based on the two-dimensional simulation, presented in Chapter 5, shows that
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the secondaryflow and tip leakagelossesare responsiblefor about 50% of total rotor
losses.This conclusioncorrelateswell with experimentalobservations(e.g.,Booth, 1985).
The presenceof the secondaryflow and thedevelopmentof the tip leakageflow
(Fig. 8-20) resultsin increasedlossesdownstreamof thetrailingedge,while thepresence
of the axialvortices in the wakecontributesto the increasedlevel of lossesin this zone.
This observationis similar to thosemadeby Ho and Lakshminarayana(1996), for the
turbinecascade.Insidethebladepassage,increasedrateof lossgeneration,in comparison
with two-dimensionalflow, is observedfrom 50% of the chord as a result of the final
entrainmentof the casing and hub wall secondaryboundarylayers into corresponding-
passagevortices. Intensified lossproduction from x/Cx= 90% correlateswell with the
changingpatternof tip leakage- mainflowmixing. At this location,most of the leakage
flow is entrainedby thetip leakagevortex,resultingin additionallosses.
Lossesinsidethe tip clearancegapI are responsiblefor about 6-7% of the total
additionallosses(Fig. 8-19).This low valuemaybeattributedto the absenceof theflow
separationinside the gap and on the bladepressuresurfacein the vicinity of the gap.
However, the predictionof the separationzone is sensitiveto the characteristicsof the
turbulencemodelused.
The secondaryflow vortex structure is directly relatedto the distribution of the
losscoefficientpresentedin Fig. 8-20. Developmentof tip and hub secondaryvortices,
Gap losses are calculated as the difference in the mass average stagnation pressure between the suction
and the pressure sides of the gap, normalized by the ratio of tip leakage rnassflow to the total massflow
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which can be observed at x/Cx = 60% results in a zone of the low pressure near the tip and
the hub wall respectively. Farther downstream, mixing of the secondary vortex is the
primary source of losses up to the trailing edge. In the case of Penn State rotor, the
presence of the tip leakage flow does not affect the loss generation due to the casing and
hub passage vortices. This conclusion is based on a comparison of the loss coefficient
distributions for the cases with and without tip clearance (Fig. 8-20 and Fig. 8-21). At
x/Cx = 80%, the loss coefficient distribution has a zone of the decreased total pressure
located between the tip vortex center and the boundary layer (Fig. 8-20). Tip leakage flow
streamlines initiated at x/Cx at 70% of the chord inside the gap indicate that these losses
are due to the mixing of the tip leakage jet (i.e., part of tip leakage flow mixing with main
flow without entrainment into the tip leakage vortex). Beyond this zone there is no
indication of the additional losses caused by the mixing of the leakage flow outside the tip
leakage vortex.
The development of the tip leakage vortex results in an extended zone of low
pressure near the blade tip. The presence of the reverse flow in the vortex core minimizes
the contribution of the zone of low total pressure inside the tip leakage vortex into overall
losses. Downstream of the leading edge, massflow associated with the zone of the tip
leakage vortex is higher. Therefore, the contribution of this zone in loss generation is more
profound downstream of the trailing edge.
Due to the complex interaction between secondary vortices, leakage flow, and
wake, it is very difficult to calculate contribution of various sources to total loss. It is
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estimatedthat the tip and the hub secondaryvortices contribute50% of the additional
losses(i.e., lossesin additionto theprofile andplainwakemixing losses),while lossesdue
to the tip leakageflow accountfor about35% of the additionallosses.The rest of the
additionallossesis dueto the interactionof secondaryvortex, the leakageflow andthe
wake(i.e., lossdueto thepresenceof wakeaxial vortices,etc.).
8.5 Influence of the tip clearance height on the tip leakage vortex
development.
A numerical simulation of the turbine rotor with different tip clearance heights has
been carried out. The main objective of this investigation is to study the influence of
clearance height on the amplitude and the structure of the secondary and leakage flows. In
addition to gaining a better understanding, this simulation is useful in establishing a better
interpretation of the comparison between the numerical and experimental results. This
study will also provide guidance to the designer in optimizing the tip leakage effect. In the
experimental rotor, the blade-to-blade variation of tip clearance is about 30% of its
average value. Three cases have been investigated: with %=1.1%, %=0.61%, and no
clearance (in addition to the base case with %=0.75%). Even though zero clearance is
physically not realizable, the relative motion of the blade and casing is preserved. A
comparison of the leakage massflow at different tip clearances (Fig. 8-12) shows a
nonlinear relation between the clearance height and the leakage massflow. The blade tip
boundary layer and the casing boundary practically merge for the case of %=0.61%.
Therefore, leakage massflow at %=0.61% is equal to less than one-third of those observed
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atthedesignvalueof tip clearance(xc=1.1%,Fig. 8-12).
There is no significantdifference(beyondthe moderatechangein amplitudeof
vorticesandpositionof the tip leakagevortexcore)betweenthe axialvelocity and axial
vorticity fields at x/Cx = 110%of the chord (Fig. 8-22 b,d and Fig. 8-4, Fig. 8-5) at
varioustip clearances.The positionof the tip vortex centeris locatedfarther from the
casingfor the flow with "l:e=l.l%. This is due to the earlier inception of the tip leakage
vortex caused by increased leakage flow. Based on the results of the numerical modeling,
it is possible to estimate that 0.1% increase in clearance results in 1% change in the
spanwise position of.the tip leakage vortex. Despite the significant change in the size and
amplitude of the tip vortex, as well as in the extent of the tip leakage vortex core reverse
flow, the overall pattern of the secondary and leakage flows in the case of zc=0.61% is
similar to the base case (Fig. 8-22). However, there is a significant redistribution between
the leakage flow entrained by the tip leakage vortex. For the case with 'to=0.61%, about
75% of the leakage flow is entrained into the vortex, while the base case has only 50% of
the leakage flow rolled up into it. Mixing of the tip leakage vortex results in higher losses
in comparison with "plain" jet mixing.
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Fig. 8-1 Penn State rotor, computational grid
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Fig. 8-10 Streamline vorticity (o_2co), crossflow planes are located at x/Cx=60%,
x/Cx=80%, and x/Cx=ll0% respectively, streamlines are initiated 5% of the chord
upstream of the leading in hub and casing boundary layers
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Fig. 8-11 Streamline vorticity (o._/2o_), crossflow planes are located at x/C_=60%,
x/C_=80%, and x/Cx=110%, streamlines are initiated inside tip gap at 20% and 55% of the
cord
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Fig. 8-17 Normalized streamline vorticity (o_/2o_), crossflow planes are located at
x/Cx=60%, x/Cx=80%, and x/Cx= 110%, streamlines are initiated at the location of the tip
vortex inception and represent mean flow fluid particles
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Fig. 8-18 Normalized streamline vorticity (o.V2o3), crossflow planes are located at
x/Cx=60%, x/Cx=80%, and x/Cx=110%, streamlines are initiated inside tip gap at 70% and
90% of the chord
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Fig. 8-22 a)-d) Flowfield at x/Cx=110%, influence of tip clearance height a) Normalized
vorticity, 0.61% clearance a) Normalized vorticity, 1.1% clearance, c) Normalized axial
velocity, 0.61% clearance, d) Normalized axial velocity, 1.1% clearance
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Chapter 9
SUMMARY
9.1 Summary
A compressible unsteady Navier-Stokes solver has been developed to enable
numerical simulation of complex turbomachinery flows. To improve the computational
efficiency of the code, a pseudo-time acceleration technique has been employed in the
conjunction with the explicit Runge-Kutta scheme. Utilization of the pseudo-time
approach leads to the presence of additional source terms, thus affecting both the stability
and the convergence characteristics of the original scheme. Von Neuman analysis has been
carried out to assess different methods of the pseudo-time stepping implementation. Based
on this analysis, a correction to the local time step required for the stable and efficient
unsteady calculations has been established. Quality of the grid plays a significant role in
the accuracy of the numerical prediction. The ability to use different grid topologies,
which are more suitable for the particular flow condition, is beneficial for improved
prediction capabilities. It is also helpful in reducing user's effort to generate the grid. The
multiblock version of the code has been developed to make the code more flexible and
more suitable for the numerical simulation of complex turbomachinery configurations such
as multistage rotor-stator interaction, mukidomain structure associated with film cooling,
tip clearance flow etc.
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Resultsof thenumericalsimulationbasedon thehybridARSM/k-e modeldepend
on the k-e componentof themodel,especiallyin thenearwall region.This is especially
noticeablein the transitionalflows. Low Re numberk-e modelbasedon distanceto the
wall and wall shearstresswas replacedwith the k-e model basedon local turbulence
characteristic.This modificationenablesa better predictionof transitionaland separated
flows.Transitionmodelshavebeenincorporatedin thecode.This developmentis aimed
at assessmentof thenumericalsimulationof transitionbasedon transitionmodelsagainst
thepredictionbasedonoriginal turbulencemodels.
The numericalsolverhasbeenextensivelyvalidatedagainstbenchmarkflows. A
numberof criteria, requiredfor the accuratenumericalsimulation,havebeenestablished
basedon the resultsof the validation.A comparison of the predicted turbulence field with
the experimental data indicates that the present solver strongly overpredicts the level of
the turbulence intensity in regions with the dominant normal stress. The modification of k-
e model has been performed to reduce the predicted level of the turbulent kinetic energy
near the leading edge and away from the blade surface. The Navier-Stokes procedure has
been used to investigate the unsteady flow in turbine and compressor cascades. The nature
of the upstream wake propagation through the stage, and its interaction with the blade
passage flow have been analyzed. The contribution of various components (potential
interaction, viscous dissipation, inviscid stretching) into the overall wake decay has been
discussed. The assessment of low turbulence models for their ability to predict the
development of the unsteady transitional boundary layer has been carded out.
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Numericalmodelingof the transitionover a laminarseparationbubblehasbeen
chosento assesstheabilityof thenumericalsolverbasedon differentturbulencemodelsto
accuratelypredictthecomplexflow phenomenassociatedwith theflow in aLP turbine.
Finally, two casesof the flow with the complex vortex structure have been
simulated.Numericalsimulationsof the leadingedgefdrncoolingandthe tip vortexflow
areaimedat a betterunderstandingof the complexvortex flow causedbyjet-mainstream
interaction. Resuks of the numerical investigation are used to derive a better
understandingof flow physics.Vortex structure is analyzedto identify sourcesof the
aerodynamiclossesanddegradationin theheattransferefficiency
9.2 Conclusions
Incorporation of the pseudo time stepping enables a significant improvement in the
code performance. Required CPU time is from 5 to 25 times less than the CPU time
required for the basic code, depending on the case. Utilization of the pseudo-time
stepping is especially beneficial for the simulation of wake-blade row interaction. Navier-
Stokes simulation requires only two-to-three times more CPU time in comparison with the
Euler simulation, if the surface pressure distribution is of primary concern. Thus, the
Navier-Stokes solver can be used as a replacement for the Euler code in a coupled
Euler/boundary layer procedure. This will combine the efficiency and the accuracy of the
unsteady boundary layer code with the ability of the Navier-Stokes code to predict
accurate pressure distribution, upstream wake decay and the off-design and separated
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flow. The requiredCPU time in this caseis aboutthree timesasmuchasthe CPU time
requiredfor theoriginalEuler/boundarylayersolver.
The main resultfrom the validationprocessis the establishmentof the acceptable
levelof theartificial dissipationcoefficientfor accurateandstablesolution.To providean
accurateflow simulationkashouldbein arangefrom 0.005to 0.015.Thisvalueof 1<4(the
forth-orderdissipationcoefficient) is alsoadequateto providethenumericalpredictionof
thetransitionflow which is independentof theartificial dissipation.To obtainanaccurate
simulationof the upstreamwakepropagationthroughthe turbomachinerystage,thegrid
should have at least twenty grid points per wave. However, this requirementcan be
moderatelyrelaxed for high harmonicsof the narrow wake (i.e., near wake). Rapid
physical decayresults in faster decayhigher harmonicsof the wake upstreamof the
leadingedge.Thustheeffectof artificial dissipationis notsignificant.
The modification of the k-e model to eliminateoverpredictionof the turbulent
kinetic energynear the leadingedge and away from the bladesurfaceis essentialfor
accuratenumericalsimulationof transitionalflows.
9.2.1 Unsteady transitional flow in compressor cascade
The ability of the Navier-Stokes code to predict the unsteady transitional flow on a
turbomachinery blade is assesed. The unsteady pressure and velocity fields are in good
agreement with the experimental data and the prediction from the Euler/boundary layer
approach. The numerical solver is able to capture major zones (wake induced transitional
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strip, wake inducedturbulentstrip etc.) associatedwith the wake inducedtransition in a
compressorcascade.
Another significantstep is the assessmentof k-E turbulencemodels,including
leadingedgemodifications.Best resultsare obtainedusingFLB model. The LB model
predictsearlierinceptionof thetransitionandshortertransitionlength.Modificationof the
k-e modelis found to beessentialfor the accuratepredictionof the unsteadytransitional
flow in the compressorcascade.The CH model fails to predict the unsteadytransitional
flow. The predictedboundarylayer is turbulent from the leadingedge, even with the
modificationof thek-Emodelnearthestagnationpoint.
The predicted momentum thickness reveals excellent agreementwith the
experimentaldataandthe Euler/boundarylayerprediction.Similar to the boundarylayer
solution,Navier-Stokessolverpredictshigherlevelof time-averagemomentumthickness
in comparisonwith the steadystatesolution.This is anindicationof an increasedlossdue
to theunsteadyinteraction
Interactionbetweentheupstreamwakeandthe statorwakeresultsin sheddingof
unsteadyvorticesfrom thetrailingedgeandincreaseddissipationin the stator wake and,
asaconsequence,increasedrateof decayof thestatorwake.
9.2.2 Rotor-stator interaction in turbine stage
Comparison of the predicted unsteady flow fried with the LDV data and dynamic
pressure measurements indicates that the predicted velocity and pressure fields in a turbine
stage are in good agreement with the experimental data at the design and the off-design
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conditions.The measuredunresolvedunsteadinessandthe predictedturbulenceintensity
showthat the peakintensitiesarepredictedreasonablywell, but thewakewidth basedon
the unsteadinesshowsthat the computationhasa larger diffusion(into the freestream)
comparedwith theexperimentaldata
Thepressuregusthasthe mostinfluencenearthe leadingedge.Its influencein the
developmentof the unsteadyflow-field is limited to 15% of the bladechord from the
leadingedge.Beyond this, the wake-blade interaction through the development of the
counter-rotating vortices in the blade passage, is the source of unsteadiness. The
maximum variation in the unsteady pressure was observed at x/Cx = 0.28 on the suction
surface.
Up to 15% of the chord, the viscous dissipation is responsible for 45% to 75% of
the wake decay. Further downstream, the wake undergoes both the inviscid decay and the
amplification inside the passage. The contribution of viscous dissipation is equal to 75% of
the total decay and 58% of the decay in the passage. Most of additional losses due to
unsteady flow occur upstream of the leading edge (-55%). Inside the blade passage, the
nozzle wake mixing losses are small in comparison with blade profile losses. Increase in
prof'de losses is attributed to the modification of the suction surface boundary layer due to
the nozzle wake-blade interaction.
The numerical solver was able to predict most of the features associated with the
wake induced unsteady transition (wake induced transitional strip, turbulent strip, etc.).
Even though the k-E model lacks physics of the bypass transition, the predicted
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developmentof variouszonesfollows the trendobservedin the experiment.The major
exceptionis the calmedregion.The predictedregiondownstreamof the wake induced
transitionalstrippossessesomecharacteristicsof thecalmedregion.However,thisregion
cannot be identifiedasa calmedregionbecauseit lacksother essentialfeaturesof the
calmedregion,suchaspropogationof thezonetrailing edgeat 0.3Ws.
The nozzle wake interaction with the rotor wake leads to an increased
unsteadinessobservedin both theexperimentandtheprediction.Thesuctionsidesegment
of the nozzlewakemergeswith the rotor wake, causingfluctuationsin the rotor wake.
The phaselag betweenthe suction sidesegmentand the pressureside segmentof the
nozzle wake gives rise to fluctuation in the rotor wake at double the nozzle wake
frequency,but withasignificantlysmalleramplitude.
Thereis asignificantchangein theoverallflow patternat theoff-designcondition.
Due to an increasedreducedfrequency,therearemorenozzlewakesegmentsin therotor
passagein comparisonwith the designcase.Anothersignificantfactor is thedevelopment
of a strong separationbubbleon the pressuresurfacewithin 15% of the chord nearthe
leadingedge.Theinteractionbetweenthenozzlewakeandtheseparationbubbleresultsin
amplifiedunsteadypressureon thepressuresurface.Predictedunsteadyvelocity indicates
that the nozzle wake-separationbubble interactiongeneratesa vortex pattern in the
separationzone,thusincreasingunsteadinessin thiszone.
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9.2.3 Transition to turbulence over laminar separation bubble in LP turbine
A numerical simulation of the flow in a low-pressure turbine was carried out to
assess the ability of different turbulence models to predict transitional flow at different Re
and turbulence levels. Best results have been obtained with the FLB model (without the
transition model). Implementation of the hybrid k-e/ARSM improves the prediction for
Re = 50,000, Tu = 2.5%. While having minimum impact in all other cases, this
modification contributed to the redistribution of the turbulent kinetic energy between
various components in the transition region.
Utili7ation of the transition model does not result in an improved flow simulation.
Analysis of the turbulence characteristics in the transition zone shows that the lack of
improvement is due to interference between the transition model and the low Re
turbulence model. In the current prediction, the transition inception from the "pure" k-e
model is located only about 2% of the chord upstream of the measured location. An
enforcement of the transition through the intermittency function leads to a double damping
of turbulence in the transition zone.
A number of factors have been found to be essential for an accurate prediction of
the transition. The first factor is the need to limit the turbulence production near the
leading edge to ensure an accurate development of the laminar boundary layer.
Implementation of the fourth-order artificial dissipation ink-E equations, without
modification for the leading edge flow, may lead to the development of the pseudo-
turbulent boundary layer. The solver with a mixed second/fourth-order artificial dissipation
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is lesssensitiveto this problemdueto its ability to avoidan immediatetransitioninception
nearthe leadingedgeat high levelsof turbulenceintensity.A secondfactor is theneedto
modifythefreestreamturbulenceequation.Thisproblem,aswell asthefirst one,is dueto
the poor performanceof a standardk-E model in the caseof strong normal stresses.
Without theadjustmentof thefreestreamturbulence,theturbulenceintensitymaybeover-
predictedby 2-3%. The elevatedlevel of the turbulent kinetic energymay affect the
transitioninceptionprediction.
Theestablishmentof thereliability rangefor thenumericalsolveris neededfor its
wider acceptancefor the designproblems.Even though grid independencyhas been
verified through the numericalmodeling,a further analysisshows that the predicted
transitionlocationis affectedbythe levelof artificial dissipation.For smallvaluesof k2ke,
the variationof theartificial dissipationactsasa disturbance(i.e., affectingthe transition
inceptionwithout diffusingk in the transitionzone).This makesthe assessmentof the
reliability of the prediction more complex.In addition to grid and turbulence model
characteristics,the numerical scheme(i.e., form of differential approximation) and
numericaldetails (e.g., the way the realizabilityof k is ensured)do contribute to the
variationin the transitionprediction.For the currentsolver,thepotentialerror associated
with this phenomenoncanbeestimatedto be2% of thechordfor the locationof inception
of transition.For the attachedflow, the levelof accuracyachievedcanbe consideredas
acceptableevenwithoututilizationof thetransitionmodel.To ensureareliableprediction
of the separatedflow cases,this level shouldbe improvedbecauseeven a moderate
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variation in the predicted transition inception results in a significant variation of the
separationbubble.
9.2.4 Leading edge film cooling
The numerical investigation indicates that the CFD analysis can be successfully
employed for the prediction, simulation, and parametric study of the complex flows
associated with the leading edge film cooling. However, great care should be exercised in
the quality of the grid, the accuracy of inlet conditions, and the selection of the turbulence
model.
The analysis of the aerothermal field due to a compound angle leading edge film
cooling indicates the presence of complex vortex structure much different from that
observed for a fiat plate. Interaction between the upper coolant jet and the mainflow
generates four major vortices, pair of core vortices and pair of outer vortices. These
vortices originate respectively from the interaction of the mainflow with the coolant flow
emanating from the right lateral side, core, left lateral side, and the upper side of the hole.
The outer vortices decay rapidly. Core vortices are major contributors to the aerodynamic
losses and for a decrease in the adiabatic effectiveness through the entrainment of the hot
fluid.
Following conclusions can be made:
1) The compound angle injection and the resulting large and differing flow
angles of the jet and the mainstream result in large velocity gradient and a "jet-wake"
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structure,leadingto intensemixing. Largecrossflowdevelopmentresultsin the lifting
of thejets andmovementof hot spotsawayfrom thewall.
2) Numericalsimulationat a higher inlet Mach numbershows only a small
decreasein thecooling effectivenessdue to thecompressibilityand modifiedpressure
gradienteffects.
3) High turbulenceintensity leadsto a decreasein the cooling effectiveness
nearthe stagnationsurface. The developmentof the flow abovethe secondrow of
holesat the high turbulencelevel is controlled by two opposingtrends; increased
turbulencedissipationandmodificationof thevortexstructureleadingto a decreasein
thehot fluid entrainment.The freestreamturbulentlengthscalehasasignificanteffect
on thebalancebetweenthesetwo phenomenon.
4) The predictedcoolingeffectivenessandthe flow-field arevery sensitiveto
the inlet turbulentlengthscale.Increasedlengthscaleresultsin decreasedeffectiveness
and faster decayof the vortices. Specificationof the correct turbulencedissipation
ratio or the lengthscaleis oneof the crucialelementsfor anaccuratepredictionof the
leadingedgefilm coolingeffects.
A more accurateprediction of the ftlm cooling effects may be achievedthrough an
improvedturbulencemodel.The incorporationof thehigherorder anisotropicturbulence
modeland the modification of the constantturbulent Prandtl.numberassumptionmay
improvetheaccuracyof thevortexsimulation.Additional investigationsshouldbecarried
out to assesstheinfluenceof thecurvatureeffecton this typeof flow.
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9.2.5 Secondary flow in turbine including tip leakage flow
Development of the tip leakage flow is characterized by significant velocity and
pressure gradients that exist in the tip gap and its vicinity. According to the result of the
grid refinement analysis, it is essential to have at least 15 grid points within the gap for an
adequate numerical resolution of the flow. The sudden contraction of the flow generates a
low-pressure zone below the blade tip on the pressure surface. Therefore, grid also should
be highly clustered at least two tip gap heights below the blade tip.
There is a good correlation between the predicted and the measured blade pressure
distribution. The comparison between the predicted flow-field and the LDV data also
reveals good correlation downstream of the trailing edge. However, the numerical
prediction indicates an earlier development of the tip leakage vortex. Pitchwise width of
the tip leakage vortex is smaller in comparison with the experiment. These discrepancies
can be attributed to the limitation of the physical model, especially to the steady state
approximation and isotropic nature of the turbulent model.
Development of the leakage flow in the rotor significantly differs from that
observed in a cascade. Relative motion of the blade and casing blocks the development of
the tip leakage flow. Massflow through the tip gap reaches its maximum at 85% of the
chord. Leakage flow leaving the tip clearance is only partially rolled up into the tip leakage
vortex. At 50% of the chord, all the leakage flow mixes with the mainflow as a "plain" jet,
while at 93% all leakage flow leaving the gap is entrained by the vortex. Tip vortex starts
at around 50% of the chord as a radial separation zone on the suction surface. It
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immediatelymovesawayfrom thebladesurfaceandgrowssteadilyuntil thetrailingedge.
The coreof the tip leakagevortex mostlyconsistsof the mainflow fluid entrainedat the
vortex inceptionup to the90% of theblade.In thecaseof the intensetip leakagevortex
growth,a zoneof reverseflow developsin the coreof thetip leakagevortex, increasing
theflow blockagedueto thetip leakageflow.
A comparisonbetween the three-dimensionalprediction, and two-dimensional
predictionof pitchwisemassaveragelosscoefficientshowsthatthesecondaryandleakage
flow lossesareresponsiblefor about50%of total losses.Thepredictionshowsarelatively
smallcontributionof thetip leakageflow (lessthen30%of the additionallosses).Thiscan
be attributedto the relativelysmallclearance(lessthen 1% of the bladespan)in Penn
Staterotor. Most of the lossesdue to the tip leakageflow occur downstreamof the
trailingedgethroughthetip vortexmixing.
A smaller tip clearanceresults in decreasedleakageflow. It also leadsto an
increasedpercentageof the tip leakagefluid entrainedby the tip leakage vortex.
Therefore,the decreasein lossesis lessprominent,becauseof higher lossesassociated
with theflow entrinedby thetip leakagevortex.
9.3 Recommendations for the future work.
Reliable prediction of the cairned region can be beneficial for the improved blade
design, especially potential improvement in stage weight characteristics. Even though the
accuracy of the unsteady transition flow prediction is comparable with the steady
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transitionprediction,someessentialfeaturesof the calmedregionarenot captured.This
includessuchcharacteristicsasthe propagationvelocity of the calmedregion near the
trailing edge.Improvedturbulencemodelingis neededin order to get better resolutionof
thewakeinducedtransition.
The numericalpredictionof the separatedflow in LP turbine is very sensitiveto
the accuracyof the transition inception.Smallerror in the predicted location resultsin
considerablymodified height and extent of the separationbubble. Further analysisis
requiredto ensurea more stableand reliable simulation.Numerical solver shouldbe
modified to eliminate the dependencyof the predicted transition on the numerical
realization.
Complex vortex structure due to the film cooling is known to possessnon-
isotropic turbulencenature.The ratio of eddy viscosity coefficientsin streamwiseand
spanwisedirectionsaresignificantlydifferentfrom unity. This ratio canbe ashighas20.
Additional researchis requiredto exploretheeffect of non-isotropyin turbulenceon the
accuracyof thevortexflow simulations.
Presentcompressiblenumericalsolver was successfullyemployedfor the flow
simulation with relatively low flow Mach number. However, code utilization for
calculationsof threedimensional,low speedflow resultsin code computationalefficiency
degradation,especiallyfor caseswith significantvariationsin the.total energydistribution.
An incorporationof the preconditioningmay be beneficial for computationallymore
efficientmodelingof low Machflows.
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Appendix A
LINEARIZED SOLUTION OF THE WAVE PROPAGATION
Let us consider sinus wave propagation:
Governing laminar incompressible equations can be written:
t_+u_+ _ O:u O:u. _
a Ox v-_-=v &---r+Oy----r)+tJx
_+u_+ _ .O:v O_v. _
v-- = v_-_- +-_-) + o,
Artificial dissipation (assuming isotropic dissipation) is given by
I 94U 4 I 04u 4
D= + ;t _-; (Ay>
1 3% 4
+_t -_-;-(AY))
[A-l]
[A-21
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whereu andv arex andy componentsof thetotalvelocity.
Solutionfor theeq. [A-1] canbefound in theform:
u = Uo(1+ A(x)cos(2n'aY(y-Vowt))
Oa(x) 1
v = Vow - u o cos(2zrt_(y - Vowt)
_gx 2_r_
Solution for A(x) can be obtained by the substitution of [A-3] into [A-1 ],
[ A-3]
In this case equation for the x-component can be rewritten as:
u2 ° OA(x) cos(.) =
3x
k4 _c4 (u ° _4A(x)
_2A(x) cos(.) + (27rt0")z A(x)(- cos(.)) At]')eft(no _x 2 _x 4
where (*)=(y-Volt)
COS(')+ (27_'_)4A(x)(cos('))
[ A-41
Linearization assumption, A(x) <<1, has been used to derive this expression.
Cell aspect ratio is assumed equal to unity, i.e., Ax - Ay
Equation [A-4] can be non-dimensionalised using wave length :._ = x/I, where 1 - is
length of the wave.
bA(:_)
n
1 ._2A(2) k4z_ 4 (U 0 _4A(_')
Rew t _ I-(2n'fil)2A(-x)) Atuol3 _)_4
+ (2trt_) 4A(._))
[ A-5]
Where Rew is Reynolds number based on the wave length.
If CFL = 1 then
Ax 3 _c _c 3 1 1
k4 z_c4 _ k 4 -- - k 4 - k4 n3
AtUol'-'-----_ -_ Atu o -_ C_'L CFL
[A-61
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wheren is thenumberof grid pointsperwavelength.
Makingadditionalassumptions
_X 2
<< (2n'tD')2 A(_)
_X 4
<< (2n-ar)'A(_)
This assumption is based on the dominance of the crossflow component of the dissipation
over a streamline one.
Then, solution for [A-5] can be written as:
A(_) = A 0 exp[(-2n'_r)2(_ 1--_----+ k, (2zr_)2
r_e. "_ )_1
For the freestream wave/wake propagation, discussed in chapter 3, u and v are the
functions of (y-Vowt+Vo,duox). This problem may be reduced to the problem considered
above using coordinate transformation : _ = y -Vo,,X
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